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Kill or Chill? 



Part One: Sign of the Ti;mes 
Monetarism, the Crisis of Representation, and the CJB 

Any analysis of the opposition to what is now on the statute books as the Criminal Justice and Public 
Order Act has of course to consider what the legislation is all about, to examine its meaning as a 
weapon in the struggle between the contending classes. Such a consideration is far from easy given 
the wide ranging nature of the inordinate number of clauses contained in the act, varying from 
removing the Prison Officers' Association's right to strike to allowing the incarceration of children in 
prisons. A common criticism of the opposition to the act is that it has concentrated its concerns on 
Part 5, containing the provisions against ravers, travellers, squatters, hunt saboteurs and the like, and 
thereby giving the impression that the CJ&POA is concerned only with 'marginal elements'. Some 
anarchists (such as the Anarchist Black Cross) have argued that the supposedly 'anti-terrorist' 
measures, such as the reintroduction of stop and search powers, and the removal of the 'right of 
silence' under police questioning demonstrate that the act is not primarily conccmcd with nmgina1s 
but conversely represents an attack on the working class as a whole. And many LeniniSls haw: argued 
that the new offence of aggravated trespass demonstrates that the act is likewise an attack on the 
working class as a whole by outlawing trade union picket lines, given that to their minds (and despite 
evidence to the contrary) the working class (or at least the section that really counts) all actnally go to 
full-time work. 

Though the first of these arguments may contain a significant elcmcnt of trulh, both fail ID grasp the 
nature of this nebulous beast. The CJ&POA has been described as a bundle of pmjDdices. and is 
perhaps best understood as that - a piece of legislation which a divided ConscrvaliW! Gow:rnmcnt can 
unite around as an attack on their favourite scapegoats. But the CJ&:POA functions in this way 
because, whether they are conscious of it or not, there is a method in their madness. Despite the 
ditching of the 'petty nationalist' Thatcher, the Conservatiw: Party is slill divided �the question of 
Europe: the problem of class rule in the new economic reality of global finance capi1aL And the recent 
crisis over VAT on fuel, with backbench Conservative rebels defying a duec line whip ID sabotage the 
government majority, clearly showed up the disunity and lack of din:cti.on afflicting the government. 
The problem they face which seems to be defying any easy resolution is simply the -1 ID impose 
austerity, the need to attack the gains of an entrenched working class, without destroying the fragile 
Conservative social consensus represented by the 'Essex Man' phenomenon. With the dream of a 
property-owning democracy sinking into the nightmare of debt, the consensus is rapidly becoming 
unravelled, but UK pie cannot retreat. What better tonic than a good old attack on those firmly 
outside of the deal, the marginalized, whose exclusion the Conservative deal was predicated upon, to 
stiffen up resolve in the ranks for those attacks which threaten to recompose the class. But even such 
an apparently uncomplicated weapon has been threatening to blow up in the faces of those trying to 
use it. We are running ahead of ourselves, however. Before we proceed further we have to consider 
the context in which the battle is being fought. 

The character of the movement against the CJ&POA can only be adequately grasped through an 
examination of the political context in which it has arisen. The most notable fearure of the campaign 
has been the complete absence of the Labour Party's involvement (save for Tony Benn"s speeches) and 

the effective marginalization of the groups which traditionally scavenge in its detrims. 1be movement 

may be considered in some ways paradigmatic of class struggle in the era follo-..ing the retteat of 

social democracy: unhindered by any powerful mediating force and, as such, both rdati>-ely incoherent 

in its attempts to express its demands and potentially explosive. We seem to be ID<l'ing towards a 

situation where the traditional means of recuperation of struggles and integralioll o! ;is subjects - the 

'left' - is finding itself increasingly incapable of representing struggles occurring oa:side of the 

productive sohere. This retreat of social democracy is itself a consequence of,,.,. giobal realities. 



(i) The crisis of representation 
al The rcgw; of wcia! dc;mQGrpcy· 
As the traditional fonn of mediating the relationship between 
capital and labour, social democracy, including its radical 
variants, may be said IO be the rcprcscnWion of the trade union 
consciousness of the working class. Unlike Lenin, who argued 
that the working class could not develop revolutionary 
consciousness widlout external in1ervention, we would argue 
that it is the struggles of the worll:ing class itself which 
defetishizes the social relation of capital. But this does not 
necessarily mean that the wodciDg class is just inberendy 
revolutionary. Reformism (or democracy for that matter) is not 
adequately undmlOOd as a con Irick perpcttaled by Ille (middle 
class) lefl on an otherwise revolutionary class, as many 'ultra
lcfti.sts' would have us believe. The tendency to leftism. like the 
tendency to communism, must be grounded in the social relation 
of wage Jabour irsclf: exploitation medialed by the sale and 
purchase of labour-power. 

Proletarian subjectivity moves along a continuum between 
the poles of integration and transcendence, poles which 
represent the acceptance or refusal of the commodity form d 
labour. Labour-power is a commodity which is not a commodity. 
A commodity is a thing that is separable and thus alienable from 
its owner which is produced to be sold; and for capital labour
powcr is this thing whose c.xchaogc-valuc is the wage and 
whose use-value is the capacity to create and preserve value. 
However, not only is labour-power not immediately produced 
for sale, being produced only as part of the reproduclion of 
human life itself, but it is also not a thing separate from its 
possessor. The alienation of labour is tbus experienced as loss 
of subjectivity, as estrangement. 

Thus the imposition of the commodity form is resisted, 
leading to the refusal of work, defelisbization and the 
communist tendency. However, in so far as this imposition is 
accepted, the wmbr may accept the position of commodity 
owner in the sphere of exchange and consumption alongside 
bourgeois and other proletarians alike, and possibly buy a car, 
house. and other trappings of a 'middle class' identity. 

Social democracy represents the acceptance of the 
commodity-form of labour, the interests of the working class as 
objects, with ttades unions carrying out its collective sale to 
capital. It represents the interests of a national working class as 
a whole within capitalism through the use of state intervention 
against some of the excesses of the market. 

Thus struggles against the alienation of wage labour must 
be recuperated by the left. represented by it, and rendered 
compatible with the continued objectification of the WOlkers by 
capital accumulation. And during the period when the refusal d. 
work was manifest, the primary role for revolutionaries was to 
anack such recuperation, to distinguish the working class as 
subject from its reprcsenwi.on. But it is also necessary to 
recognize and explore the limits of the recuperative powers r1 
leftism. and this is not possible if the left is reduced 10 a simple 
identity with capital (its left wing) rather than grasping it as a 
form of mediation, a rwo-way process. Social demoClacy docs 
not only deliver the working class to capital and preserve 
national divisions within it, but docs so on the basis of being an 
organizaii.onal fonn through which concessions can be 
demanded and won from capital, advancing the interests of the 
working class as a social stock of objective labour-power. 

The inhenmt tendency 10waids refusal and resistance. a 
tendency which came 10 the fme in the post-war revolt against 
Taylorizcd labour processes, was recuperated on the basis of tbe 
monetarization of frustration: financial compensation for the 

experience of a1ienaied labour. Such monetarization of demand 
was the class meaning of Keynesian demand manaaement. 
Kcynesianism represented lhe recognition thu working class 
demands could no longer be ignored due to the threat r1 
revolulion, but would have to be accommodaled and harnessed 
as the motor of capital accumulation. Thus deficit financing 
allowed for rising real wages and public spending on welfare, to 
be repaid by returns from futwe exploitation. 

1bc: basis of social democracy's success was tberefme 
premised on the state's ability 10 accommodaEe working class 
suugles through flexibility m mone1ary policy, to deliver 
reforms and concessions which could be recovered from the 
future production of surplus-value by taxation. As we have seen, 
this premise has been eroded with the increasing autonomy r1 
global finance capital. I With it bas come the retreat of social 
democracy on a global scale. 
bl from IaMurism Ip Blajri5m• 
The Labour Party fell from power when the 'winter r1 
discontent' exposed the limirs of attempting to impose 
monetarist economic measures within a Keynesian institutional 
framework. Wildcat strikes left the social democratic consensus 
in ratters; a l1lOie radical strategy was required, one of dividing 
the working class to establish a new Conservative consensus 
based on the exclusion of those whose exploitation would not 
produce a sufficient rate of profit. It has taken 1!5 years in 
opposition for the Labour Party to respond to the dictatorship r1 
finance capital by planning 10 scrap the traditional commitment 
to Dationalizalion. During those I !5 years the party has swung to 
the right,� that if it is to win an election it will have 
to satisfy City analysts that it is capable of imposing as harsh a 
monetary regime as its opponents. This process has reached its 
logical conclusion with the election of Tony Blair as leader and 
his plans to reassure the bankers that his party does not even 
have a semblance of a commianent to the type of fiscal reaime 
which would allow the diversion of surplus value into loss 
making nationalized industries and public services. 

With the development of this 'oew realism' bas come the 
decline in the recupcn1tive capability of the left. But this 
process has not been smooth. Indeed, as the New Left decided 
en masse to enter the party during the start of the 80s, and 
enjoying the flexibility that comes with being in opposition, the 
party swung to the left initially. The left wing of the party has 
been put under severe pressure since then, however, particularly 
with Kinnock's 'witch-hunt' of Militant. 1be left of the party, 
from being a major force in the 1970s bas declined to such an 
extent that it is rarely encountered, and no longer capable d 
even the occasional pyrrhic victory u 'Conference'. 

A stteam of employment laws bas imposed this 'new 
realism' on the trade unions over the years. From being in a 
position of negotiating over beer and sandwiches at No. 10, and 
occasionally threatening that their members wouldn't agree to 
whal: the government wanted without a concession, union 
leaders now find themselves in the position of simply having to 
police their memben regardless, clam.ping down on any 
initiative which could end in the dreaded sequestration. 1be 
inability 10 win anything through acceptance of the union form 
has been an invitation 10 wildcat autonomy that has alas been all 
too rarely accepted. Whether this bas been due to a certain 
loyalty to the form which. for all its 'sell ouu', delivered so 
much in the past, or to an understandable lack of coofideDCe is 
unclear; but the inviwi.on is UDlikely 10 be retracted. 
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But whilst social democracy retains a finn if fragile grip on By arguing that the legislation was aimed at factory 

workplace suugglcs, the decline in its relevance to non- occupations, however, CAcn bad remarkable success. 
workplace suugglcs was brought home by the Poll Tax. Who Between 1971 and 1975 over 150,000 workers were involved in 
remembers the 'Stop It' campaign (dubbed 'Pay It' by its over 200 occupations, ranging from those at Fisher-Bendix in 
detractors), launched by the Labour Party, except the union Kirkby in 1972 and 1974 against redundancies to the occupation 
leaders who supported it? Indeed most people's rccoUcction of of Hopkinsoa's in Huddersfield in 1975 for a wage increase. 
the relationship between the Labour Party and the Tory Tu.' Student occupations were also recurrent events during the 
will be the vigour with which Labour councils demonstrated 1970s. especially during 1976. And that same year, while the 
their fiscal responsibility by pursuing rlOD-payers. Labour left were decrying Callaghan's 'betrayal' at their 

With this retreat of mainstream social dcmoaacy &om the conference and wonderiq: what to do, Ford workers at 
concerns of 'the workers', radical social democracy's task of Dagenham demonstrated their contempt for leftist mediation by 
orienting the struggle towards the labour movement was made rioting, holding the police at bay while they smashed up and set 
intolerably difficult. The SWP's position of orienting opposition fire to various parts of the plant. With workplace struggles 
towards pressing the unions to veto collection was a non-staner. rqing, the workerist card played by CACI1. turned out to be a 
Militant appeared to do somewhat better, with people going trump, and they began to receive invitations to send speakers to 
along with their non-workerist 'lobby the Labour council' trades councils, trade union branches and student unions. 
position to the extent that they took it as an invitation to picket, Radical social democracy was able to recuperate and 
disrupt or riot. Yet they also failed dismally in their efforts, represent the struggle because it was able to deliver results. By 
despite stitching up the 'Federation'. Trying to fit the struggle 1976 CACI1. had received suppon from 36 trades councils, 85 
into a social democni.tic strait-jacket required an attack on the trade union branches and S 1 student unions, and by the 
Trafalgar Square rioters whose actions did not conform with a following year not only had lhc national unions AC'JT. AUEW-
social democratic definition of working class subjectivity, an TASS, and NUPE passed resolutions in opposition to the 
attack that even disgusted many loyal members. Not only did proposals, but the rue General Council had also voted to 
they fail to deliver the working class to the labour movement, oppose the en.. Orienting towards the llbour movement in this 
but also got expelled from their beloved party and lost half their context meant that CAcn.. was able to mobilize massive 

members. suppon for its demonslrations. In the face of this opposition the 
Traditional fonns of mediation arc in crisis. This can best Law Commission watered down its initial plan massively. 

be illustrated by comparing the movement against the 1994 The 1 '177 Criminal Law Act represented a compromise 
CJ&:POA to that which campaiped against the 1'177 Criminal which meant dw. squaaing. whilst more difficult, was still 
Trespass Law. legal. The act, which bas been tbe basic squaaing law until the 

cl From CAC;"l],, rp fracta]· 
Squatting, as a violation of the inalienable laws of private 
property, is clearly a challenge to the ground rules of the social 
democratic compromise. Nevertheless, in the 1970s, social 
democracy proved itself to be quite capable of recuperating a 
significant squatters' struggle. In 1974 the Law Commission 
published its initial repon proposing to replace the 1381 
Forcible Entry Acts with a Criminal Trespass Law which would 
make all fonns of trespass, and consequently squatting, illegal. 
London's relatively well organized squatters responded 
immediately; at an All London Squatters meeting they decided 
to set up a campaign to fight the proposals. and the Campaign 
Against a Criminal Trespass Law (CACJL) was born. 
Comrades who were involved in the campaign, however, report 
that CACJL quickly became dominated by Trots, eventually 
being represented by a couple from the SWP. And this is borne 
out by CACI1.'s own propaganda which inevitably played down 
the effect of the proposals on squatters in order to present the 
proposed legislation as an attack on workers. bt much the same 
way as the SWP has tried to steer the anti-cJ&.POA movement, 
CAcn sat about orienting opposition towards the labour 
movement. 

1994 CJ&:POA cbanp:s. only 1egisla!D:1 against violent or 
thrcarcning entry. refusal to leave when requested by a 
displaced residential occupier or a proccctcd intending occupier, 
trespassing with an offe:asive weapon, squaaing an embassy or 
consul, or resisting a bailiff executing a possession order. A 
long way sbon of mating squatting itself a criminal offence. 
The price paid for CACll.'s successful recuperation, however, 
was that many people were under the misapprehension that 
squatting hOIJ been made illegal, and CACJL's own propaganda 
reinforced this belief, inevitably uadennining the squatting 
movement. Indeed in the summer of 1 '178 the Advisory Service 
for Squatters felt it nccc:ssary to mount a campaign against this 
leftist countcr-infonnation with the slogan 'squatting is still 
legal'. 

What is most notable, however, is the fact that thne years 
before the proposals were 10 become law there was already a 
significant campaign of opposition. Less than three moruhs 
before the Criminal Justice Bill was due to become law there 
was still no specific campaign against it. Then. seemingly out r:i 
nowhere, bang! May 1st last year, 25.000 ravers on the streets 
of London and the left nowhere to be seen. a massive party in 
Trafalgar Square and everyone dancing to the deliciously 
ambiguous chant of 'Kill the em·� 



(ii) Alternative lifestyles and the CJ&POA Part 5 
al Mpnmri:sm and mes5 llDM]plgyment· 
In 1976 the then British Prime Minister told his Labour Party 
Conference that deficit financing of public demand could no 
longer be sustained: 'We used to think that you could spend your 
way out of a recession and increase employment by curling raxes 
and boosting government spendina:. I tell you in all candour that 
option no longer exists and that so far as il ever did exist, il only 
worked by injecting inflation into the economy.' With that 
statement. the Labour Pany launcbed its policy of monetarist 
economic measures within a Keynesian political framework. A 
policy of 'sound money' demanded the reduction of the state 
deficit through the abandonment of full employment guarantees, 
cuts in welfare expenditure and the scrapping of unproductive 
producers, or a boom in productive accumulation which would 
presuppose ehher a rigorous intensification of work or a major 
reduction in wages. 

The struggles of the late 1970s and the 1980s have been 
well documented elsewhere. We are all only too aware of the 
extent to which heavy defeats have cowed the working class. 
Since the defeat of the miners, the level of strike activity has 
subsided massively. But it is all 100 easy to allow oneself to 
become demoralized by the apparent success of our enemy. 
Whilst the quality of our lives may have been diminished by the 
violent and repressive accompaniments of monetary terrorism 
we must also consider the quantitative aspects of this shitty 
system - after all. our alienation rests upon the numerical ratio 
that is capitalist exploitation. A balance sheet is required.2 

Wave after wave of redundancies have swelled the ranks of 
the unemployed to the extent that the leftist's hand-wringing 
when the numbers on the dole reached 1,000,000 now seems 
ridiculous. The abandonment of full employment and the 
creation of this huge reserve army of industrial labour has given 
capital a powerful weapon with which to try to undermine the 
previous gains of the working class. And the fear of joining 
those ranks has played a major role in undermining workers' 
confidence in their ability to resist the resaucruring of labour 
processes. The intensification of work and the imposition of 
overtime underpinned the appuent miracle oflbatcherism. 

But whilst the reserve army may have played a major role 
in containing wages and intensifying work, the extent to which 
the British working clus's gains have been clawed back has 
been limited. lbroughout Europe, capital faces the same 
problem of working clus enttenchmenc, a proletariat which 
refuses the cuts in wages and welfare that have been suffered in 
the US. Whilst in the economic textbooks the price of labour
power rises and falls in accordance with its supply and demand, 
in reality wages have tended to be contained only during periods 
when the level of unemployment is actually rising. They have 
not been slashed to the extent that will attract money capital 
tDWards productive investment here rather than to the other 
emerging economic blocs. Likewise it has proved impossible to 
cut that part of state spending which constitutes the social wage 
to a degree comparable with the US. despite the constant anacks 
on the NHS and those on benefit. 

Many auempts have been made over the years to 
resaucrure the benefit system in order to encourap claimants to 
compete for low paid jobs, most iccendy the 'actively seeking 
work' stipulations and the plans in the pipeline for the Job 
Seeker's Allowance. With a continuing lack of productive 
investment the British state seems to be opting for the strategy 
of a 1ow wage economy', competing directly with the likes of 
Ponugal, Greece and Ireland, as evidenced by the Social 
Chapter opt-out. But there seems to be a bug in that circuit 
necessary but extraneous to the circu.il. of capital's reproduction 

process: that of the reproduction of the peculiu commodity 
labour-power; a social process which is subject to particular 
forms of contcstation liven that the commodi1y is the capacity 
and, crucially, willingness to work. Thus at limes when 
unemployment has been rising in the UK the formation cl 
reserves of idle labour-power desperate for work has been 
subject to a countcr-r.endency of the development of alternative 
lifestyles which take as their point of depanure not the wage but 
the dole as their means of social reproduction. Such lifestyles 
have undermined, albeit insufficiently compami to their 
visibility, the state's attempts to impose a tighter relationship 
between consumption and work, the life-blood of capital. 

� 
Given the close relationship between alternative lifestyles and 
music, and the importance of music in providing something 
concrete within which value can invest itself in its repeated 
search for a new generation of consumers, the word 'alternative' 
needs to be treated with a degree of caution. Nevertheless, not 
all youth cultures are the same. Some contain more or less 
positive tendencies than others, a greater or lesser potential for 
recognizing the contradictions inherent in the phenomenon and 
developing a practical critique of their grounding. And all 
'alternative' lifestyles arc by definition outside of the remit of the 
usual fonns of political representation. 

Music was in a moribund state in the mid 1970s. The 
musicians of the '68 generation had become tired and boring, the 
naive optimism of hippydom out of tune with the harsh realities 
of ongoing class conflict. No amount of lustre or glitter on the 
stage sets of glam rock could disguise the fact that all was not 
well in the (music) factory, and it was obvious that the new 
subjects of struggle required new ovenurcs. And as Callaghan 
declared his intention to launch the war of auslcrity in 1976, a 
different declaration of war was beginning to reverberate 
through distorted amplifiers in the back rooms and basements of 
London: the declaration of war on 'society' by punk. Punk was 
able to articulate the frustrations of the new generation. But in 
comparison to the wave of youth revolt in Italy, both inside and 
outside of the factories, punk was only a caricature of revolt, 
superficial nihilism. 



All/lllbetl...,.--,-���,...--,--,-----..,..-=,...-�,.-,-,,-:-::����...,.--Pu nk was inherendy contradictoly. Central to it was the 'DIY' In 1980 Crass played the Stonehenge festival and a close 
ethos, but it lacked an explicit critique of the commodity-form. link with the free festival scene subsequently evolved. Likewise 
This lack of critique allowed self-valorizalion to give way 10 the anarchos gave a massive impetus to the squaning scene left 
recuperation, giving a long overdue kick up the backside to the over Crom the 70s. By the mid 1980s, virtually every rown in 
entrepreneurs involved in cbe 'youth culture' industry. The shops England and Wales bad its squus. Bands were formed, venues 
of King's Road and Camlby Street Eestified to the process of either squaned or hired din cheap (church halls and the like 
ruming rebellion into l110Dey, shelves laden with designer which meant no bar - take your own bomc·brew) and gigs 
bondage rrouscrs, studded leather. mass-produced 'Dcscroy' and organized, often bellefits which would succeed in raising money 
'Vive La Revolution' t-shins, and badges. But the recuperative despite cheap entry because the bands would play for next to 
powers of these new commodities were not without limit. For nothing. During the sumftU;' months much of tills activity would 
the punks tlw had taken the mocking lyrics of their anti-heroes shift on to the free festival circuit, meeting up with those who 
seriously, the sight of all this commodity capital awaiting had chosen to spent the whole year ttavelling between peace 
realization, and the sellina out to major labels of lhe bigest camps and festivals, and who in tum would benefit from the 
bands, was an insult they could not leave unanswered. 'Ibey links with the urban scene (news, contacts, places to rest and 
realized that 'the great rock and roll swindle' had in fact been repair, opponunities for fraud etc.). 
perpetrated on them. This sccrfe was particularly well organized, and more 

Perhaps the most important point. however, is the f1et that politicized. in the cities. On Bristol's Cheltenham Road, the 
selling an image of revolution to keep would-be revolutionaries Demolition Ballroom, Demolition Diner, and Full Marx book 
from the real thing requires that they have the aec.essary shop provided a valuable organizati.onal focus, with the 
purchasing power. And many of the working class youth activities of the squaned venue and clfe supplcmcnted by the 
amacted to punk were on the dole and therefore skint. The time information and contact address of the lefty book shop. Brix.ton 
was right for a sub-pnre to emerge from all this shit to squatters not only had their own squaaed cafes, crkhes and 
explicidy politicize the DIY ethos that punk stood for. book shop, but also Crowbar their own Class War style 

'' Apan;bp-Plmk• 'Do you believe in the system? Well OK. I believe in anarchy in 
the UK'. These words from the release of the first Crass record 
on their own non-profit making label were accompanied by the 
words 'Pay no ID.OR than O.'. If you still had to pay for your 
anarchy at least it was affordable! Crass had the means to 
release their own cheap rccmds, play cheap gigs, and promote 
other bands who shared cheir ethos. The anarcho-punk sccnc 
soon became a vibrant altcmati.ve to the punk scene il declared 
dead. The anarchism of the typical anardao-punk was however 
little men than milirant liberalism. Crass bad their roots in the 
old peace movement, and lqely ignoring tbe harsh realities d. 
class warfue in the world outside their commune, set about 
promotina: the ideas of pacifism and lifestyle politics. Offensive 
though many of their dogmas were, the anardio-punks must be 
judged not just by the lyrics they sang along to, but, crucially, by 
wlw they actually did. 

During the early 1980s, the main political focus for the 
new breed was the CND demonstrations which drew hund!eds 
of thousands of concerned liberals to Hyde Parle on a yearly 
basis. Grouping under a collection of black flags the anarchos 
would hand out leaflets and fanzines encouraging penonal 
revolution and then heckle the speakers and try to storm the 
s1qe. As numbers swelled, the anti-militarist snuggle was 
taken into the heart of enemy territory with the Stop The City 
actions when banks and rollers would get smashed under the 
cover of a pacifist carnival. The obsession with lifestyle politics, 
however, was a major factor hindering the development of the 
'movement', making links with those who didn't fit problematic, 
as would become apparent during the miners' strike. Far too 
many anan:hos simply changed their clothes, diet, drugs and 
musical tastes, deluding themselves that by doing so they were 
creating a new world within the belly of the old which would 
wither away once it recognized its comparative existential 
poverty. But most of the criticisms of lifestyle politics, then and 
now, were and are mere defences by miliwits prepared to 
accept the continual deferral of pleasure in favour of the 'bard 
worlc' of politics. 3 The desire to create the future in the present 
has always been a strength of anarchists. How one lives is 
political. Thus the anuchos may be considered to have 
consti.ruted a political movement seeking social reproduction 
unmcdiatod by wage labour. 

squatting oriented paper. Srrong links were forged with the 
squatting movement on the continent, panicularly Germany, and 
draft dodgers from (Illy wen: iqularly CIKOWlrered. And With 
direct commUDicar:i.on supplemented by the then fortnighdy 
Black Flas. a couple of phone calls and a short article could 
mobilize numbers in solidarity with other snuggles. 

Whilst the anarcbo-punk sc:cnc crcaicd a not insignificant 
uea of &ulODOIDy from capitaL such autonomy was always 
disfigured by tbc continued cxistell<C of exchange relations. 
Going to gigs and eating in squat clfes, even brewing your own 
beer to share with males, all required money. And free festivals, 
whilst staodi.n1 in stark contrast to the commercialism of 
Glastonbury, were mything but - lbcre was no eouy fee and no
onc would let you swve if you were stint. but drugs in 
particular cost moacy.4 Unless you wanted to cloud your 
relalionsbips, obscuring liDcs of solidarity IDd friendship by 
becomina a dealer, if only to cover your own dope requirements, 
money remained a problem. There was always a correspondence 
between the satisfaction of needs and the need for money, a 
correspondence that contradicted the professed desire to abolish 
the filthy sruff. 

dl fuementarioo pf an•n;bn-n11nk: 
This contradiction partially explains the subsequent 
fragmentation and decline of the anarcho-punk 
squatting/lravelling movement. On the one band, the state 
relaxed credit restrictions, abandoning tight monetary policy, 
producing the credit-fuelled boom which prccc:ded the 1987 
stock market aash. This led to a rapid fall in the number of 
jobless. Many previously involved wi.lh organizing in and 
around the squatting SCCDC got jobs during tbe boom, and whilst 
many remained living in squm (to su.y with friends and save on 
rent), momentum was being losL Individualism tended to 
replace a collective approach to social problems, as wage 
earners and dealers could afford 10 accept the position money 
held within the sccnc.. lbc: CUTOC of tbe boom, however would 
not have had the same i.mpacr: wiEhout the repeated blows with 
thestick of swcreprasion.. 

With uncmpkJymem falling. it became easier for the state 
to make the benefit 5)'SlaD more punitive. The changes in 1987 
and 1988 certainly iDcreased tbe disciplining role or the welfare 
state. tberdJy throwing down a gaundct to the lifestyle of work
rejectim. Benefits for 16 and 17 year olds were scrapped in 
favour rA an armsioo f1 YTS slave labour, thereby removing 
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the possibility of work avoidance (except by begging) for tbe them, continually moving them on. Travelling and free festivals 
young school leavers who had always been central to the continued, but, with the loss of the weeks-long Stonehenge 
movement. The introduction of the Job Training Scheme and the focus, went into something of a decline. The police-benefit 
availability for work requirements also had an effect. Restan festival at Glastonbury,6 extortionately priced but affordable to 
intcrviews were easy enough for most people sufficiently clued those now working, mopped up. And before they were 
up to blag their way through, but 1endcd to encourage people to successfully excluded in recent years, convoys of travellcn used 
rely on their own wits. Because these changes were uhimucly to gacccrash it (literally), with many others bunking in, and so 
divisive, they encouraaed people to look after number one. the new reality was gradually acccpced, particululy as the 
Attempts to organize qainst them were met with responses that 'unfrcc' festivals were full of punters waiting to be parted from 
expressed a distinct lack of solidarity, and this reflected not only their cash. 
the nature of the attack but also the divisions that had emerged The nomadic dream of rural idyll gradually gave way to the 
within the scene. reality of being moved from noisy lay-by to squalid car park, 

The biggest causes of such fragmentation were the with decent sites often blocked off by farmers and local 
smashina of the miners and printworkcrs on the one hand and councils. As the links with squaners and politicos became more 
the repression of the festival scene on the other. The anarchism distanced. so lbe mysticism or the 60s hippies, aided by 
of the anarcho-punk scene was always pretty incoherent, a reminiscence of the magical stones now out of reach, took 
militant liberalism that sought to destroy the state yet which was further hold, alongside cynicism. Alienation from capitalist 
committed to pacifism. Within the movement there would be society increasingly expressed itself through alcoholism and 
differences, some placing greater emphasis on non·violcocc or heroin addiction, bringing new problems to deal with or run 
animal rights, some mmc committed to a revolutionary class away from . Gbcttoization increased, with the 'you've had a bath 
position. For a while these underlying differences could be so you must be a cunr mentality increasing. 
glossed over, and whilst people could argue about the 1981 Whilst the late 80s witnessed a decline in the anarcha.punk 
riots. for example, it was just talk. But the minen' strike phenomenon, it did not disappear. The Poll Tax. riot 
prcscnlCd a major challenge by its longevity and opportunity for demonstrated that the anger of the punks only needed an 
involvement, one that caused underlying differences to surface invitation to riot to stop it being internalized and binerly 
with a resultant divergence between those who dismissed the misdirected. And despite an the repression since 198!5, the loss 
miners as violent macho men performing an ecologically of direction, supportive lints, and ghcttoizadon, a significant 
unsound activity, and those who, despite a certain amount <1 travelling SCCDC survived to see the psychedclic cavalry arrive in 
confusion, recognized that there was a war goins on and, 1992. 
whatever it was about, they had to choose the violence of the 
pickets over that of the state's thugs. 

Most anarchos supported the miners, even if such support 
was not of a particularly practical nature, though bands like 
Crass and Poison Girls and numerous others played benefits for 
the mincn to give some material assistance. The resultant 
defeat therefore had a demoralizing: effect on the anarcho-punk 
scene. 

The same conflict between liberalism and class struggle 
anarchism came to the fore with the Wapping dispute the 
following: year. The movement was divided between those who 
saw the need to support the printworkcrs and those who 
dismissed them as sexist, racist. homophobic macho men. 
However even amongst those more sympathetic to the former 
view were some who argued that it was better that pickets got 
D"ampled by police horses than horses get broken legs by pickets 
rolling marbles under their hooves. The defeat of the 
printworkers was anotber demoralizing factor, but also one 
which accelerated the process of fragmentation. The inherent 
contradiction in the movement led to a substantial parting of 
ways, one pole devoting itself almost ex.elusively to the moral 
crusade or animal lib and many of those they fell out with 
getting so fed up with lifestylism that they joined one of the 
national anarchist organizations. 

Meanwhile those who bad been more attracted to travelling 
than squatting or political activity were being put under severe 
pressure. The Stonehcna:e festival JVU banned in 1985, and tbe 
detcnnined attempt to defy the ban was met witb a response not 
unlike that experienced by the miners, culminating in the 
famous battle of the beanfield'.S The following year the state 
brought in the Public Order Act, section 13 of which established 
a 4 mile radius exclusion zone around the stones. Other sections 
gave new powers to proscribe demonstrations and extended the 
law against trespass. The fonm11 were successfully challenged 
on the streets of London by the Camppign Against The Public 
Order Act/Campaign Against Police Repression; but whilst 
many travellers have battled bravely in adverse conditions, the 
police have been able to use section 39 to intimidate and harass 

c> Add Hgy1c; I Rns;· 
When acid house parties became popularized beyond exclusive 
clubs witb an explosion of huse warehouse parties in 1988, 
media trend·scttcrs dubbed it the 'summer of love'. It soon 
became clear, however, that despite the squatting of venues the 
whole phenomena was becoming subordinate to the interests of 
a new breed of entrepreneur, and gradually the rave scene has 
tended to move from squatted warehouses and country fields to 
licensed venues. It is now well known that the much vaunted 
love did not extend to letting: overheated ravers drink from taps 
in night club toilets when the dehydrating effects of ecstasy 
could be exploited to flog overpriced bottled water. The acid 
house I rave scene provided a perfect opportunity for a rapid 
accumulation of capital with little ouday, offset only by the risks 
involved in the illegality. As �don of the commercial 
potential of the phenomena grew so free parties went into 
decline. 

Whilst the rave scene may have pennitted the opening up 
of a new area for commercial activity, it has not been one that 
established capital has been able to fully penetrate, and this is 
nOt just due to the illegality of the drugs indusay which has an 
unprecedented cultural importance to raves. Surplus.value has 
instead been largely distributed amongst a new generation ct 
petty entrepreneurs, from dealers to DJs and homo-powers to 
laser operators, and whilst night-club owners have benefited 
from police repression of illegal parties, established interests in 
the brewing and music industries have been worried by the 
impenetrability of the rave scene for their products. As much ct 
the money circulating in the rave scene becomes siphoned off by 
DJs and owners of sound systems and light shows etc., often to 
supplement their dole, at the expense of it being spent on 
records and CDs. the MTV·promoted gruna:e phenomenon has 
been needed to help maintain the level of the music industry's 
commodity capital consumed by the youth IIUIIkct. 

As for ravers themselves, one has to consider the extent to 
which their lifestyle is 'alternative', if only because of the state's 
attempts to repress the unlicensed rave scene and possible 
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�ti ons to that repression. Quite clearly ravers are not self- Ottcrboumc, Hampshire police �ly asserted that there 
consciously political in the way that anarcho-punks were, would in no circumstances be a festival, only to have to allow 
because aoarcho-punk's premise was a critique of the one to prevent the couruy's arteries of commerce being clogged 
commercialism of the 'punk indusiry' whilst the rave scene was up by would-be revellcn refusing to go home. Since then police 
built on an acceptance of the commodificar:ion of squat panics. have commiaed resources to a nationwide surveillance 

There bas, however, been something of a reaction 10 the operation, hounded iravcllcrs persistently and demanded 
crass commcmalism of rave culture, although this has been increased powers to ensure- such scenarios are not repeated. 
predominantly mystic, seeing crude material interest as being at With the passing of the CJ&POA such powers have been 
odds with the 'spiritual significance' of the rave high in which granted. 
the 'collccti.ve consciousness of the aibe' is rediscovered, 
apparently. 1 And the development of a more sober critique 
(apan from the practical one of bunking in to raves) has been 
hindered by the fact that the sound systems which provide free 
parties do so with equipment Ibey have accumulated by putting 
on licensed raves in clubs for money. Many of these 
entrepreneurs reinvest their share of surplus-value but do so 
predominantly for the enhanced use-value of their equipment 
rather than because it can make them even more money. Simply 
enjoying the parties they put on and the status that comes with it 
they impose the rule of money on ravers, but l10l for the sake d. 
money itself. 

The recession of the early 1990s bas seen youth 
unemployment shoot up rapidly, however. and with it the need 
for a lifestyle compatible with being skint. It has enabled the 
development of the 'cco-warriors' that have so infuriated the 
government through taking anti-roads protests beyond 
'NIMBYism'. 8 But alongside clauses scekina to effectively 
criminalize anti-roads actions, squatting, travelling and hunt
sabotage, the CJ&:POA also contains clauses specifically aimed 
at raves. In order to understand why, it is necessary to consider 
the events of 1992, events that left landowners, police and MPs 
demanding action. 

In 1992 the Exodus collective in Luton began putting on 
free raves that grew to attract 10,000-strong crowds. But the
most si,ru.ficant events in the 1992 rave calendar were the free 
festival at Casdemonon in the Malvems and the Torpedo Town 
festival at Otterboume near Twyford Down. These saw a new 
and exciting fusion of the rave scene with the leftovers of the 
travelling scene. Such a fusion posed the possibility, on the one 
hand, of an auto-Critique of the commercialism of raves, 
learning from the old nomadic anarcho-punks, and a critique of 
soap-avoiding gbettoization on the other. Such a prospect 
admittedly seemed fanciful at the time given the level of mutual 
dislike - ravers dismissed as 'pan-timers' with no respect for 
'their' sites, and 'scroungi.Dg' travellers apparently confirming 
popular prejudices. 

But what was far more significant in the shon term was the 
fact that by coming together, sheer weight of numben meant 
that each group enabled each other to defy police bans, raising 
the prospect that the steady process of the swe's crushing of the 
free aspects of each genre could be put into reverse. In 

c> CJ,tPOA Part S· 
Following the release of the Birmingham 6, the Royal 
Commission on Criminal Justice was set up to find a way cl. 
solving the crisis of confidence in the British legal system. One 
of its central recommendad.ons was that the right to silence be 
maintained; but by ite the party with the back to basics' 
programme. In October 1993, after both the opposition parties 
bad banged the 'law and order' drum at their conferences, 
Michael Howard gave a bang 'em and flog 'em' speech to the 
Tory party conference, presenting a 27 point law and order 

which became the basis for both the Criminal Justice 

Bill and the Police and Magistrates Courts Bill. 
As well as a relatively straightforward, if draconian. 

increase in the repressive powers of the state (abolishing the 
right to silence etc.), the proposals attacked every conceivable 
scapegoat that the party could agree to hate, from the young 
killers of Jamie Bulger (provisions for children's prisons) to 
p�ophiles (extending the powen of police to raid premises on 
suspicion they may conWn child pomograpby).9Had the CJB 
stuck to attacking these relatively easy wgets the response 
would probably have amounted to linle more than condemnation 
from the liberal establishment and social workers. But the CJB 
also contained Part S devoted almost entirely to an anack on 
squatters, travellers, hunt-sabs. road protesters and, importantly, 
ravers, and these groups have refused to be scapegoated quite so 
easily. 

What unites these groups in such a way that they have 
become such hate targets of the government is that, although 
they may be a long way from consciously declaring war on 
capital, they share a common refusal of the work-ethic. of a life 
subordinated to wage labour. As such, they pose an alternative 
to the life of desperately looting for work, which must be made 
unattractive. But the swc is DOt alone in not having a clear 
understanding of the cass meaning of Part S of the CJ&:POA; 
for this is somedllng v.hich the representatives of the opposition 
to the act also seem to be painfully incapable of grasping. 

* 



Part Two: From Campaign to Movement 
Latent and Manifest Contradictions 

Class war or a liberal lobby'? A movement to defend autonomy and subversion or an appeal for rights'? Anyone who has had any 
involvement in the campaign against the Criminal Justice Bill, if only to the extent of going on one of the three nationaJ marches, 
must be aware that the opposition to the act is riven by this contradiction. 'Keep it Fluffy' or 'Keep it Spikey''? 'Kill the Bill' or 'Chill 
the Bill'? Communists undoubtedly know which side they are on. But this contradiction exists not just in the aaragonism between the 
different components which make ttp the campaign, most famously between the media btu noire Class Wu and the media darlings 
in Freedom Network. It also runs through the hearu of many of the irulividuals for whom this is their first political engagement. The 
division exists in the contradicwry things the same people have said - and, more importantly, done - in different circumstances. It is 
therefore worthwhile examining the basis of this contradiction, as well as taking sides, for the emergence of a new generation of 
rebels is dependent upon them understanding and seeking to resolve their conttadictorv interpretations of the world around them. 



(A) Contradictions In the Campaign 

{I) Subjects and Representatives 

lli.ofLllollill The retreat of parliamentary social dcmocmcy may have caused 
problems for Trotskyism's engagement with the opposition to 
the Poll Tax, but at least the Labour Party opposed the Poll Tax 
in parliament, enabling an argument to be made that they 
offered a hope of salvation worth punuing, lobbying, pressuring 
etc. Orienting opposition to the . CJB towards the labour 
movement however would quickly come up against the problem 
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had even suggested sections of it (the reintroduction of stop and 
search powers). It is clearly no surprise that the left was 
incapable of launching a movement qainst the CJB. 1 1  

b) Cam M repnlJcu• If we understand leftism as a form of mediation, ii becomes 
clear that the crisis of representation docs not just open up new 
possibilities for autonomous class sttugglc. but also poses new 
problems. Social democracy provided a political fonn through 
which working class antaaonism could be expressed. In Older to 
recuperate through representation. the left bad to anange 
meetings as well as stitch them up, and organize demOnstrations 
as well as police them. For revolutionaries wbo used to 
interYene in or heckle at those meetings, leaflet disrupt or 
attempt to riot on those demonstrations, the crisis of leftist 
mediation poses a dilemma. Meetings and demonsuadons need 
IO be organized in order to brio& together alollliz.ed individuals 
so tlw Ebey can become a collective force. 

When the CJB was drawn up, it immediately be.came clear 
that contesting its implementation would require drawin& 
strength from the breadth of its attack. Practical links would 
have to be made between the different marginalized groups 
affected in order that they could reinforce each others resistance. 
A movcmem would have to be forged, begiJuWI& by launching a 
campaign of opposition to the bill, drawin& in groups, mediating 
between them, co-ordinating activities, organizing 
demonstrations etc. But with the left incapable of perfonning 
this role, who would launch a campaign against the CJB? 

As we have seen, squatten and travellers have become 
relatively disorganized and depoliticized since the mid 1980s. 
Some squatters ue still involval in organizing politically 
around squatting, and tbe 1 21 Centre in Brixton is still 
functioning, even if political activities are being increasingly 
marginalized. But in 1994, squatters were in no position to 
repeat their initial success of 1974, and travellers were in an 
even worse position. A nomadic lifestyle does not lend itself to 
co-ordinaud resistance, and the CJ&:POA's provisions allowing 
police to seize and destroy vehicles means that travellers would 
be risking their homes by leading a confrontation with the law. 
Leaving tbe stnlggle to those with the luxury of being able to 

confront the law on less perilous terrain, many travellers have 
been consistent with the tendency to try to escape the clutches of 
the state and have therefore Cmigrated. 

The nature of hunt sabotage and anti-roads protests 
meanwhile lent itself to a quite different response to the 
challeqe contained in the bill. Most of those involved in these 
activities justify their actions in moral tenns, and it is exacdy 
this commitment to a militant liberal ideology which has made 
them determined to contest the new laws. For the sake of some 
external morally pure referent, 'the planet' or 'innocent animals', 
just about any sacrifice is worth making. Thus the dominant 
tendency in response to the criminalization of these activities 
was that of a renewed delermination to carry on regardless. But, 
laudable tbouah this determination may be, this tendency 
neglected the importaace of making solidaristic links, of the 
need to build a national campaign of opposition. 

cl Adyanq; m f.g· 

On the one hand the crisis of representation, and oa. the other 
the opposina tendencies amongst mgeted subjects towards 
l'llDlliDs away or carrying on regardless. It is these factors which 
have combined to allow the 'fluffies' 1 2 to represent the 
movement against the CJ&:POA; and had it not been for them 
there would not have been any significant campaign against the 
CJB, and, ironically given their opposition to (anti-hierarchical) 
violence, no Hyde Park riot. The main organizers behind the 
May 1st demo were the Advance Party, made up of the peuy 
entrepreneurs of the rave scene who bad woken up to the 
implications of the bill for unlicensed parties. They used the 
channels of communication established for organizing raves; to 
those not involved in the scene the demo seemed to come out of 
nowhere. As news reached DIY enthusiasts around the country 
local anti·CJB groups began to sprin& up, co-ordinated through 
the Freedom Network, and the 'fluffy' character of the campaign 
became established. 

The COMection between 'fluffy' ideology and people with a 
penchant for shelves from 'Do It All' might seem far fetched, but 
DIY refers not to this but to a relatively new cultural 
phenomenon. Communicated through a host of fanzines, DIY 
culture celebrates self-organization. It is anarcho-pwik stripped 
of its subversive potential, with neither punk's anger nor 
anarchism's politics. Thus it appeals both to the (predominantly 
mystic) alternative ravers who reject the crass commercialism c:i 
the dominant rave scene in favour of self-organized parties (free 
aad otherwise), and to the 'eco-reformists' in and around the 
Green Party who are disillusioned by its attempts at electoral 
respectability but who would rather celebrate recycling their 
rubbish. getting an allotment, and the worship of Gaia than get 
involved with Eanh Fust!. 1 3 

{ii) The world· view of the 'fluffy' 

a) 81fi5 pf Hhcpl jdcglggy and jg anridwjs· 

Fluffy ideology is merely the latest development in liberal 
ideology, and can be summed up as the view that society is 
nothing more than the aggregation of individuals. We have 
consiscendy countered this by arguing that we live in a class 
society, and that the struggle we arc engaged in is not a question 
of civil liberties but a moment in the class war. The problem is 
that we are, each of us, an individual with our own subjectivity, 
and a member of a class. The contradiction between class war 

and liberal lobby is rooted in the contradiction of bourgeois 
society as a contradictory unity of the spheres of production and 
circulation. a society characterized by class exploitation 
mediated by the 'free' sale and purchase of indi11ldual labour
powers. Getting to grips with this contradiction in the ::= 

s
�":

ty.
frling with the problematic of 

As we saw wbc:n discussing the problem of reformism. 
proletarian subjectivity moves along a continuum between the 

10  
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poles of integration and transcendence. It is living activity which 
constitutes both the dialectic of capital - alienated subjectivity -
and 1he counter-dialectic of class struggle - the subjectivity of 
the working class. Acceptance of the commodity form of labour 
allows the proletarian to enter the sphere of the circulation of 
commodities as a sovereign individual relating to other 
individuals through the reified world of market relations. This is 
the world of freedom and equality guaranteed by the rights of 
the individual. This is the immediate appearance of bourgeois 
society so beloved by its apologists. This is the basis of liberal 
ideology, the world of atomized citizens all equal before the 
law. 

The only thing which is really free in this world however is 
money, and the only equality thal of the equivalence of different 
activities as abscract labour. The essence of bourgeois society is 
class exploitation in the sphere of production, unfrccdom and 
inequality. The appearance of bourgeois society as an 
aggregation of individuals is not an illusion. but an abstraction 
from this exploitation. Thus, despite this apparent freedom and 
equality we find the tendency of proletarian subjectivity towards 
resistance, refusal, struggle and class consciousness. 

But therein lies the problematic. Whilst an individual 
proletarian may adopt the viewpoint of an atomized individual 
and act as such by him- or herself, the development of working 
class subjectivity, thinking and acting as a class, can only be a 
pan of a collective process of realization. Thus working class 
subjectivity, the transcendence of liberalism, is not immediately 
given as cenain autonomists and 'ultra-leftists' would have it, 
but must be composed out of sttuggle. 

As workerists will tell you, the realm of production brings 
proletarians together, in contraSt to the atomization in the realm 
of circulation. But it brings us together only as components of 
collective exploitation. To the extent that the working class is 
composed by capital itself, it remains fractured, as capital-in
general itself is frac1ured in10 the particular capitals which 
constiture it. And even within each collective labour process, the 
co-operative nature of lhe labour confronts each individual as a 
hostile power to lhe extent that ii has been really subsumed by 
capital. Thus the development of an antagonistic working class 
subjectivity occurs only to the extent lb.at divisions are 
overcome, whelher it be through sttuggle wichin and against 
production (strikes etc., breaking the fragmentation of 
individuals joined only by assembly lines or telecommunication 
cables), or sttuggles outside of production (riots, occupations 
etc., breaking the atomization of individuals COMected to 
'communities' only by lhe market and ballot box). Either way, 
the working class develops its own unalienated collective 
subjectivity only through the initiation, development, inter
coMection and generalization of the multiplicity of proletarian 
struggles towards the struggle of the proletariat. 

b) Wby \jbcraH5m now - an bj5tQdca] pmM£tiy,;· 
The above may best be illustrated by looking at the problem 
his1orically. Given its basis in lhe real abstraction that is the 
atomized individual within bourgeois society, ii should be clear 
that liberalism becomes transcended by the process of working 
class self-formation. 

Conversely, an eclipse of a class offensive will inevitably 
see its return, particularly amongst those most atomized through 
this decomposition; and so it hu proved. Capital's counter
offensive since the 1970s has fragmented the class. Many sites 
of concentration of the working class have been restructured, 
dispersed or closed down altogether - industrial, residential and 
recreational alike. Divisions have increased, between north and 
south, employed and unemployed, skilled and unskilled etc. 
Repeats from the golden age of situation comedy clearly 
demonstrate the extent to whillh working class subjectivity 

imposed itself on the 1970s; no Prime Minister in those days 
would have dreamt of calling society 'classless'. In the 1990s, far 
fewer people hold a class perspective, whilst a communist 
perspective seems to most people who encounter it co be more a 
maner of semi-religious faith than an expression of a real 
tendency within society. 
The lack of a class perspective and dominance of liberal ideas 
within the anti-CJB campaign was amongst other things a result 
of lhe relative lack of (obvious) class struggle within the UK in 
recent years. The 1984/8.5 miners' strike was probably the last 
banle whose stakes were such that it demanded to be 
understood in terms of a war between classes rather than 
between a particular set of workers and their bosses. As for 
class struggle in the 1990s, the movement against the Gulf War 
presented itself in predominantly moral tenns, the 1993 
campaign against pit closures presented itself as a defence of 
the 'national interest', whilst the anti-roads movement tends to 
present itself as a defence of 'the planet'. 
In viewing the problem of liberalism historically, however, it is 
also necessary to consider the weight of dominant 
historiography. For us, history is the history of class struggle, 
whilst bourgeois historians recognize only the result, not the 
process. The development of working class power during 
periods of class recomposition has often been rt.e0gnized by the 
state in the granting of rights. Such rights, however, are not just 
a neutral barometer of working class pressure to be defended 
uncritically, since they play a role in decomposing the class as 
citizens. As the class eventually retreats, what remains are the 
rights it has won. And the bourgeois mind then interprets 
history in terms of the granting of rights and their most 
prominent individual advocates, leaving the underlying class 
movement unrecognized. The liberal is then left with a distorted 
understanding of the historical precedents to their struggle. 
Thus many liberals, including those in Freedom Network, look 
to the examples set by Gandhi and Emily Pankhurst, ignoring 
the class offensives which underpinned the end of colonialism 
in India and the granting of universal suffrage in the UK. 

c) Liberalism and soda! nosjrign:r 
The connection between liberalism and the social positions of 
its adherents is usually grasped in terms of them being 'middle 
class wankers'. Though this is undoubtedly true of supporters of 
Chaner 88 and Libeny, and may describe the family background 
of many fluffies, the influence of fluffy ideology wichin the 
campaign can be better understood by a closer examination of 
their C\lll'Cnt positions within capitalist society. The CJ&:POA 
Pan S is an attack on marginal elements rejecting the 
confonnity of lhe 'traditional working class'. Within its scope 
lherefore, including as it does a clamp do'Ml on unlicensed 
raves, are hippy entrepreneurs who have a material interest in 
adopting a liberal position of defending freedom (to make 
money in their case, to dance in fields etc. in the case of their 
punters); adopting a class position would expose the tensions 
between those who sell and those who always buy, the 
personifications of the opposing extremes of commodity 
metamorphosis. 

By far the majority in the movemenl, however, are young 
unemployed who have no material interesl in obscuring class 
divisions. But this very position of unemployment reinforces the 
apparent truth of liberal ideology as the claimant exclusively 
inhabits the realm of circulation and exchange, experiencing 
only one facet of capitalism. Many in the movement relate to 
money only as the universal equivalenl, as purchasing power, 
not as the face of the boss. Their income is not payment for 
exploitation as a component of a collective workforce, but 
apparently a function of their individual human needs. 
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Wbilst the claimanrs pound coin is worth every bit as much 1980s re-emcrgiDa from the woodwork. There are however 

as that of the company director, the quantitatm difference in important differences between fluffyism and the pacifism of the 
the amount rhey have 10 spend becomes a qualitariw one that old peace movement. Pacifists at least recognized the state as a 
becomes recognized as class inequality, especially if the social force of violent c:oercton that nccdcd 10 be confronted for 
claimant has not chosen the dole as a preference, has family 'freedom' to have any meaning. Fluffyism on the other hand 
commitments, or lives in a working �------------� takes liberalism to its logical extreme 
class community. But 'young free (and is even more incoherent as a 
and single' claimants who have result). The Duffy view of society as 
chosen to be on the dole. an aggregation of individuals denies 
puticularly if they have never the possibility of recognizing the state 
worked, more so if they come from a as a social force; below their suits 
middle class bacQround, and if the and uniforms the bailiffs, police, 
housing benefit pays for a flat in an propcny speculators, indusbialists 
area shared by students, yuppies and and even Michael Howard and his 
other claimants alike, and especially cohorts are just individual human 
if the higher echelons of a beings. Fluffics assume therefore that 
hierarchical education system have all individuals bave a common human 
increased their sense of penonal interest. Any conflicts which arise in 
self-worth, will tend towards the society can, by implication, only be 
one sided view of the world they the results of misplaced fears or 
inhabit that is liberalism. misundentandiqs. 

Such a tendency is. of course, This view underpiMed the 
tmmfonned by experience. For the ftuffies' conception of how the 
individuals who engage in rhe campaign against the CJB needed to 
collective struggles of, say, anti- proceed. As the CJB could only be 
roads protests, there is the the result of prejudice, the best way 
possibility of movina; beyond liberalism towards a critique of to counter it would be to demonstrate to those nice men in suits 
capitalism. To the extent that such activities remain the domain that they really bad nothing to fear: that beneath the dreadlocks 
of dedicated 'cross-class' minorities however, it is more likely and funny clothes, strange ideas and new-fan&led music, the 
that a liberal viewpoint will be retained in the modified fonn of marginalized comm.unity was really made up of respectable and 
milirant liberalism. honest human beings making a valuable if unorthodox 

On the other band. no such modification can be expected contribution to humanity. The way forward was to overcome 
through the world of DIY culmre. The collective experience of. prejudice by demonstrating to the rest of society their 
the rave, simultaneous movement to a pre-determined rhythm reasonableness and 'positivity'. Thus in comparison to the 
with spontaneous outbreaks of cheering or mass hugging, offers liberalism of the pacifists, fluffyism is characterized by being 
the illusion of unity but, once the 'E' bas worn off, leaves the not only fUDdamentally unconfrontational, but also supposedly 
individual little closer to becoming a social individual with apolitical. (Its obvious incoherence could be sustained only 
meaningful bonds than before. The experience of defending a because of the political inexperience of its young adherents, the 
rave against the police, on the other band. does lend itself to the extent to which its contradictions had not been exposed through 
development of workinJ: class subjectivity; but our 'fluffy the impact of external reality.) 
friends' do not seem to have involved themselves with this most Two things followed directly from this conception. Firstly, 
positive aspect of the rave scene, preferring the 'positive vibes' as the purpose of the campaign was to provide itself with a 
of paganism, Sufism, Taoism or some other theological bullshiL positive self-imqe, the representation became more important 

� for the other aspects of the DIY world. fanzine than that which was to be represented. Attracting media 
production often preserves atomization. Either the production of attention and getting 'positive coverage' became the be all and 
a single person, or a collection of articles with no editorial end all of the campaign as far as the fiuffi.es were concerned. 
policy, it serves as a vessel for individual viewpoints to be aired Indeed, were it possible to get positive TV coverage of a 
unanswered; there is none of the discussion or debate leading to demonstralion without the hassles and risks involved in actually 
the development of inter-subjectivity that is required in a having one, the fiuffi.es would no doubt have clone so. The fluffy 
collective projecL And to the extent that DrY culture con� is the siruationist's nightmare come aue, the rarefied thought d 
itself with grand social problems it does so by fetishizing either the post modernist personified - virtual politics. 
the power of the individual 'ethical consumer' or that of the Secondly, the fluffies were initially incapable d 
example-setting pioneer in self-sufficiency. considering the possibility tlw they would not persuade the men 

The failure to recognize the need to overcome the in suits not to pass the bill. Unable to think in terms of building 
atomization of individuals through collective suuggles in which a social movement capable of defying the law, the failure of the 
they can become social individuals, becomes, not a failure, but a campaign would represent the end rather than the beginning, 
virtue in the world of DIY. As a result, the liberalism of the and, as such, was a prospect that it was best not to think about 
fluffy is far worse than that of any of its predecessors. less it sap the campaip.'s positivity. Many of the fiuffi.es are too 

dl Bu«v lihcra!jsm ymus milipnt UMp!jsn· 
Many who have been on the national demonstrations may be 
under the illusion that the fiuffies are simply the pacifists of the 

young to have not paid the Poll Tax. For them there are legally 
enshrined rights, or nothing. 

(Ill) Latent contradictions in the campaign 
There were a number of contradictions, some of which remained latent for a while. These can be considered as 

were immediately apparent from the stan, and some which operating on three main levels: 
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a) Class struggle miliranu I liberals: This opposition 

needs little explanation. Within the groups linked under the 
umbrella of the Freedom Network there were coherent and 
organized political elements like the Oxford Solidarity Action 
and Brighton Autonomists. And the national demonsaadons 
were bound to attract elements seeking an opportUnity IO 
confront the state, veterans of Trafalgar Square and Welling. 
Anarchists and communists, aware of the contradiction inherent 
in proletarian subjects waging class war beina represented by 
fluffies, were bound to try to help the campaign escape from its 
liberal strait-jacket. More interesting are the contradictions 
which became apparent within liberalism itself. 

b) Fluffy liberals I mlllranr liberals: The campaign was 
represented predominantly by fluffies seeking to demonstrate to 
the establishment their respectability. But those groups who 
would become a large pan of the campaign's constituents were 
not involved in order to demonstrate their loyalty to the status 
quo, but precisely because they were involved in and wished to 
continue social sauggles attempting 10 subven it on some level. 
The fluffies were initially primarily conccmed with the 'right to 
party', an activity which they reasoned they would be able to 
show posed no threat to the interests of the establishment once 
the latter understood it a little better. Hunt-sabs, anti-road 
protesters, squaners and to a lesser extent travellers, however, 
all shared a common opposition to those interests. 

Thus the contradiction between the militant liberals and 
the fluffies was that of a political vcnus an apolitical outlook, a 

collective oppositional approach versus an 'individual with 
comacts' media-oriented approach. and operated on the familiar 
level of the conttadiction between subject and represenration. 

c) Fluffy subjecu I fluffy representation: The media 
obsession of lhe fluffies meant lhat this contradiction between 
subject and represenwion was even felt within the ranks of the 
fluffics themselves. For the young raver typcS amona;st them 
especially, lhe requirements of the campaign to present rhem as 
decent, reasonable memben of society conflicted with their 
desire to drop out, smoke dope, take ecstacy, grow dreadlocks, 
dye their hair, pierce their faces and all the Olber things which 
do not fit with the media's idea of respectability. The need to 
appear respectable was a matter of self-denial, something which 
their ('new age') beliefs did not approve of; it contradicted their 
desire to be 'alternative', however depoliticized that lifestyle 
may be in comparison with that of the anarcho-punks or cex>
wuriors. 

These three contradictions would come to the surface as the 
campaign became a movement. And as it became increasingly 
clear that, io conaut to old-fashioned leftist mediation, the 
fluffics would prove to be incapable or delivering anything in 
return ror loyalty. this cmttadiction between subject and 
representation would become sharper. As it became clear that 
the only way forward would be to build a movement of mass 
defiance, this contradiction would become an openly visible 
rupture. 

(B) The Movement: Contradicdons Manifested 
A complete account or all the actions which took place as the 
campaign against the CJB gathered momentum is well beyond 
the scope of this article; far too much has happened over the last 
year to cover everything in detail. Local demonstrations have 
been organized all around the country, many of which have been 
the biggest seen in those towns ror years. and some of them 
have been illegal, explicitly challeqing the 1986 Public Order 
Act. lbe movement has thrown up squaned social spaces in 
Oxford, Blackbum, Hastings, Swansea, BrighlDn, Huddersfield, 
Cardiff, London, the Isle of Wight, Noningbam, Sheffield, 
Lewes· and RuabY. There was the invasion and disruption of 
Hackney Council's meeting on the use of the CJB against 
squatters; this, like the Hackney Homeless Festival, ended in 

clashes with the TSG. There was also the clash in Oxford when 
squaners occupied the lobby of the local nick to protest against 
their eviction. And there was a whole host of publicity stunts, 
lobbies, and media opportunities. All these events contributed. to 
pushing the CJB to the top of the political agenda last year. The 
focus of this article, however, is on the contradiction within the 
movement between the political activities of class subversion 
and liberal lobbying, and this conaadiction became most clearly 
manifest at two pivotal moments for the campaign: the Dltional 
demonstrations in London on July 24th and October 9th last 
year. 

(I) The march to Downing Street: 

a) De 'Cqp!jrion'· Swp jumps M thg handwaggn b111 can j 1  

'1«l.il2 
The May 1 st demonstration last year took the left by sUiprise. It 
demanded some kind of response, if not because it demonstrated 
the left's redundancy then because it provided a new wave of 
potential recruianent fodder. The SWP, with the keenest nose 
for an opportunity, and a more youthful rank and file than their 
main rivals, were fmt off the mark, setting up the 'Coalition 
Against the Criminal Justice Bill'. This comprised. various 
groups such as the Advance Party, Freedom Network, the Hunt 
Saboteurs Association and an assortment of local anti-roads 
campaigns (notably the No Ml 1 Link Campaign). But it was 
effectively dominated by the SWP given that these other groups 
were relatively inexperienced in the sordid business of political 
manipulation and were easily outmanoeuvred. The Coalition 
then called a national demonsaadon in London for July 24th, 
the weekend before the CJB was eipcc:ted to become law. 

This attempt at leftist recuperation demanded that the 
campaign be oriented 19wards the labour movement, and given 
the Labour Party's position on the CJB, this would have to be 
orientation towards the unions. SWP cadre became involved at 

arass roots level, intervening in meetinj:s of local aroups, 
criticizing fluffyism. by emphasizing the class narure or the 
attack, and arguing for the need to COMect 10 other working 
class struu;les. But any positive impact the SWP may have had 
on the movement was more than compensated for by the effects 
of its worterism, which only served 10 reinforce the appeal of 
liberalism within the movement. 1!5 

During the build up 10 the demonstration, the RMT called 
a series of 24 and 48 hour signal workers' strikes which 
paralysed the rail netWork. The SWP's repeatedly stated position 
was that it was necessary to forge links between the two 
struggles. Such links would tbeoretically have been desirable. 
Besides both being instances of class struggle, the signal 
workers' dispute and the anti-CJB movement were clearly linked 
by way of the and-roads movement. 

The prospect of connectina the struules over transpon (in 
a more meaningful way than the hoots of rube drivers in 
Leytonstone being reciprocated by cheers from squatters in 
Caremont Road holding up the M l l  link). the prospects of 
practical links between struggles forged through recognition of a 
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Au/hebell·����-,-,------,--,--,------,- �,--������,--� common enemy in state and capital, was obviously one that 'you are powerless', (get a job�'). Given the choice between a 
would have been murually beneficial. 'class line', subsuming the struggle to that of the signal workers, 

Unfortunately, the signaJ workers' dispute offered no such on the one hand and the 'Defend Diversity - Defend Dissent' 
opportunities as it was tightly conttolled by the RMT as a signal slogan of Liberty on the other, it is not hard to sec why the 
workers' dispute and nothing more. Aside from a couple of arson appeal of liberalism was reinforced by the SWP's workerism. 
attacks on signa1 boxes, there were no autonomow initiatives by Besides which, there is nothing like seeing a long line of leftist 
the signal workers for others to support, and not even picket hacks holding their charaetcr armour up to their chests, all 
lines in many places. Under pressure from its left wing, the shouting 'this week's Socialist Worker . . .', to make you feel like 
RMT executive agreed to call a national demonslration to reaffinning your individual autonomy. And for lhose who 
suppon the 4,000 strikers, but did nothing to build it; only 1,500 couldn't quite envisage the signal workers toppling the 
tumed up and about 90% of these were members ofTrot groups. government before it had managed 10 pass the CIB. the naive 
And the rally at the end of the march was exclusively for RMT optimism of the fluffies seemed more attractive than the obvious 
signal workers. The dispute was sewn up by the RMT to such conclusions to be drawn about a movement which could have no 
an extent that the making of links could only be rhetorical. workplace presence. 

This did not dissuade the SWP, however. In part lhis was Nevertheless. until the signal workers dispute was finally 
due to their willingness to carry the dead-weight of unionism, senled, the SWP tried hard to win the heart and mind of the 
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But mainly it was due to their conception of the how the Freedom Network. 
strugaleswere related 

Firstly, the SWP argued that the CJB was aimed pnmanly 
al striking workers (which is why it was a class issue), and the 
movement should therefore be defending its most imponant 
flank. Secondly. the link had to be made with the signal workers 
because, as a workplace s1n1gglc, it could succeed where the 
anti-CJB movement couldn't. Telling the main targets of the 
lesislation that they were a mere smoke screen for the target 
that really mattered was bad enough, but telling them that they 
were cffccli.vely incapable of fighting it was an abject lesson in 
theoretical disempowermcnt: 

We Med to turn our effons towards the trade 
unions and workplaces - for rwo reasons. Firsr because 
it is at work that most of the people threareMd by rhe 
bill cotM together. Second, because it is at work that we 
have most power. 

(What We Think', Socialist Worker, July 23rd) 

This was the SWP's underlying message to proletarians 
refusing to allow their lives to be subordinated to wage labour: 

bl Kr,cp Jt Fluffy • Go tg J11!· 
The Freedom Network started out as a non-hierarchical network 
between groups co-ordinated through the 'Cool Tan' office in 
Brixton. Within a shon period of time, however, the pressures 
arising from being the poin1 of contact between lhe necwork on 
lhe one hand, and the media and liberal establishment (Liberty, 
Charter 88) on lhe other, led to the London co-ordinators 
becoming lhe voice of the network. As they came to accept the 
position of representing the movement. so their commiuncnt to 
fluffyism - and to ensuring its hegemony over the movement -
became an increasing problem. 

Following the initial success of May 1 st, the Freedom 
Network sough1 to maintain the momentum of lhe campaign, but 
virtually had to be tricked by lhe SWP into endorsing plans for 
the national demonstration on July 24th. In the meantime, lhey 
pressed ahead wilh their own plans for escalating lhe 
movement. resulting in Operation Emily and Operation 
Democracy RIP. Operation Emily l 7 was considered a great 
success. Twenty or so people dressed up in Edwardian costumes 
and chained themselves to railings outside parliament 
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outnumbered by the watching joumalists; and hey presto - as 
much media coverage as May 1 st with 24,980 less potential 
trouble makers! Operation Democracy RIP was an even more 
sickening attempt to gain 'positive media covcmge': a funeral 
procession as far from positing the dwb of dcmoaacy as the 
coffin-bearers were from comprehending that the con1ent of 
democracy is the atomizing dicworship of money. 

The fluffies immcned themselves in the bard work of 
representation • the production of pathetic media spectaeles. 
liaising with representatives of the liberal establishment. tbc 
press and other campaign groups, co-ordinating the flow of 
information etc. But an early sign lhat their ability to impose tbc 
politics of fluffyism could be threatened by those they sought to 
represent occumd at Twyford Down on 1uly 2nd. Local fluffies 
organized a mass trespass of the M3 extension prior to its 
opening, and a couple of thousand people turned up. including 
other fluffies, eco-warriors, travellers and some lefties. But 
whilst its billing gave the impression that the organizers 
intended a confrontational exercise in direct action, they had in 
fact arranged for the trespass to be a largely symbolic affair 
culminating in a media stunt; an effi1Y burning for the benefit r:L. 
invitcd joumalists. 

Many of the trespassers on the other hand had different 
ideas. The numbers there gave the crowd a subversive potential 
whose actualization had an irresistible appeal, and some small 
groups set about trying to ttasb the finished motorWay (no easy 
wk) by stuffing rocks down the drains, whilst others jumped up 
onto security vehicles. Most people were content at this stage to 
be simply trespassing, however, and continued to march up the 
bill, at the top of which the crowd would come to a standstill 
and be confronted with a choice of fundamental imponance. 

The organizers had halted the march, holding hands and 
dancing round to their irritating anthem ,'we are the new people, 
we are the old people, we are the same people, stronger than 
before', anempting to offer a celebration of the crowd's potential 
as a sop for preventing its realization. They wanted the crowd to 
return the way it had come in order to conduct the spectacle or 
the effigy burning, and they certainly did not want the crowd to 
carry on down the other side of the bill where potential 'negative 
press' lay waiting to sabotage the occasion. In that direction 
stood a thin blue line of police and beyond it the A33, the 
congested artery the Down had been bisected to alleviate. 

Decision time; a spectacular memorial to a defeated 
struggle by continuing 10 trespass on an unopened road that the 
police clearly did not give a shit about because little hann could 
be done, 1 8 or an easy confronwion with a clearly inadequate 
police presence in order to blockade the functioning road 
beyond it. Hampshire police had obviously been relying on the 
fluffy cops and the cops in people's heads, and once their 
arguments had been defeated it was relatively easy to breach 
their line. Again a long pause, as the assertion of collective 
power by blocking the road required someone confident enough 
that others would follow to step out in front of the traffic. But 
the realization that the road was the easiest way back 10 liquid 
refreshment meant ·that the plunge was taken and the best pan 
of two thousand people piled onto the road . The feeling of 
collective empowerment. in stark conuast to the feeling of 
vulnerability felt by the individual pedestrian, was immense. 
The police were powerless to intel'\'ene as the crowd danced its 
way to Winchester to the rhythm of bongos, chants of 'kill the 
bill', 'no more roads' and the syncopated 'smash the Criminal 
Justice Bill'. Would the fluffies be able to contain such energy 
when 50,000 came together on the streets of London'? 

As the July 24th demonstration approached, the Freedom 
Network began 10 worry about 'their' mass spectacle being 
'hijacked' in a similar way. �futed by its rhetoric, not 
understanding that they are sheep 1n wolf's clothing. they 

thought the SWP was gearinJ: up for a confrontation with the 
police, a sc:cnario which had to be avoided at all costs for their 
'respectabilily SlralelY' to have any chance of success. 19 So the 
Freedom Network decided to make sure the march would pass 
off uneventfully by providing fluffy stewards, 'Chill the Bill' 
placards, 'Non-Violence' stickers, and distribution on the day of 
the infamous 'Keep it Fluffy' leaflet. 20 

s> The 'Mah' Srgnpa Qgwnjnr Sqeet'J 
The tension between the SWP and Freedom Nerwort became 
increasingly clear as the date of the demonstration approached. 
But this opposition between 'class politics' and 'fluffyism' is not 
the contradiction between class s1ru11k and liberalism that we 
are c:onccmed. with. lbe opposition between Freedom Network 
and the SWP was primarily ideological, a strugle for 
representative hegemony. Both wanted the demonstration to be 
a media spectaele, but disqreed as to the particular nature <:I 
the image. Neither wanted to see the development <:I 
autonomous working class subjectivity that is a proletarian 
crowd realizing itself in confronting its enemy. Both these 
ll'QUps share a vision of social change which depends on 'the 
mob' being kept in check. And contra!)' to the sensationalist 
reports which appeared in the tabloid press. this development of 
collective subjectivity was successfully limited; there was no 
concerted aaempt to storm Downing Srreet. 

The coming together of 50,000 diverse proletarians in 
opposition to 1overnment legislation does encourage a sense of 
solidarity, and to that extent is a necessary step beyond the 
usual atomization of bourgeois society. But unless the crowd 
acts as a collective force, the development of collective 
subjectivicy is limhed. When the potential 1oe5 unrealized, 
when the crowd simply marches from A ro B along 111 approved 
route in order to bear boring speeches before dispersing, the 
collectivity is little more than a collection of atoms, like an inen 
gas. It is when the crowd acrs to impose its power on an 
external barrier that such atomization is ovem>me, releasing the 
energy of molecular bonding like the act of combustion. It must 
act against that which tries to keep it divided - capital and its 
state form - for its potential to be realized. And on July 24th that 
did not happen to a sufficient degree. 

The SWP headed the march, proudly revelling in the 
thought of all those photographers capturing .the image of copies 
of 'the paper' and Socialist Worker placards beine brandished 
beneath the RMT banner. Some way behind this lsftist 
contingent, a group of about a hundred. or so stopped outside the 
gates of Downing Street, and perhaps a dozen of these 
attempted 10 either pull the pres down or climb over them. But 
this small section of the crowd remained relatively isolated. from 
the main body of the march, which continued to file past. 
Indeed, had the ornamental gates actually given way this 
relatively small 'mob' would have been hammered by the riot 
police, a point later underlined when it was revealed in The 
Observer that the Meuopolitan Police Commissioner had been 
prepared to authorize the use of plastic bullets, for the first time 
on mainland Britain, if the crowd had pcneaated Downina: 
Street. 

That this section of the crowd was isolated was partly due 
10 the "fluffy stewards' .  They, along with the police, encouraged 
the main body of the march to keep moving; some stewards took 
their ideological presuppositions to their logical conclusion by 
becoming 'pacifist police', not only remonstrating with those 
outside the gates but in some cases actually removing masks ro 
expose faces to the security cameras! But the isolation of 
combatants was not primarily due to the hold of these fluffies on 
the march. Indeed no-one took the ridiculous advice of the 'Keep 
it Fluffy' lea11.et to heart. by holdina hands around the 'trouble 
makers', let alone sitting down or adopt the 'doormat' tactic. In 
IS  
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fact, most of the demonstration rook neither the side of 'the mob' rest of the march. After each foray, they retreated, allowing the 
or of the 'pacifist police'; Ibey simply remained spectators. They march IO continue, and leaving the would-be rioters with liltle 
were not compelled to recognize themselves in either collective alternative but to rejoin it. 
identity, neither the force of negation nor reaction. And whilst The events of July 24th indicated that whilst many in the 
many in the crowd were sympathetic to some of the ideas of the movement prcfcned the ideological appeal of liberalism to the 
fluffies, Ibis decision not to join in was not so much a result of a dogma of Leninism, they had no commitment to the practical 
firm commitment co all the practical implications of fluffy necessities of fluffyism. Notbin&: happened on the march to force 
politics so much as the police tactics on the day. it to realize its collective identity as a force of negation - no 

There was little visible police presence on the march. The confrontation occWTed that forced it to realize its class 
favourite targets of animal rights activists, McDonald's and subjectivity. But there are two sides in this battle. The state was 
Boots, had small numbers of police outside, but dlere were no legislating against class autonomy, and, whether the movement 
riot police on view. Those in Whitehall were in withdrawn recognized itself in class terms or not, if the movement 
positions initially ;  there were none stationed outside the gates of continued in the direction of mass defiance of the law, and if 
Downing Street. There bad obviously been a decision made to that legislation was going to be imposed, the state would have to 
adopt a low profile in order not to provoke any trouble. When put on a show of force sooner or later. If it chose to attack the 
the gates began to give way the police sought to distract the movement rather than back down, it could intimidate. divide 
crowd by making several limited forays from behind the gates and dispcne it. But it could just as easily help to compose it as 
on the opposite side of Whitehall, but having learnt the lessons a force of working class subjectivity - it could provoke a riot! 
of the Poll Tax riot took considerable care not to provoke the 

(ii) Hyde Park '94 • Stuff the Law! 
al Build yp ro the dc;monstprigg· 
The Coalition called another demonstration for October 9th. 
Over the two months before the demonscration there were, 
however, significant changes affecting those competing for 
representative hegemony. The other groups in the Coalition 
effectively withdrew, pissed off at being continually 
outmanoeuvred, leaving the SWP in sole charge of the 
organization. But at the same time as the SWP found itself 
being handed the reins of the movement it was effectively 
withdrawing itself from it. The party had never felt comfortable 
operating on such relalively alien territory, a playing field bener 
suited to anarchism than Leninism; and as they belatedly 
realized that the signal workers' dispute was going nowhere, the 
SWP found that it had nothing left to say, and has been 
struggling for direction ever since. 

The fluffies on the other hand were having a field day, and 
not just because their main competitors were withdrawing their 
bid. lbe events at Downing Street had done their credibility no 
harm whatsoever. Only a small minority, who bad been critical 
of !hem in tho first place, know how disgru:ofully lho fluffy 
stewards had behaved, siding with the police against the 
movemcnt.2 1  The fluffies were in charge of the flow of 
information within the movement, and many non-fluffy liberals 
would side with the fluffies to the extent that they knew what 
had occurred. 

But most of the movement did not know any of the details 
of the confrontation, having mostly found out about it through· 
the extensive media coverage. And it was this fact, that the 
Downing Street clash had sparked off intense media interest in 
the movement, that put the fluffies in such a strong position. 
Throughout August and September the fluffies were in their 
element, giving interviews to the more liberal newspapers or 
lefty magazines like the New Sta1esman, appearing on radio chat 
shows, being invited to address meetings etc. The trouble 
outside Downing Street paradoxically gave a massive boost to 
the representative opponunities for the fluffies. They became 
media darlings. 

Time was ticking away, however. 1bc House of Lords 
mauled the bill somewhat, slowing down its passage, but the 
day it would be passed to the Queen for Royal Assent (unless 

her humanity - beneath the crown etc. - led her to opt for a 
constitutional crisis instead) was drawing nearer. The hunt sabs 
were gearing up for confrontation once the fox-hunting season 
began again, and the No M l l  protesters were getting ready for 
the big showdown at Claremont Road. Whilst the fluffies hared 
around getting 'good press' but going nowhere fast. the 
realization that confrontation with the forces of the state was 
going to be inevitable was gradually infusing the rest of the 
movement. 

bl Ravcq' reymrs· 
The atmosphere of the October 9th march was in many ways 
similar to that of the previous one; lots of percussion 
instruments and whistles, most people simply intent on enjoying 
themselves. The police on the other band were more visible than 
before, with concentrations of riot cops tooled up along the 
route. And they would be needed. 

Despite the fact that most of the crowd were not seeking a 
confrontation, their desire to have fun conflicted with the state's 
need to regulate that fun, and their determination to dance led to 
a confrontation prefiguring those posited by the legislation 
against unlicensed raves. The Coalition organizers had agreed 
with the police beforehand that music in the park would be 
limited. But would the crowd be content with speeches from 
boring and irrelevant liberals from the labour and civil liberties 
movement, welcoming the anti-CJB movement (in so far as they 
could recuperate it)? 

Many didn't bother listening to them, grouping instead 
around small pockets of music. But these poxy rigs were clearly 
inadequate for a celebration of unity, for 1 00.000 or so 
demonstrators to dance together. The means of production for 
such a mass rave were uriving, however. Two lorries with 
sound systems on the back were bringing up the rear of the 
march, moving down Parle Lane to Marble Arch, surrounded by 
a throng of bodies dancing in the sun. And they clearly intended 
to carry on into the park, in defiance of what the organizers had 
agreed (possibly for the all-night rave we had heard rumours 
about). 
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Having publicly stated that they were banned from the park 

the police had little altemadve but to try to stop the sound 
systems at Marble Arch, blocking their progress with police 
vans.22 Perhaps a riot could have been averted had they simply 
allowed the ban to be violated, but this approach carries with it 
inherent dangers as well. encouraging a lack of respect for the 
rule of law. If they weren't going to stop the sound systems at 
Marble Arch what would happen to the legislation against raves 
- would it be taken as a serious deteneat or mocked 
disdainfully? Where and when would a line be drawn saying 
'thus far and no further'? As it Nmed out the police did have to 
let the sounds into the park. The dancing crowd did not bow to 
their authority and disperse, but grew as people in the park 
realized what was happening. A few missiles were thrown and 
riot police were deployed, along with horses. But the siNation 
remained a stand-off; the dancing continued in the street, on the 
lorries, on bus shelters, and even on top of a police van. Faced 

with such detennination, and not wanting to provoke a major 
public order 'problem' given the size of the crowd, the police 
decided to back down. The Ionics edged their way into the park 
and although people pulled crowd barriers into the road to guard 
its rear the police made no effon to provoke further ttouble. 

Cl Rjpt' Rjru• I Wanna Rjru' 
That despite this retreat the riot still happened was due to the 
moment of truth in the police's 'anarchist conspiracy' theory. 
While most of the crowd celebrated the sound system victory by 
partying, content to have got their music. a determined minority 
sought to push the situation further. Class War were no doubt 
off competing with the SWP and the other leftists in the paper
selling stakes, but some 'class warriors' were pelting police vans 
with missiles from inside the park. They could have been 
squatters or travellers angry that the outlawing of their lifestyles 
was imminent, or just veterans of past battles in Trafalgar 
Square with an intense hatred of the police. Or they could 
indeed have been anarchists or communists who reckoned the 
situation was ripe because the movement had discovered the 
imponant moment of truth in � ideology - that beneath its 
air of invincibility the police force is just made up of individual 
human beings, strong as an organized collective force, weak in 
disorganized isolation, and far from invincible when faced with 
vastly superior numbers OD a terrain not of its choosing. 

WhatcVer, the police, seeina that it was only a tiny 
minority, chose to confront the missile throwers rather than pull 
back their vans. Their initial fora� into the park was brief. The 
small deployment of police horses Wll insufficient to take on 
those who were attracted by the disturbance, and they were 
quickly driven from the park by a jubilant mob. But they came 
back into the park - public order had to be reassened. Dancing 
was one thing, but trashing police vans and attacking mounted 

cops was not something which could be tolerated. And this time 
they came back in greater force. Units of police horses backed 
up by balOD-wielding cops on foot charged into the park in an 
effort to disperse the crowd. But the crowd would simply 
scatter, and then regroup, and then charae back at the police. 

Having defied the police over the sound systems a large 
body of the crowd had already developed a sense of unity. The 
park was their space, autonomous space. The dancing was a 
celebration of that collective autonomy, and the police inausion 
was a violation of it. By charging the crowd the police only 
served to fun:ber undermine the atomization within it. and each 
time it refused to disperse it became less an aggregation ri 
independent citizens and more a collective subject. 

Proletarians who had been relatively uncritical of the 
fluffi.es, who had lobbied for rights, became composed as 
antagonistic working class subjectivity - defiant and dercnnined 
to drive the police back out of the park. And this it did, by sheer 

weight of numbers. Weapons were scarce, although a few 
resourceful individuals showed great initiative in inventing 
ways to satisfy this newly produced need (empty tins filled with 
sand, smashed up park benches and litter bins for example). 
And a few individuals showed remarkable bravery in leading 
some of the attacks. But the overwhelming characteristic of the 
riot was the number of anti-CJB campaigners who showed class 
solidarity and, one for all and all for one, forced the police to 
retreat. 

When the police were successfully driven out of the park, 
another stand-off ensued. The police were on one side of the 
railings and the rioters the other. The police were unable to 
come over the railings without getting hammered, and the crowd 
showed no desire to try either, content to use the railings as a 
traditional 'barricade', a boundary marking the autonomous zone 
it had reclaimed. 

Dancing, smoking, drinking, watching the fire breathers; 
the aanosphere was unlike recent riot situations in that the 
territory the police wanted to retake was being held relatively 
easily and it was possible to gradually relax and enjoy the 
occasion. The 'rinlcy clink' bicycle-powered sound system arrived 
to try to diffwe the crowd's joyous anger, but meiely managed to 
provide audible accompaniment to the rebellious reveby under 
the trees. 

And, with ti.me to look around and reflect, identifying 
friends and familiar faces beneath hoods and masks, it became 
clear that this crowd was demonstratinJ that the contradiction 
between class war and liberalism was not simply one of 
different people, 'militants' and 'liberals', with different ideas. It 
was also one of proletarians who had reflected their relative 
atomization in their liberal arguments now reflecting the extent 
to which it had been overcome in the collective activity ri 
rioting. Bourgeois ideolol)' and the active negation of bourgeois 
17 
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subjectivity. that in Hyde Park. Many cbmbarants will have reblmed to 

� 
During the hqovcr which follows an intoxicating experience 
such as this it becomes easier IO assess the limitations of what 
has been achieved. The riot has not swelled communist ranks by 
100,000, nor did it nnsform the nature of the movement 
ovcmighL 

For staners perhaps only 5 or I 0% of the crowd actually 
took part in the riot. Not having experienced the riot 
themselves, those who had not taken pan were far more 
vulnerable to the dominant competing inrcrprewions of the 
evcnrs. And the rioters themselves dispersed to return to 'nonnal 
life',23 albeit with a heighrened awareness of the shallowness of 
its roles. After experiencing its active negation, retwning to the 
rcificd world of bourgeois society is like finding oneself on the 
set of a soap opera where the other actors will not admit that 
they are playing cameo roles and are seemingly unaware that 
they could invent their own characters instead. As the memoiy 
fades the sense of separation from the cameo diminishes, and 
resignation to the boundaries of this stage set, where social 
connections are mediated by money but where the semblance of 
life contains cerWn guarantees, appears an easier option than 
continually trying to shake the other actors. 

To the extent that a 'conmunity riot' actually succeeds in 
crcatina a community, collective subjectivity may be preserved 
by the sbarinJ: of experiences and the desires they gave rise to. 

'communities' in which there is a greater awareness of the 
frusttations and aspirations of the inhabitants of Alben Square 
or Ramsey Street than of real neighboun. 

The TV and newspapers will have screamed 'scum!' at 
them, repeating the police assertion that the riot was the result 
of deliberate manipulation by 'violent hale-mongers'. If they 
rerumed 10 a local anti-CJB irouP they were likely to have been 
oumumbered by non-combaranu bemoaning the 'tragedy' of the 
riot, exchanging stories of how this or that 'innocent bystander' 
got truncheoned by the police. To the eiuent that our rioter finds 
him- or herself isolated in the face of this barrage, it becomes 
easier to cling to the explanation of the organizcrs24 than to 
defend the class position that the riot was a good thing. Such 
logic is class logic, a collective logic, and its voice sounds 
strange when entering into arguments whose terms of reference 
are limited to the continued existence of bourgeois society. 

lust as an individual subject may contradict his or her 
liberal ideology by developing working class subjectivity in 
collective struggle, so this process of class recomposition is 
subject to the counter-tendency of decomposition and 
fragmentation. The Hyde Park riot allowed a few more 
proletarians to glimpse the possibilities of the life of the truly 
social individual. But as these social individuals returned to the 
privalions of bourgeois individuality, so the dominant ideas in 
the movement could reassert themselves. 

(Ill) 'CIA Week': Meeting the Act Head On 
Only ten days al...- the evenlS at Hyde Pad<, a lobby of 
parliament organized by the Coalition was taken as another 
opportunity 10 confront the Met. A mini-riot ensued, with 
bottles and sticks thrown at the police, railings desaoyed and 
fue<raekers used against police horses, before it was defused 
by a police withdrawal and Coalition stewards taking over from 
the absent Ouffies. During the same period, there were also 
many opportunities for the fluffies to ugue on the radio or TV 
shows like Kilroy that no, the legislation was not necessary (for 
some undefined but universally accepted 'common good'). 

Thus the development of working class subjectivity neither 
reached 'critical mass' nor was completely fragmented; the 
movement continued, and contained within it the same 
contradictions. 

On the day the bill became an act, the No Ml I Link 
Campaign organized a mass trespass of motorway construction 
sites, and the following day a publicity srunt on the roof of the 
houses of parliament: two actions which oscillated around the 
pivot rather than expressed the poles of the basic contradiction. 

The No Ml 1 Campaian were also involved with a number 
of other groups (hunt sabs, youth CND. Freedom Network and 
others) in organizing a week of actions, in and around London, 
designed 10 publicly defy the new act. The week was intended 
both to warn the authorities and to encourage potential w-gets of 
the legislation of our intention 10 intensify our activities rather 
than curtail them; it was hoped that, in the face of large 
numbers of people participating in each others campai&:n 
actions, the police would be reluctant 10 make arrests under the 
new act. Dubbed 'CIA (Criminal Injustice Act) week', most of 
the actions failed 10 achieve quite the participation or the co
operation between different groups that was hoped for. The 
highlight of the week was perhaps the treSpass I rooftop 
demonsttalion of Michael Howard's new house in Kent, which 
combined clever direct action, taking the police completely by 
surprise, with publicity stunt. However, most of the actions that 
week can be considered successful in that the police were 

largely unwillins to arrest people using the new laws when 
faced with mass defiBDCe; clearly Ibey did not want 'irouble' 
after their recent disastrous intervention at that other CJB/CIA 
demo at Hyde Park. 

But whatever happened in 'CIA week', what really mattered 
was whether, after the initial fuss bad died down, the movement 
would prove to have bad any lasting effect in reinforcing the 
areas of autonomy and subversive struggles that needed to be 
defended against renewed assault, anned with more repressive 
legislation, by the state. Would the movement go forward with 
the same spirit of determination and resistance that 
characterized the intentions of those who wanted to meet lhe 
new act head on? Could the movemem meet the challenge of 
continued resistance, or would the mundane reality of the act 
signal the decomposition of the movement? 

1 8  



Part Three: Into The Void 
From Single Issue Campaign to Anti-Capitalist Movement? 

(i) The Movement 
Although lhc CJ&:POA bas only been law for S months now, 
and some sections of it bave yet to be implemented, it seems 
fair to say that to a limited cx1ent lhc movement has risen to the 
challenge; it bas not crumbled in the face of the law, But lbcre 
have been significant developments. 

al The 'AM!jrioo'· 
The Coalition bas organized two mass trespasses, at Chequers 
(the Prime Minister's residence in Buckinghamshire) and 
Windsor Castle, ostensibly to challenge clause 70 of the act 
against trespassory assembly. But unlike the trespass at Michael 
Howard's place, these have been pre-manged with the full 
knowledae of die police; and with the SWP having done little to 
build them, even failing to mobilize significant numbers of its 
own cadre, there have been insufficient numbers to pose any 
real threat 10 the large contingents of police on standby. 

SWP s1ewards have had some difficulty getting 'trespassers' 
to stick 10 public footpaths; at Chequers the SWP agreed with 
the police to proceed along lhe Ridgeway footpath, i.e. a public 
right of way, but were ignored by elements who mistakenly 
thought the whole point of the exercise was to trespass, thereby 
challenging the police to use the new law. But these stage
managed events have been at best publicity exercises, at worst 
little more than cynical recruitment exercises. 

The Coalition is now little more than a classic front 
organization. With each event, more of the movement becomes 
disillusioned with it, with the result that each trespass or 
demonstration produces diminishing returns for the party. 
Another national demonstration cannot be ruled out, but it is 
equally likely that the SWP will disentangle itself from the 
movement completely in favour of involvement in one of the 
various public sector disputes which are looming. where they 
would be on a more comfortable terrain. The 'pressure the union 
leadership' position would find a more receptive audience 
amongst nurses, teachers or civil servants than road protesters 
and ravers, and the movement as a whole would lose one of its 
national foci.25 

bl ns flnffis5· 
Meanwhile the fluffics have entered 'the void', the period after 
the passing of the law, the furore which they had considered 
only in their dystopian nightmares where even family picnics 
would be broken up by marauding riot police. As they have done 
so, the latent contradiction within the fluffy aibe - identified 
earlier in tenns of subject and representation - has come to the 
fore and is leading to something of a parting of ways. 

There is rumoured to be a division within the Freedom 
Network, between those who see the strugle against the 
CJ&POA as essentially over, and who arc arguing that attention 
should now be turned to the next civil rights lobby,26 and those 
more attracted towards maintaining opposition by engaging in 
defiance of the law. And tbis division is confirmed to some 
extent at local level. The most anti--prolewian fluffics, those for 
whom there was less of a contradiction in presenting themselves 
as upright citizens. are now orienting themselves towards 
working with Liberty and Charter 88 or green refonnism, and 
are becoming less relevant to the remainder of the movement. 

Those fluffies wbo have rejected this approach have not 
done so because lhcy bave suddenly developed a critique of the 
right-on ideology of the liberal bourgeois establishment. Noc 
surprisingly most remain uncritical of the strategy d 
challenging certain sections of the CJAPOA in the European 
Coun of Human Rights or lobbying for a written constirution 
(remaining critical only of criticism itself). 

But instinctively most fiuffies arc not prepared to dissolve 
the movement and wait for deliveries from on high. Despite 
arguing that we arc all just individuals they have found 
themselves as part of a social movemem and do not want to 
return to their previous atomization. � a result, many are 
taking their slogans of DIY more seriously at last. 

For some, who arc still obsessed with the media image, 
this has meant conccntratiq on self-media production like 
UNUrcuTTenrs, an alternative video news service produced by 
'Small World' (a non-profit making organization committed to 
supporting liberal campaign groups). The democratization of the 
image enabled by the camcorder revolution has created its own 
problems, and not just the security risks posed by cameras in 
siruati.ons of confrontation with the police. Even in simations 
where video evidence is more likely to be of use to the defence 
than the prosecution, such as on NVDA actions, the presence of 
cameras crcucs the feeling that even in the act of negation one 
is still playing a role on the stage set of reification, only 
producing an image of negation and not its substance. Othen 
still arc more interested in looking after the now of information 
in order to create the impression of a dynamic movement at the 
expense of organizing direct action, a strange interpretation rX 
the 'Deeds not Words' slogan that defines the group. 

But the majority of Brighion's fluffies, who previously 
declared themselves apolitical and non-confrontational but were 
also more committed than some to an alternative lifestyle 
defined by oppo.sition to dominant values, are now moving 
towards a commianent to direct action. They have remained 
with the movement by moving from a position of just lobbying 
for legal rights to one of defying the law as well: from playing 
the 'upright democratic citizens' card to engaging with the and.
roads movement's refusal of the democratic procc55. 

And it is worthwhile reviewing funhcr how far many of 
these people have come in moving towards the positions of 
militant liberalism. When the campaign started up, it was the 
first engagement in any fonn of political activity for many, and 
early meetings would often be plagued by the mysticism that 
some of the 'alternative ravers' brought along with them from the 
scene. There would be proposals to chant 'Om' together on the 
beach to increase the psychic energy of the group, reports that 
mediums had been consulted to ensure 'the spirits' would be on 
side, and reassurances that the 'little people' were behind us. But 
involvement in even .a limited campaign rapidly demonstrated 
the inadequacy of these ideas, as just organizing a picnic or 
benefit gig necessitated a level of collaboration between humans 
that exposed the limits of the spiritual world. 

The fluffy ideology may not be considered that much of an 
advance, but despite it many people helped to organize political 
demonszrations or open squats for the first time. In doing so they 
have slowly begun to move from a definition of 'alternative' in 
tcnns of ideas, to one defined through activity; negatively by the 
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refusal of work, and positively by involvement in an Saboteurs Association and others, producing a weekly news-
oppositional movemem. They have been exposed to the sheet for national disaibution which details the latest from the 
arguments of more experienced squatten, eaviromnenral various strugglcs.27 From this information, it is clear that whilst 
activists, leftists and even commu.aists. And now that the CJB the movement bas gone into decline in some places, local anti.-
has become law, fluffy ideology is itself being transformed CJB groups are still going strong whe!e Ibey are - or have been -
somewhat as lhc fluffics embrace overtly political actions. The more closely connected to the various struggles attacked by the 
commitment to non-violence is maintained, but even this CJ&POA. 
becomes less absolute in the face ofswe brutality. Those groups such as Brighton which set up squatted social 
� 
lbe extem IO which it is possible to speak of 'a movement' as 
opposed to 'die movements' is a function of the ex.lent 10 which 
!hose struglcs ue linked, not just by virtue of ba,;q been 
Jepsla!Od agaim� but by -ODS throuJb which both 
infonnaDon and people flow. lbc Coalilion is both uninlercltcd 
in and inc:apab1e of performing the role of narional a> ordination, and it would seem that he Freedom Nerwork are 
disengaging themselves from the movement. 

Filling the vacuum is the SchNNs team in Bripron's 
'JusdceT (sic) poup which r=ives infonnalion from other local 
poups as well as the Advanoc Pany, Road Alert. Hunt 

ccmrcs seem to have benefited both from the number of people 
sucb centres brought into the orbit of the movement and the 
unifying effect that resisting mctions ultimarely had. In cenain 
places, proximity to anti-roads protests has allowed momentum 
co be mainrained; similuly, in Cardiff, the opposition to the 
Cardiff Bay barrage development has provided a focus for 
consolidalion. 

Thus given that the movement as a whole is now little 
more than the sum of its inler'COllneCled parts we must now 
intenoaaie them in tum. 

(II) The Movements 
a) Sm11Pinr Mmrcmcmt: 
At the time of wrilins, not all of the anti-squatting provisions d 
the act have been implemented. But the 'protest squats' the 
movement bas thrown up give some hope that squaain& in this 
country could develop in the di=:tion of the continental 
squatting scene. 

Squats in much of continental Europe have not bad the 
legal prot.cction �oyed by squau in this COWllly under the 
1977 Criminal Law Act. .As a result, their survival bas depended 
on their ability to defy the law by force, either being heavily 
fortified with squatters well anned to contest the eviction, or by 
having sufficient local support which can be mobilized onto the 
streeu to pose a public order headache for the authorities. 
European squatters have therefore had to be more organized and 
politicized than British squatters, who have tended to rely on 
their legal rights. But, as these riP,ts are removed, squancrs in 
Britain will have to OVe!CODle their fragmentation and 
recompose themselves as a social force if they arc to continue 10 
squat. If this is to happen, squatted social centres will play a 
crucial role. If squatters choose not to coalesce in mass 
residential squats, for understandable reasons, then social 
spaces where they can connect and organize anti-bailiff 
solidarity will become essential. 

The squatted social centres thrown up by the movement 
have had both similarities and differences to the social centres 
which provide the basis for autonomous organization in places 
like Italy. They have been characterized by expressing the 
contradictions inherent in the movement. The Courthouse squat 
in Brighton fell between the stools of a centre for a 'community 
of struggle' and a 'community ans centre', as it was forced both 
to meet the needs of the movement's participants and satisfy the 
obsession with gaining positive representation. 

Overtly political activities - like work.shops held on the 
continental squatting movement. prisoner suppon and 
conaadictions in the anti-roads movcmcn1, and meetings to 
discuss the groups activities and direction - competed for space 
with poeay readings, Tai Chi, massage, cinema, drumming 
wmkshops and an displays ele. But this division was at least an 
expression of the differing needs of the movement. The 
publicity stunt with Liberal Democrat MP Simon Hughes 
appearing as a prosecution wimess in a mock. trial of the 
government. the 'no drink or drugs policy' (which no-one 
observed), and the argument against resisting the eviction, are 

just three out of many instances which demonstrated the ex.tent 
to which, for the sake of representation, the ftuffies tried to 
present an image which contradicted their own needs. 

The eviction of the Counhouse wa.s resisted, however, if 
only to the ex.lent of using barricades and sealing off the roof 
area in order to slow the bailiffs down. But given the previous 
fragmentation of the squatting scene this is at least a start, and 
there has been other bailiff resistance since then. This 
recomposition could continue if it is not undermined by the 
idea. held by some ftuffies and reinforced by both police 
statemenu and press coverage, of a difference between 'good 
squatters' (who are 'creative', middle class, and do up the 
buildings Ibey squat) and 'bad squatters' (who aren'1 and don't). 
But. importantly, many of the participanu, through their 
involvement in the squat, have developed both a need for space 
free from the clulChes of capital - where they can socialize 
without it being subordinated to organized leisure entailing 
mass consumption of some commodity or another - and the 
beginnings of a recognition of what it is that stands between 
them and the fulfilment of that need: the organized power of the 
Stale. 

Far from having crushed squatting, the CJ&POA may have 
breathed new life into the movement which, by refusing to allow 
basic human needs to be subordinated to the power of money, 
prefigures the day when eVCJ)'Olle will be able to live in their 
own cathedral. 

h> Anti-Jmds Mgyc:mc;nr 
By leafleting the national demonstrations and encouraging 
people to come to parties afterwards, the No M 1 1  Link 
Campaign was able to draw signiricant numbers to the 
showdown at Claremont Road. By the ti.me the law was passed 
in late October. the campaign was centred on defending Ibis 
squaned street from the Depanment of Transpon. In preparation 
for the eviction, rooftop towers and walkways were constructed, 
along with tree houses and street barricades cleverly disguised 
as wolks of an and thus blending in with the explosion of colour 
and creativity which made this car-free street such an island in 
the pey sea of east London. 

The urban setting of this campaign, dealing with the impact 
of road building on daily life (housing, health and the human 
environment) meant that it became nlatively unplaped by the 
Donga-style mysticism which so afflicted the Twyford Down 
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campaign. The resistance to the eviction of Claremont Road was 
easily the high point of the anti-roads movement to date. It took 
the state 4 days to retake the street in an operation which cost 
£2 million and involved over 700 police with dozens or bailiffs 
and security guards. The ractiCi of withdrawing to rooftops or 
1ocking on' in vulnerable positions are not without limits, 
however. Whilst the whole eviction may have taken 4 days, the 
police managed to retake the acmal tarmac and pavement in 
linlc over an hour. This lef1 people cut off inside squats, in tree 
houses and on the main tower in siege conditions, many with 
insufficient food and water or warm clothing and, after a while, 
no electricity. Such conditions breed the martyrdom syndrome, 
with divisions and recriminations as a result. 

While the eviction or Claremont Road was not actually 
prevented, the effects or the resistance - on top or more than a 
year or direct action against the building of the link road - need 
to be judged in the wider context of the govcmmcnt's roads 
programme: as a whole. The costs of this eviction, and of the 
sccuricy u a whole over the past )'Cir (reponed to be £6 
million), will have a bearing on furure road building schemes. 
Projections to be fed into the Department of Transpon's cost
bcncfit analyses and contracton' bids will be affccted, and 
schemes where the economic advantages arc at present marginal 
could therefore be shelved. 

But the most imponant point, for this article anyway, is the 
fact that the state was unwilling 10 use those provisions of the 
O&.POA which were explici1ly drafted with road protesters in 
mind. None of the 'aggravated trespassers' were even arrested let 
alone charged under the act; neither was the new offence of 
trespassory assembly evoked. The scale or the resistance, in 
combination with itS' timing, occurring so soon after the Hyde 
Park riot. seems to have produced a recognition 1ha1 using the 
CJ&.POA could have created more problems than it was 
designed to solve. 

Bui this raises the question as to who actually made this 
decision; simply referring to a retreat by the state glosses over 
the fact thal. despite cross-party suppon in parliament, the state 
is far from united over the act. The police, and screws for that 
maner, hate 'their boss' Michael lioward. Indeed, there arc a 
number of reasons for this division opening up within the state 
between the police amt parliament Firstly, by making 
previously civil offences into criminal ones, the workload of the 
police could be significantly increased; this, at a rime when 
many forces arc facing Treasury driven cutbacks, means an 

unwelcome inrcnsification of work. Secondly. and particularly 
following the Hyde Pad riot, the police recognize that the 
legislation could force them into more situations or conflict. 
both exposing them to more risks and increasing resentment r:I. 
them. In short, the police sec much of this legislation as serving 
the self-interests or the government whilst leaving them to pay 
the price. Given this, it may be more accurate to say that it was 
police discretion which meant that the law was not used at 
ClaR:mont Road. 

In the last issue of AujMben, we devoted considerable 
anention to the conaadiction between the class struggle against 
roads and the liberal ideology held by many of its participants. 
Although some or the most active clements in the No M l I Link 
Campaign did have a critique or capitalism and democracy, for 
many in the campaign a recognition or the objective basis of the 
campaign was still sorely lacking. It is vital to recognize how 
ideas and practice arc related., however, in order to grasp how 
the development of an anti-capitalist perspective may emerge. 
1bcrc was a degree: of local suppon for the No M i l  Campaign. 
especially at certain times when the struggle was in Wanstcad, 
less so as it shifted into Lcytonstonc. But more often than not, 
protesters would invade construction sites to find themselves 
oumumbered by potentially violent security guards. In this 
situation of numerical disadvantage, notions of class solidarity 

coun1 for little. Playing the game of non-violence and hoping the 
rules arc respected by the opposition seemed the best way of 
escaping a good kicking. The appeal for police to 'do their job 
even handedly' by protecting your 'right to protest', is at least in 
pan a result or the weakness of the movement in relation to the 
violence of the road buildcn' protcc1ors. Unfortunately lhc tactic 
of non-violence tends to encourage the adoption of a principkd 
pacifism, to the dcoiment of an analysis in tenns of class 
warfare. 

This relation with security guards is becoming invcncd in 
the campaign against the proposed M77 through Pollok Park in 
Glasgow. An unprecedented degree of local opposition to the 
scheme, and suppon for the 'outside' protesters, whose ranks arc 
regularly swelled by local kids bunking off school, has meant 
that conditions no longer lend themselves so easily to appealing 
for the unwritten rules or non-violence to be observed on each 
side. Pictures or security guards have menacingly been posted 
up around the local estate, and they have been warned in no 
unccnain terms that there will be severe repercussions if they 
beat up any protesters. In the race or this intimidation, finding 
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:��: :;:!�����/ =:: ::::t:,�v:!ooi::�u:w�:=·::::t�=�B: guards have quit, including 24 on one day alone. In these the pacifists and that of the hunt saboteurs is that the world 
circumstances, the limitations of non-violeocc as a principle view of animal liberationism is an inversion of this humanistic 
should be more clearly ex.posed, and the development of an anti- liberalism. 
capitalist perspective may be encouraged. lbe recent spale of For the peace movement, the individual was seen as 
arson attacks in other paru of Olasaow on the show homes m basically good, and thus bugianity was basically good. and this 
the main contractors, Wimpey, is a sign that things could be was counlerpOSCd IO the evil of nuclear weapons which 
moving in the right direction. threatened humanity's destruclion. For the aoimal liberationist 

The CJti'OA. far from crush.ins the anti-roads movement, on the other hand, it is not humanity which is good or innocent, 
bas swelled its ranks. Not only bas involvement in the anti-c.JB but animals . Humanity (exceptina the vegans) is therefore seen 
movement led to a degree of further politicization, as anti-roads as the evil in this case. Humanity 'exploits' animals for its own 
protesters have faced new questions and arguments arising from ends, and each individual is implicated in this crime ci 
:rs:�:: c!'!0:1°� �:ei�as c::::u:;: :::�9�:°:il�the �=::c a::ra�m�� � 
becoming more fertile as well. As it begins to do so, it movement would have made it contradictory to use violence 
ptdigures the day when transport will no longer serve the against other human individuals, those hunt saboteun who cling 
requirements of the circulation of commodities. and people as to an anri·hlllMllisric liberalism find that violence is perfecdy 
commodities, but will be a function of enriched human needs compatible with their ideology. And it is not surprising that 
and desires. most hunt sabs have not wanted to become involved in a 

cl Hunt Sabrugun Mgycmept" 
Hunt sabs have, in the main, been reluctant to become involved 
with the movement. Those that have engaged with it have, 
because of their emphasis on direct action and lack of hang ups 
about violence, been useful allies against the fluffi.es at various 
junctures, and have themselves become politicized. This 
politicization bas been a result of their engagement with other 
struggles, and this engagement has only been possible to the 
extent that these hunt sabs have left the ideological baggage d 
'animal rigblS' behind them. It is necessary to examine this 
particular brand of mililant liberalism in order to understand 
both why many hunt sabs have not become involved with the 
movement, and why those that have can appear bettcr but in 
some ways be worse than the nuffi.es. 

Militant liberalism looks at the world in terms d 
individuals and their morality. Militant liberals experience the 
horrors of capitalism more sharply than other (middle class} 
liberals, but unlike revolutionaries project these horrors onto 
particular manifestations of 'evil', which it is a moral imperative 
for individuals to confront. Thus militant liberalism bas a 
certain appeal to activists seeking to save 'the planet' (good) 
from the (evil) 'road monster', for example. Many road 
protesters confront those protecting and carrying out road 
construction work with the argument that they should be 
ashamed of themselves for having made the wrong moral 
choice; they confront non-participants, seen as abdicating their 
moral responsibility, with the guilt trip of the morally pure and 
innocent unborn child: 'what did you do in the eco-war, daddy?'. 

But there is an important difference between the militant 
liberalism of the roads protester and the bunt saboteur, in that 
the very activity of road sabotage can lead to the transcendence 
of liberalism because it is essentially a struggle against capital. 
As it is objectively a form of class struggle, it carries within the 
possibility of being recognized as such. Hunt sabotage, on the 
other band, does not, as it is purely a moral question. Fox. 
bunting is not an imperative of capital but a mere tradition, and 
sabbing in itself therefore leads nowhere. The most logical 
development in the ideology of the hunt saboteur is from fox = 
aood I hun1ers = bad, to animals = good I animal 'exploiters' = 
bad; the ideology of animal liberationism. 

Animal liberation ideolol)' is best understood in tcrms of 
its relation to the humanistic liberalism of the peace movement, 
in many ways its precursor. Again we find that, in contrast to 
the activities of the bunt saboteur, the activities of the NVDA wing of the peace movement were an expression of opposition 
to capital's imperatives (for the militarization of the stale fonn) 

movemenc in which many individuals have not purged 
themselves of this crime of hum�ty. 

Thus whilst other liberals in the movement may be able to 
move beyond their liberal penpectives because they are fighting 
for themselves, even if in a distorted/projected form, and are 
involved in the development of class solidarity, hunt saboteurs, 
to the extent that they confine themselves to the orbit of animal 
liberationism, projecting the horrors of capitalism away from 
themselves absolutely, can never move beyond the discourse d 
'riahts'. 30 Animals can never play a part in class recomposition, 
no matter how much animal liberationislS anthropomorphize 
them to justify giving them 'rights'. Unlike other groups 
demanding rights, animals cannot develop proletarian solidarity; 
they can only be gran11d 'righlS'. 

But the possibility does still exist of bunt saboteurs seeking 
solidarity from others in the movement (rather than animals), 
thereby opening up the possibility of the development of a class 
perspective. 

Apart from the recent live export proteslS, bunt sabotage is 
the most open and collective of animal rights activities. Sabs 
who are less committed to the ideological baggage of the 
puritanical self-sacrificing vegan may be slagged off, but are not 
completely excluded. Many sabs hold contradictory ideas, just 
as they did when hunt sabbing was popular amongst anarcbo
punks in the 1980s until the miners' and printcrs' disputes 
resolved such contradictions one way or the other. And it is 
likely that developments will occur in the hunt sabotcun' 
movement, in the face of increased repression, that will expose 
some of these contradictions. 

The discretion the CJ&POA gives to the police has meant 
that, in contrast to the anti-roads movement, the law bas been 
extensively deployed by the police aaainst bunt sabs; there is 
little chance of repercussions in the countryside. Hunt sabs have 
undoubtedly borne the brunt of the legislation to date. But those 
sabs more committed than others to a militant liberal ideology 
are unlikely to seek solidarity from the movement. Two 
opposing tendencies offer themselves as ways out of this 
repression for those who choose to continue to prioritize the end 
of fox hunting. 

On the one band there is the inherent tendency towards gueirilla activity. For many of the most committed animal rights 
activists, hunt sabbing is seen as a relatively ineffective activity 
suitable mainly for education and recruitment purposes, spotting 
those who might best graduate to Animal Liberation Front 
activity. Thus one possible response to the pressures on hunt 
sabbing may be the development of more coven attacks on hunt 
vehicles and kennels etc., at present the fringe activities of 
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groups like the Hunt Reaibution Squad and the Justice result from a mere change in ways of thinking, but can only be 
Dcparonent which emerged as repression and violence the result of the revolutionary transformation of social relations. 
increased in the late 1980s. The unity of a rave is illusory 10 the extent that ravers 

On the other hand there is the tendency towards the remain alienated from each other. We remain alienated from 
lobbying tactics of the League Against Cruel Sports and the each other because we are alienucd from ourselves; our 
RSPCA. The banning of hunting by parliament can no longer be subjectivity is stolen f'rom us by capil.al and returns to confront 
seen as an impossibility given the recent commons majority in us as a hostile power, the dull compulsion of the economy. The 
favour of a ban. This may not lead to a new law duri the uni of a rave is an illusion because ravers still their 

lifetime of this parliament. but should Labour win the next 
election a ban is ccnainly likely. Despite the Hunt Saboteurs 
Association's commiancnt m direct action, the movement does 
contain iu less militant and more democratic wing, usually in 
charge of the movement's represcntadon. A leaflet the HSA put 
out on the July 24th national demonstration must have made 
many hunt sabs cringe, stating: 'We believe that police officers 
should be allowed to do what they joined the force to do - caich 
criminals and try and make this country a better, safer place to 
live . .  .'. 

Either of these tendencies would remove hunt sabolCUrs 
even further from the class struggle. In contradistinction to our 
hopes for the anti-roads movement or squatting, there is little 
hope for a favourable resolution of contradictions in this 
particular movement at present. 

dl Rav; Ni;w Wwld· 
Our previous statement that the rave offers only an illusion of 
unity requires qualification in the light of experience. Quite 
clearly, the crowd at a rave shues somclhing which is missing 
in a cinema audience or a crowd in a shopping centre. It is 
necessary to euntine the narure of the illusion. The illusion of 
unity derives from the shared transformation in consciousness 
that occurs during a rave. This is brought about largely by the 
empathic intoxication induced by ecstasy, and moving as one to 
the same beat. It is this consciousness-shift that becomes 
mystified as 'recovering the lost consciousness of the tribe". And 
it is celebrated in lyrics which promote the idea that freedom 
results from a mere change in attirude, a 'revolution ol 
consciousness' as it has been called. 

Supposedly a better world can be created if we think about 
each other in a more loving way. And for the DIY idealist, the 
rave is the beginning of the transfonnation of this alienated 
world, a process to be continued by 'being in touch with ones 
feelings' even when not intoxicated (substituting the drug rl 
eastern religion for orthodox narcotics) and being generously 
disposed to others, hugging them even after the empathic effects 
of ecstasy have wom off. 

Bui alienation is not just a question of consciousness. It 
describes the social relations which give rise to specific fonns ol 
consciousness: the process of rcification. Thus freedom cannot 

social bonds with each other in their pockets in the fonn rJ 
money. Social relations remain mediated by exchange, rcified as 
the economy, external to us and out of our control. 

But if this unity is illusory only to the extent that capitalist 
social relations keep ravers essentially alienated from each 
other, then to the extent that those relations are subverted 
through fanning relations of collective struggle, the unity is no 
longer illusory but becomes real. If ravers create relations which 
are direct, immediate and visible, then the celebration of unity 
is qualitatively different. The raves which have occurred after 
demonstrations against the C1B were celebrations of a real if 
limited overcomina of bourgeois atomization, attempts to 
preserve a real collective unity experienced for the first ti.me by 
many. And in Hyde Park, the unity celebrated by the dancers 
confronting the riot police was similarly DO longer illusory. 
Could these ravers come to recognize that the 'revolution rJ. 
consciousness' is insepanble from the transfonnadon rJ. 
material reality? Could they become dialec:ticians? 

A summer of class conflict between ravers and the police 
would dwarf the significance of events like Claremont Road. 
Unlicensed raves may have declined in recent years but, 
sufficiently well organized, would still attract huge numben rJ. 
proletarians in defiance of the law. There are literally millions 
more ravers than road protesters, and dealing with only a 
fraction or these would cause the police major problems. But it 
is not just the quantitative dimensions of such potential conflicts 
that makes them such qualitatively important prospects. 

Raves arc on the whole lhe least politicized of the activities 
targeted by the CJ&POA, but ravers are potentially in the best 
position to see the capital relation behind the actions of the 
state. The legislation against raves is an attempt to further 
subordinate them to the commodity fonn and reintegrate them 
into the mainstream cilcuits of capital where they can be 
regulated and subject to taxation. Many ravers who have 
become involved in the movement have little understanding as 
to why they are being picked on so unfairly. The Advance Party 
cannot help them as it cannot criticize the commodity fonn. But 
as the more money-oriented rave organizers tend towards further 
acceptance of the conslraints of commercialism, rather than risk 
having their 'constant capital' seized and confiscated by the 
police, the divisions within the rave scene may become more 
sharply focused. 
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Clearly mucb depends on how those with the means to put instead. The CIAPdf\ clauses concerning raves give 

raves on respond IO the act this summer. There bas been a discretionary powers to lhc: 'f,olicc, who may therefore allow 
degree of orpnizal:ion emerging amongst those sound sysrems 'responsible' groups like Exodus to put on free raves while 
wbo have put free raves on in the past, so it is possible that tbc cracting down on easier or more daqerous targets. The 
commercial pressures may be resisted. But lbere are also signs development of open antagonism could therefore be undermined 
tbal such resistance may not lead to the open antagonism that by such medialion. 
off en such potential for a bot summer of class sb'Ugglc. Thcrc 1be conlinualion of free raves would represent a victory rl 
are signs that such antqODism may be mediated, as has been sorts, but as with those delivered by old fuhioncd social 
tbe case in LulOD with the Exodus colleclive.31 democratic mediation, it wiD have been at a price. Consider the 

Exodus have been pullia.J: on free raves around plans announced by Exodus after the Hyde Park riot for a 
Hertfordshire since 1992 and have faced extensive police demonstration in London some time this spring involving sound 
harassmcnL Bui in doiD& so they have also built up a lot rl syllemS from up and down the counuy pledged to non-violence. 
suppon in the uea. Thus when the police arrested 52 party go- with microphones on all the ftoalS to help con1rol the crowd. 32 
crs and organizcn, seizing their equipment, an angry crowd d. We can spcculale that, having experienced the wrath of the 
4,000 raven desc:ended on Luton police swion to demand lbeir Hyde Park riolen, the police would give in to tbe demands for 
release. Bonles were lhrown; and the l!i:O police inside the music, and in return Exodus would no doubt saive 10 ensure no-
s1ation, fcarin& an outbreak of prolewian-style justice, turned to one rocks the stitched up boa!:. Ravers could get what many 
Exodus for help in policing the crowd. Exodus defused the fought for last year without having to fight again. But the 
crowd's legitimate anger and negotiated with the police for the legitimacy of the swc would have been reinforced by such a 
release of the prisoners and tbc return of the confiscated negotiated 'freedom to party'. 
cquipmcnL When an qrecment had been reached Exodus in The deliverance of such freedoms by these new 
rum told the crowd to disperse and go home. rccupcrators may serve to undermine a challenge to the 

By demonstraling their ability to mediate, policing the panntors of tbc condition of unfreedom, unless ravers too, 
power of raven in return for concessions from the police, through their involvement in the movement, have developed a 
Exodus now find themselves in a position where the police are need for the kind of freedom that can not be given. but must be 
no longer trying to crush them but want to work with them taken. 

Conclusions 
The CJ&POA is an article of legislation which addresses 

us as individuals equal before the impartiality of die law. The 
'right to silence' can no longer be used by either a shoplifter or 
Michael Howard. The Queen can no more party in my back yard 
without my permission than l can in hers. And the directors of 
Tarmac or Wimpey can no more stop me going about my lawful 
business on my own property than l can them OD theirs. Ale 
these ironies lost on those who continue to represent the 
movement in terms of 'civil rights', or do they believe such class 
iMqualities can be cured by their progressive furtherance? 

As individuals, we are protected by rights. The 
fundamental right from which all others are derived is the right 
of privaEC property. Bourgeois society has in most countries 
abolished the slavery whereby I may be taken against my will as 
the property of another. l am an equal to others, free to dispose 
of my private property as I please; if someone else wants what is 
mine, the law says they cannot rake it forcibly but must buy it. 
But what have I to sell? Only my capacity to labour. Thus the 
social relation of private property becomes on the one band 
those with the means to satisfy labour and on the other those 
who must sell their labour to them. The essence of private 
property is laid bare, not as ownership, but exclusion: 

Proletariat and wealth are opposites; as such they 
farm a single whole. They an hath farms of the world of 
priYate property... The proletariat . . .  is compelled as 
proletariar 10 abolish itself anJ thereby its opposite, the 
condition a/its uistence. what maUs it the proletariat, i.e. 
pmate property. The class of the proletariat feels 
annihilated in its self-alienation,· it sees in it its awn 
powerlessness and the reality of an inhuman existence. 

(Karl Mm, The Holy Family1 

No amount of rights can compensare for the absolute 
poverty of the ptolewian condition. The world of rights is 
founded upon our alienation. Rights define, not freedom, but its 
limits. Real freedom can only come about through the 
dissolution of this world of rights, the restoration of our c:reative 

capacities unto ourselves in a world where the free development 
of each is the condition of the free development of all. 
Communism abolishes rights in favour of f'rcc determination, 
the production first and foremost of ourselves as social 
individuals with richly developed needs and desires. The lobby 
for rights on the other hand serves to maintain this stinking 
rotten world of work and duty, unfreedom and poverty. 

The negation of bourgeois society exists in the process of 
becoming, however. It must be discovered in the tendencies of 
the here and now. And despite the language of the movement 
which has emerged in opposition to the CJB. if we care to 
sc:ratch its surface we can find that it contains within it 
tendencies which posit the dissolution of this alienated world of 
rights. It exists in the road protesters' refusal of democracy, the 
squatters' refusal of property rights, and the ravers' pursuit of 
autonomy. It is expressed by the self-organization of the 
movement. and found its highest point in the Hyde Park riot. 

We have to look at the possibility of these tendencies 
articulating themselves as a self-conscious anti-capitalist 
movement. Such a possibility is not just an abstract or utopian 
one, but one posited by the movement itself. The CJ&POA bas 
brought previously separate phenomena into a relation with one 
another and has resulted in a degree of cross-fenili:zalion 
between struggles. As it bas done so, it has raised the question 
amongst some participants of how these struggles are related. 
Thus it has opened up the possibility of the recognition of the 
general (capital-in-general) that exists in and through the 
particular (the road industry, music industry, farming industry, 
property developers, police force). 

The possibility exists of the recognition of the enemy as the 
differential unity of capital, and thus its negation no longer in 
terms of separate groups but in terms of their connection as the 
diffC1eJ1tial unity comprising the universal class that is the 
prolelariat. 

Such a development of worldng class subjectivity is 
inseparable from the political recomposition of the class. 
Further decomposition could see these tendencies smothered 
even deeper under the blanket of liberalism. In the present 
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context, the development of a struggle against the Job Seek.en judge. What is certain is tlw the theory and practice of many 
AJ!owance. which poses a threat to social reproduction on the revolutionaries were forgccl in relation to the left during a 
dole which is the basis for most of these struggles and lifestyles, bygone era, defending proletarian autonomy against its 
could be an important step towards a better understanding of the recuperative tentacles. But as the world about us changes, so 
class nature of bourgeois society. In the long term, it will theory and practice must develop. Revolutionaries need to 
depend on making links with the suuggles of the rest of the theorize the new conditions of struggle which arc emerging, 
class, a possibility which is posed by the state's need to move conditions which have given this movement its unique 
beyond attaeking the marginalized sections of the working class character. If we don't we will be consigned to the museum d 
to auack the entrenchment of the remainder. The development revolutionary ideology. This article is a conaibution to that 
of class consciousness is inseparable from the experience r:i process of Aujhebwng. 
class struggle. 

� -
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An undialectical approach 10 this question is insufficient, May 1'95 

however. The relationship between consciousness and being is 
not one way, and an approach which conceives of it as such can 
only be a repetition of, or an inversion of, the misconceptions of 
Lenin. Human activity is conscious activity. People do not 
function automatically only 10 think about what they have done 
af1erwards. They also think about what to do beforehand. What 
the anti-CJ&POA movement does reflects the different ideas of 
its protagonists on how 10 proceed. Ideas are important. 

The liberal establishment has an influence on the ideas d 
the movement. It offers ideas which guide the movement in the 
opposite direction to emancipation. Groups like Liberty and 
Charter 88 are not seen as having a political agenda, because 
agendas are proposals for change and these groups are 
fundamentally in favour of the status quo. They aim for the 
perfection of the bourgeois state, its correspondence with the 
democratic ideal. Comfonable in their alienation these 
professionals who advocatc legal refonn do not recognize the 
fundamental antagonism within this society, an antagonism that 
means that their dreams will never be fulfilled because the 
exploited class will always have a tendency to disobey the rules 
of the democratic game. But many in the movement. whilst 
unaware of the real meaning of the liberal establishment's 
agenda, are not insula1ed from the harsh realities of capitalism 
by the wealth and Status that come with a professional role. 
Many in the movement have nothing 10 lose but their illusions 
that they have something to gain by confonning. Their positions 
as marginals in class society means that, whether the prospect is 
appealing or not, for many the- future bolds nothing but 
confrontation. In these circumstances revolutionary ideas can 
play a role. 

Have revolutionaries responded adequately 10 the questions 
posed by the struggle? Have Ibey helped the self-formation d 
the working class through their praxis? Let the reader be the 

Notes 

l Siie 'EMUs ia tbe Class Wai in A.ujMb1n l. The poa-war bocm 
was based on tbc Keynesian sealement. 0ovc:mmmts· role was that oC infbdonary demand management. the sUmulation of demand 1hrough deficil 
financing. i.e. 51111£ ea:pendiwre based on credit. Tbe chanDelliag of moaewy claims on fUture surplus-value on an unprec:edenled scale undelpinned tbe guarantee of full-employment powtb aad relali.vely 
generous sod.al welfaze programmes. Tbe price paid by the wortiDJ class in 
u:chanp ror the social wage of beallb care. bousin& provision, eduCllion and social security was acceptaaCe of the 'Fordisr: deal'. entailing tbe 
smtender of corurol OVf!Z production. The seu1ement was premised on the 
expanded reproduction of Rlar:ive surplus-value, which allowed f'ar rising wages aloqside inmased profits. AD ever inaeuing rm of eicploiwion {the rm:io of surplus IO necessary labour) was lbe key to the expanded 
reproduction of capital which allowed credit 10 functiOA as boom·lendin1. 
The accumulalion of productive capital formed die basis for the 
accumulalion of money capital. The centre of Keynesian demand 
management was the ieplation of lhe ilUemaDonal Oow of capital dllough the &tenon Woods sysrem of fixed exchange mes, the regulation of inWnadonal deficit 6aancing of demand OD. the world nwbr. on lhe basis 
of an inflalionary SllPP1Y of dollars ftom the dominant US economy to the 
rest of tbe world. By 1973. however. the Braum Woods apeement of 1944 
was in wiers. By the mid-1960s the powtb in wortd trade had brought with it a rapid 
expansion in the circuits of inranai.onal money capital and the developmlm 
of global capitll nwtets. The developmau of the Euro-dollar awbls in 
particulu, which inded on dollars which had previously been iepaDiared in 
exclwlae for US-produced commodilies. dgnalled that the illsl:i.NtioDal anmgemems which bad constrained tbe inlemalioll.al Oow of money capital 
to lbe nadonal accumulation of pmductive capital were becomin& strained. Bui it was tbe swuJes of the new pneialion ofpos1-war pmlewians tlw led lhe strain to become a breach. Working class aspirarions bad to be 
integrated into lhe economy tbmugb wage conc:msioas and inmased public 
spending. The increased costs of 0demaad mwpmem' only served to 
worsen the nlli.o of surplus 10 necesury labour, lb.us flle1liaa tbe eosrs oC 
pro<Uctive investment. ADd as profits wm squeemd. capitll not oaly 
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sought to borrow � money 10 make up for falling profits, bul 
in�y leDdcd to place earned profits on the mooey markets. Thus as 
tbe post-war boom began to slide into iecession. depressed rates of 
productive accumulation coincided widJ rapid monetary 8"U!llulal:i.on as 
boom-lending gave way to the recycling of credit, the speculalive defaral of 
capital liquidal:ion. which prevents the collapse of productive activity but Ueps it going on an eva. more ficdtious basis. Thi! oil price hike of 1973 
gave a massive boost to the relative 111.11onomy of money capital by liquidating and diverting huge sums of capital away from induslrial. capital 
into the eoffers ofthe inlenWiooal banking sysaem. This uncoupling of lbe diffaem fonns of capiW is what we have described 
as tbe new global reality of illlmwional finance capiW. Thi! &bandoamem 
of fixed exchange JaleS esmblisld an unregulated nwtet for cwmicy 
speailation which has impOsed � discipline ova the lllllional 
organization of mooey. Speculmi.ve movements apiDSt the cwrency d 
om:ion-stme5 perceived to be weak (as siglli.Md by the accwoullll:ion of 
public debt, balance ofpaymall problems, high iDflalion eic.) divens mmey 
capital away &om those SlaleS, UDdenniDing lbe iotegrUion of 1beir 
domestic economy into the world martet, and forcing dJeir governments to change dJeir policy direa:ions. Thus, swe policies Ille subotdinaled to lbe 
6ow of mooey capital in imemational financial mattets. This facl was  
bJouibt bome to the British mte by the staling crisis of 1976, which led to 1be Labour Oovemmeot bcmowiq from lbe IMF and pmnising to step up 
its austerity drive. We will retum to this question of tbe re:treal of social 
� :c•!:1:r ��lenl to which monetarism has failed to deliver 
OD its promises Cllll be unearthed flom the unfonunate academic waffle in 
Werner Bonefeld's � Recomposition of tht British Stale D11rin1 1ht 
1980s, Dartmouth Publishing, 1993. 
3 A good example being 'Anarchism in the Thalcber Years', in Socio/ism 
From &low, Vol. 1 no. 1 ,  July 1989. This article mates �  valid poinls 
abOUI lbe limitalioos of 'lifestyle politics', but most of lhe Anarcbisr: Worker.; 
Group wbo published this shon-lived magazine have subsequently joined �RCP, an ex.sn1Ple ofleftism as  lifestyle if ever there was one! The gradual mvasion of Stonehenp by marker: forces is looted al in -
depch in 'Om sweet Om · A Cautionary Tale of Stoneben.ge, Convoys, 
Mutoids ett', an article in No Rrstrvations - Howsing, Space and Clms 
Strwgglt, BM CRL London WCIN 3XX I News From Evaywhe� Bo:t 14, 

!3:0==���:1a°:��fthis battle', which was in fact so one-
sided that it was more of a fOUI by the police. The 1111vellers' 'convoy' was 
unable to bteacb lbe police roadblock. as many of us on fool had hoped it 
would. and was inslead foroed OD10 a beanfie.ld near Sl:oney Cross, not far 
from Stonehenge. wbm tbe police proceeded to beat lhe fuck out of diem 
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a benefit fU' Gree4peace or CND, a far greater 

r::.:::.r�::: :s:�:� a:� Political EcQnomy of 
Ecstacy' in Hert aM Now 14, 1993. These articles arc the best attempl to 
�w some ligbl on the rave scene to have reached us so far. 

See the articles in Aufhtbtn 1 and 3. 
9 NOi forgetting video-pirates, obsca1e ldephone-caller, (vulgar) racisl:s, 
�risu', licka·toutS, cannabis smokers, and gay men under 18 years old. 

The l!fr. of the party abstained because they identified certain 
'ptOP'Ssive' clallsc:s in the bill, such as lbe new Jaw apinsl harassment. 
OSlellSibly to deal wilh racists. Bu1 tbe law is not specific and is mo� likely 
to be used against: people harassing lbeir MPs or COUDCi.Uors than racists. The LaboW' left do not recopiz.e that lhe SIB1e is the prinwy problem and 
cannor be pa11 of lhe solution. Either that or tbey � thal the real  
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:w.d like flOODderinJ fishts. 

The problem of the rightwmds drift of the LaboW' Party has been 
compounded by the collapse of 'actually WstiDg socialism'. Mililant are 
finding it hard to adjusl to life after emryism. dabbling in aJUS such as 
clainwtts unions which have tended to be in the oibit of anarchism (since 
the 1930s anyway) and. finding thal the unemployed most into defending 
their conditions ue often those leasl into identifying themselves as 
unemployed workers, failing dismally. The SWP, being outside of the LaboW' Party in the fi.m place, and more revisionist about the Soviet Union than cxbcr Trot groups. has managed to gain a large influx of raw recruits, 
but has found turninJ such 111.w malerial into finished cadre far more 
difficult If Brigblon is anything to go by lhe SWP is in severe crouble, 
losing members and foundering around dim:tioctless. Only the ANL seems 
to be ktepingthe party atloal. but there is limilcd miJcagc in manufacturing fascist tluaa: to salisfy the needs of the pany, only poslpOlling but 
ultimately increasing disillusionmen1 within the rallks. We should DOI overe:stimele the aisis of the left:, boweva., as both Militant with its 'Alliance' and the SWP witb its 'Coalition' pose duul:s to the autonomy of 
the anti-0&.POA movemenL 

12 Akbougb we iefa. 10 'fluffies' and 'fluffy ideology' as if they form a 
coberenl � of people and ideas ii should be borne in mind thal our 'fluffy' 
is somedring of a simoeype made necessary by lbe fact dial: the people and 

�n:e�re==e:n=��:f!::': �nsed squalS 
Cool Tan Arts in Brixton and lhe Rainbow Church in Kenlish Town. and 
the pled!.ora of 'community arts centres' which have sprung up (and lbea 
�w:�===:=�v��=��m::·is oo 
problemalic of proletarian subjectivity, only the problem of leadership, the 
problem of buildina: a vanguard to deliver lhe subjective requirements of 
revolution now dial: lbe objcaive conditions ue ripe. For Radical Chains there is DO problem as polmrian subjectivity does not enter into their 
tbeorizar:ion of worting class self-fonnalion. as this is seen to be a P'OCeS.S 
taking place behind the bllcks of tbe wodtiDg class, conesponding to tbe 
socialization of production. For cmaiD An&lophone autollOIDisls such as Harry Oeaver or Midnight NOies there is no problem. Developments are 
seen as tbe outcome of two competing sirarqies; thus working class 
subjfaivity is simply uswned by the exisa:ncc of a working class smiregy. This 11ea1 assumption allows them to see working class sttuggle in au 
manner of apparently liberal social struggles and telale to them uncrilicaUy. 
The uncriiical acceptanCe of worldq: class subjectivity l.inl::iDg apparendy separare sin&le issurs aecs atOUDd the probJan of me liberal aspeas of those 
struggles by iporina: Ibero. This sttalel)' may be suiled to demonmiting 
the continuing tt.levance of a theory of class muggle to American academia. adequate for a �lalion to those sauggles of contemplalive if 
supportive separation. Bw for subjects eoga,ing in those suuggles as 
ievolutionaries, the liberal aspects need to be c:riticiz..ed mercilessly in order 
to make pnic:t:ical links between struggles in such a way as to briDJ ou1 lbe underlying class conlenl. Many 'ultra-leftists' slw1: this asswnpc:ion of the exislence of woWng class subjectivity, bu1 draw e:taedy the opposite 
conclusions. They cling to an ideal of assumed wlXking class subjeclivity 
which the reality of class sttuggle Aubbomly refuses to live up to, seeing, 
for e:wnple, in anti-fascism only a defence or demoaacy, in madent 
struggles only a defence of privilege, in feminism only bompois demands. This inability to grasp the contndiaions within these movements find its 
logical conclusion in � the ifOUlldiDg of communism in the fundamem:al comradi.aion of capitalism in favour of primitivist 
romanlicism. Bui none of these ways of glossing over the problem are adequare. We can neither take these sttuggles m face value and dismiss them critically, nor ignore what they say they are and accept them 
uncrilicaUy. Revolulionary praxis requim a crilical engagement with the existing comradi.ctions. the search for possibilities of developing struggles beyond the liberal penpeaives which bold them back - a project with both 
��and=��:: of worterism iD relation to lhe and-roads 
movement in All/Mb�n 3 it should not be neceswy to repeat our argumen1 
bere. The workerism of lhe SWP was amply demonstraled on a 
demODscration in Brigblon wb:n a local back approached S011E traveDers' child.ten (no more than 12 or 13 yeus old) who were happily chanting 'kill 
the bill' and taught them to chant 'the worbrs united will never be defu!£d' 
�· �;=;!����'!::SC� to call an indefinite strike or bring out the n:>t ofils members in solidarity ignores the fact thal 
the strikes were vay eff«tive in their own terms. The signalworkets were 
able to make up the pay !OSI on strike days in overtime sorting out the mess 
they had caused whilsl Railtrack bad 10 pay all their other workers for doing nothing on strike days. There was no need for them to strike as well - it 
would simply have saved Railtraek from having to pay their wages • unless 
to broaden the basis of tbe dispute. An aulonomous strike againSI 
privatization (the RMT cannot call for such a thing due 10 the threal: of 
scqueslrltion) could have called for passenger involvemen1. But railway 
workers have chosen nOI to saborage privatiz.al:ion, opting instead to take 
tbeil chances in the break up ofthe induslry. It is noi tbe case that the RMT  
euculive is simply stitching them up - they are accepting the RMTs 
y;'resentation because they fear the consequences of a full-blooded strike. 

Operalion Emily was named after Emily Pank.bum, the respectable lilce 
of the suffragettes. The fluffies am preswnably unaware of the more 
proletarian elements in lhe suffragette movement who were nOI averse 10 a 
bit of class violence. Sylvia Pankhurst. for u;ample, would bavc approved y�tbe use to which �r�ofrailiDgs were put lacer in the year. 

Having to fit the drains did, however, add to the contractor's costs and further delay tbe opening or the road. But the main value of the sabotage lay iD its impacl on the mood of the crowd. undermiDiDJ tbe position of those 
flufties who considered sabotage of propeny to be 'violence' and thaefc.e 

�
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��lern was discussed al the 'Interaclive Diners Cub' in the 

Rainbow c.entre, where someooe who was particularly worried about humsabs suggeslcd sprayin& 'trouble maker.;' with pai.nl to make them 
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idemi.filble to tbe police. a sugeslion whicb was dwltfully � by an Exodus delepJe. TbeD. a week or so before tbe dl!monstration, the Frmlom Nerwodl: in Cool Tan proposed pulliDa: out of die demomtralioo altoaetber IDd cqanizina an ahemllive non-confrtlntadonal event on lbe smm day in 
a different locadon, and bad to be penulded DOI. to by groups around lhe 
�=SCcewe::::r:.ir::::�proleA. b is vital WI we defend Ibis ... in a peaceful way. ID the put large evem bave been turned into "riors" by a combinll:ion of lavy-banded policing and violem 
qitators ia the auwd .. . it is up IO you DOI. to be provoked. ... The 1aw and arder" labby aad mos1 of lhe media would jump al lhe chance IO ponny us 
as violeal hoaligans wba need 10 be folcefu1ly dalt w:ilb. Re:membe:r you 
are an individual ... If me or twa individuals become aapessive, forming a 
circle ofaon-violent people around diem can be effective. . . I) Join bands ••• 2) All sit down ... J) ... form a "doonalr." by all l)'ina: OD the piuad. .. Plsase keep to tbe MUie, which bas been aped with the palice . . . Raaeraber 
the police are all indivicbWs - witb families. emcGans wl pmb1ems aftbeir 
own .. . ti)' io be frieDdJy and polile  ... lfyou are arrest8d ti)' io sray calm  aacl 
!Y�.:"did-:'�=by pubJisbiaa aa article by fmdacz 
jaumalist CJ. Scone. lbe necemrU)f twisced losic of tbose wbo  
simultaDeously tltjoy tbe dlrill af refusal wllilst clilllilll to lbe security af  submission is demaasaaled ia his anicle "I'hl Triumph af Love Over ArJaet 
in Squall 8, AUNmD 1994. His tar at lasiq his role as sycophaalic 
camment1tor by mrering inro a world tr. of roles wbm be could becomll 
anything is clear wben be acc:uses DOI tbe Duffy Sl8Wmds but lbase filbtial 
tbe police of beiag 'qems af lbe srate. 9llt'Yiag ib i!WmllS DC11: ours'. Lefty 
jouraalists delwktbame.lves tbll tbey serve 'tbe peopJe' despim die fact tbal 
Ibey work for IDDltia whose very existmce PftSUPPDRS tbal '1be peopk' m kept llomired as wage-slaves. The leMibenl gkl5s b8 paints omo his lies makes CJ. Stam \llOISe, DOI: beaer, as it makes them men Ubly 10 be believed by mos. wba really maaer. He should be naiad with tb8 coa1m1pt 
�::a"=:::is-:- argument put forward by 8uffies 1bat lb! 
police delibmldy provobd lhe rial k is ilmnsliag dw many 'uln.-left' 
2'r111e��of=-=�i::s�eventulllydriventbecrowd fram tbe park. This was DOI lbe case .  Ralizia& thal the crowd. was 
padually deausin1 in sim, peaple eventually decided en mASsc 10 mve 
tog«bs. aad eaaa&ed in a bit of windaw sraasbiag down Oxford S1rml as 

!fY :moi:.r sihWioaist (rieads might put it, lbe tolalitariaaism af tbe 
specracle does not mean dW it allaws aaly oae iaterpreWioa of aa event, 
bW is mlber cbaracterized by affering a muhiplicity of coaflicriag 
explanltiom which are all expressions of speaacular lhougbt. The police 
fear die' mitonamaus subjec:livily of the CIOwd for obvlom rasoas and after 
Ibey have lried to smash it by fmce they aacrapt 10 Mcompase it duouch tbe 
coaspimcy tbeocy, Uftists fear it as well. seeiq in it tbe mgaDoa af their tole. Whilst some may be COlllCD1 to see their role aqlled those fullber up the biamchy, who have invesud moe of !heir owa subjec:livicy in their 
aliawed role, mad 10 regard it as their own lll!m&Sis. Miliwu demoascralmd 
aftel' tbe l'oll Tu. riol: tbar lbe praervarion of tbe role af medialion is DOI  bmt achiaved  by piausly clmounciaa: dw which refuses CODSlrl.inls OD ilS 
immediacy. Thus the CoalitioD souaht to da.y tb8 cmwd's naioAa1e by 
apologizing for tbe riOI as aa mdenwldable if uadesinble rmcdon 10 t.I 
policing. Two coaflictiaa: messaaes ror me llOIDiud specwor 10 cbaose from, ooe of a passive cmwd IDllDi.pulated by anarchists, oae af a ractive cmwd proYOkcd by lbe police, bod!. seeking: to deay the neption of all dlar: 
�s':';...i. --- "' - "' fill m;, ... ... .. 'Alliaace', bW wbedJer the movemem would give it aay czedenc:e is aaothu maaer. lataes1ially. the way Militam is seamg up the 'Alliance' is in std. 
comraa. to 1be way the aati-Poll Tu. 'Fedenliaa' was esrablisbed. nu was 
set up on a delepm basis which .Uowed Militaat 10 mainlaiD a snqlebold 
on tbe orpniudan, whereas tbe 'Allianoe' is a loase coa1i1icm which Ibey 
seem 10 wut 10 daminale aaly tbrouah haYiag tbe mas1 cobaeat 
��. tbe rmich bearlded accupllion of a piece ofdenlitt 
laad in �Y by the laad iefonn movemmt The Land is Oun'. This lfDUP. led by the academic George Mombiot. claims 10 have gone 'beyond' lbe socalled 'reactive' pnxescs such as tbe IDli.-IOads movements by being 'pro
active' and 'seniag new qendas'. Bebind this mdical.-liberal laapege, bawever, lbe movemem is an aaempt: 10 R!iaserl CJ.tPOA-relaled ai:tivism into 1hc: lbe demomdc proceas; tbe 'new ageacla' is me:mly cm of reform ·  
Mtemplin1 10 p1 a few m:xe riJb1S &om tbe  mean old laadowners - aad therefore falls well below tbe visiaas produced in some af tbe 'reacti.ve' 
struggles. visioas afdoiDa away witb tbphole sysaem  of duties. ripis and 
a:chanse altophier. Mormver, the 'clirect ldi"' of the 1..aad' moveraeDl is 
decidedly indinlct. beinJ men coacemed with cnadng publicity Wougb 

tokmislic eveats 10 pc the llteldioa oftbe powers dW be than with acrually chanliDI lheir lives tbrough  lheir own  aclioa.. Na daub!: if aayoae emuJatad 
100 closely the acliom of the group's suppomi impimiaa - the Digges • (by 
actually reclaiming laad tbar the laDdowaen WlllU8d) 1hey would be 1browa 
rl' ...................... , 2s 5:::=':�P;>=�8:':':e5::;.aa. 
recogaiz:i.ng tbe scheme as a class issue ia rams of tbe M77 beiq buil1 10 
save yuppie commners • the  expense of local proletarians ralber tban  
bavia& developed a critique of lbe road  buildiag prop1m111e pcr sc. AsJy mtailecl analysis of this campaign would have 10 coafroat the comradiclory eKeclS af their iavolvemem: pusmn, a 'class analysis' but CODlinually 
orieating events 10Wllds cbe lmdia; eacouragiag local involvement bl.a enCOUJ11iDa kids playina: 1nWl1 10 mum 10 schaol, pr: unioaii.ed. and 

�=:.10
.-:!�� dancmlrl.liom � tbose  UllDIOlivmed by these displays of liale EnlilDda chauvinism and dewy 

eyed semimeDlalism witb Nazi. collaboralOn assistiaa tbe Halocaust are aa  
offimi.ve bul lagical COGdusi.on 10 be dnn by tbe aaimal libemiaaisrs. 
Maybe it sbould be said tblll: wbilst. for example. nsidellls clole 10 Sholeham Harbour dida'l lilt • &ager 10 pmveld coal beiDa brouJbt inlo the 
pcr1 10 belp defes lbe miam' llrib, il is  beaa: tbat cbey respood ro this 
assault on lheir  semibilitias by clasbiJl& witb tbe police mber tban  siniaa m home writiDI kam to MPs, if for ao Olber reuoa tbaa it provides aa OllDCrtWlkY for lacal proletarians 10 8'ioY • bit of UJY bqy with tbe cop&. ]U' Maay ippuem eapp:nmm wttb SUUgles owide of Ibis orbit - in 
faQ lllemplS 10 mmd it. Thus the mpaemem: witb lbe opposiliOD 10 Ihm 
�W• was on tbe bais of'wars till lllimals 100·. 
1 S. Squall 8. Autuma 1994 for decails. 32 New Stausman an4 Sodety, October 14th 1994. 
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Decadence: 
The Theory of Decline or the Decline of Theory? 
Part Three 

lnlnlductlon: The story so l'ar 
� our more patient and devoted readers will know, the subject of 
this article is the theory that capitalism is in decline. In the 
previous two issues, we traced out in detail the development of the 
theory of the decline of capitalism which has emerpd amongst 
Marxists and revolutionaries over the last hundred years. In this, 
the final part the article, we shall bring our critical review up to 
date by examining the most recent venion of the theory of decline, 
which has been put forward by Radical Chains. But before 
considering Radical Chains and their new version of the theory r:l 
Ebe decline of capitalism, we should perhaps, for the benefit of our 
less patient and devoted readers, summarize the previous two 
pans of di.is article. 

In Part I , we saw how the theory of decline, and the 
conceptions of capitalist crisis and the transition to socialism or 
communism related 10 it, played a dominant role in revolutionuy 
analysis of twentieth cenrury capitalism. As we saw, the notion 
that capitalism is in some sense in decline originated in the 
classical Marxism developed by Enpls and the Second 
International. 

At the time of the revolutionary wave that ended World War 
L the more radical Marxists identified the lheory that capitalism 
was in decline as the objective basis for revolutionary politics. 
They took as their guiding principle the notion from Marx That at 
a certain stqe of development, the material productive forces of 
society come into conflict with the existing relations r::J 
production ... From forms of development of the productive forces 
these relations tum into their fetters. Then begins an era of social 
revolution'. I They argued that capitalism had entered this stage 
and this was expressed in its pmnanent crisis and clear objective 
movement towards breakdown and collapse. 

For the left-communists, the notion that capitalism had 
entered its decadent phase with the outbreak. of war in 1 9 1 4  was 
vital since it allowed them to maintain an uncompromising 
revolutionary position while at the same time claiming to 
represent the continuation of the trUe orthodox Marxist tradition.2 
For the left-communists. the refonnist aspects of the politics of 
Marx, Engels and the Second International, which had led to 
support for trade unionism and for participation in parliamentary 
elections, could be justified on the grounds that capitalism was at 
that lime in its ascendant phase. Now, followinJ: the outbreak of 
the World War I, capitalism had gone into decline and was no 
longer in a position to concede lasting reforms to the working 
class. Thus, for the left-communists, the only options in the era d 
capitalist decline were those of 'war or revolution !'  

For the Trotskyists and other associated socialists, the 
increase of state intervention and planning, the growth of 
monopolies, the nationalization of major industries and the 
emerp:nce of the welfare state all pointed to the decline of 
capitalism and the emergence of the necessity of socialism. As a 
consequence, for the Trots the wk was to put forward 'transitional 
demands' - that is, apparently reformist demands that appear 
reasonable given the development of the productive forces but 
which contradict the prevailing capitalist relations of production. 

So, despite the otherwise fundamental differences that 
divide left-communists from the Trots, 3 and which often placed 
them in bincr opposition to each other, for both of these 
tendencies the concrete reality of capitalist development was 
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explained in tenns of an objective logic heading toWards capitalist references for us, we nevenheless need to grasp how the objective 
collapse and socialist revolution. The underlying objective reality situalion has changed. The resrructuring that has accompanied 
of the conaadiction between the productive forces and the crisis, and the subsequent retreat of working: class, has made some 
relations of production reduced the problem of that revolution to of the heady dreams of the '68 wave seem less possible. To some 
organizing the vanguard or party to rake advantage of the crisis extent there has been an immisen.tion of the imagination from 
lhal: would surely come. which that wave took its inspiration. 1bere is a need to rethink. to 

However, instead of ending in a revolutiorwy upsurge as grasp the objective context in which class strugle is simated. The 
most decline theorists predicted, World War n was followed by bouqcoisie and state do not seem able to make the same 
one of the most sustained booms in capitalist history. While the concessions m recuperate movemenrs. so the class struggle often 
productive forces seemed to be growing faster than ever before. takes a more desperate farm. In the face of a cenain retreat of the 
the workina class in advanced capitalist countries seemed content subject - lack of offensive class struggle - there is a temptation to 
with the rising living standards and welfare benefits of the post- adopt some sort of decline theoiy. It is in this context that the 
war social democratic settlements. The picture of an inescapable ideas of the journal Radical ChainJ are imponant. 
capitalist crisis prompting a working class rnction now seemed 
irrelevant. 

Then, when class strugle did eventually rerum on a �or 
scaJe, it took on fonns • wildcat strikes (often for issues other than 
wages), refusal of work, struggles within and outside the faclOIY • 
which did not fit comfortably into the schema of the old workers' 
movement. Many of these struggles seemed Dlllbd not by a knee
jerk reaction to economic hardship caused by 'capitalism's decline', 
but by a struple against alienation in all its fonns caused by 
capital's continued lfOWlh, and by a more radical conception rX 
wbal lay beyond capitalism than was offered by socialists. 

It was in this context that the new currents we looked at in 
Put 2 of this article emerpd. What currents like Socialism or 
Barllarism. the siruationists and the autonomists shared was a 
rejection of the 'objcctivism' of the old workers' movement. Rather 
dwl put their faith in an objective decline of the economy, they 
emphasized the other pole: the subject. It was these theoretical 
currents and not the old left theorists of decline that best 
expressed what was happening • the May '68 events in France, the 
Italian Hot Autumn of '69 and a general conleStati.on that spread 
right across capitalis1 society. Though more diffuse than the 1917-
23 period, these events were a revolutionary wave questioning 
capitalism across the world. 

However, in the 1970s, the post-war boom collapsed. 
Capitalist crisis returned with a vengeance. The tum by the new 
currents away from the mechanics of capitalist crisis which had 
been an advantqe now became a weakness. The idea that 
capitalism was objectively in decline was back in favour and there 
was a renewal of the old crisis theol)'. At the same time, in the 
face of the crisis and rising unemployment, there was a retreat of 
the hopes and tendencies which the new currents had expressed.4 
As the crisis progressed, the refusal of work. which the new 
cumnts had connected to, and which the old leftists could not 
comprehend, seemed to falter before the onslaught of monetarism 
and the mass re-imposition of work. 

However, the various rehashings of the old theory of 
capitalist crisis and decline were all inadequate. The sects of the 
old left, which had missed the significance of much of the struggle 
that had been occunina;, were now sure that the mechanics of 
capitalist decline had been doing its work. Capital would be 
forced now to attack working class living standards and the proper 
class struggle would begin. These groups could now say 'we 
understand the crisis: flock to our banner'. They believed that, 
faced with the collapse of the basis of refonnism, the working 
class would tum to them. 1bcre was much debate about the narure 
of !:he crisis; conflicting versions were offered; but the expected 
shift of the working class towards socialtsm and revolution did not 
occur. 

This, then, is the siruation we find ourselves in. While the 
advances of the new cumnts - their focus on the self-activity of 
the proletariat, on the radicality of communism etc. • are essential 

Tbe Ra4kal CJWm .,......... 
Despite all their faults and ambiguities, Radical Chains have 
perhaps DIOR: than any other existing group made a coocened 
attempt to rethink Marxism in the wake of the final collapse of the 
Eastern Bloc and the fall of Stalinism. Jn doing so, they have 
soughE to draw together the objectivism of the Trotskyist tradition 
with the more 'subjectivist' and class struggle oriented theories d 
autonomist Marxism. From the autonomists, Radical Chains have 
taken the idea that the working class is not a passive victim of 
capital but instead fore.es changes on capital.s From the Trotskyist 
Hillel Ticktin, Radical Chains have talten the idea that one must 
relate such changes to the law of value, and its conflict with the 
emergent 'law of planning'. 

In adoptina the notion that the present epoch of capitalism 
is a transitional one, characterized by a conflict berween an 
emergent 'law of planning' • which is idcntif'ted with the 
emergence of communism - and a declining law of value, Radical 
Chains are inevitably led towards a theory of capitalist decline, 
albeit one which emphasizes class struple. Indeed, as we shall 
see, the central argument of Radical Chains is that the growing 
power of the working class has forced capitalism to develop 
administrative forms which, while preventing and delaying the 
emeraence of the 'law of planning' • and with this the move to 
communism - has undermined what Radical Chains see as 
capitalism's own essential regulating principle - the law of value.6 
� such, Stalinism and social democracy are seen by Radical 
Chains as the principal political forms of the 'partial smpemioa 
of the llw or value' which have served to delay the transition 
from capitalism to communism. 

However, before we examine Radical Chains' theory of the 
'partial suspension of the law of value' in more detail, it is 
necessary to look briefly at its origins in the work of Hillel Ticktin 
which has been a primary influence in the fonnation of this theory. 

Ticklin and lhefaral am-action ofjwadalMntalism 
Hillel Tick.tin is the editor and principal theorist of the non
aligned Trotslcyist journal Criliqiu. What seems to make Ticktin 
and Critiqiu attractive to Radical Chains is that his analysis is not 
tied to the needs of a particular Trotskyist sect but takes the high 
ground of an attempt to recover classical Marxism. M such, for 
Radical Chains, Ticktin provides a perceptive and sophisticated 
Rstatement of classical Marxism. 

With Tick.tin, the Second lntemational's central notion, 
which opposed socialism as the conscious Plannina: of society to 
the anarchy of the market of capitalism, is given a 'scientific' 
fonnulation in wms of the opposition between the 'law of 
planninJ:' and the 'law ofvaluc'. Ticktin then seeks to 'scientifically' 
explain the laws of motion of the current ttansitional epoch of 
capitalism's decline io terms of the decline of capitalism's defining 
Rgulatory principle - the 'law of value' • and the incipient rise of 
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the 'law of planning' which he sees as heralding the necessary accommodate the ri� of global finance capilal of the past twenty· 
emergence of socialism. five years within the cll§ical Marxist theory of decline. To this 

Like the leading theorislS of classical Marxism, Ticktin sees extent, Ticktin provides a vital conai.bution to the development of 
the decline of capitalism in terms of the development of the classical theory of decline. 
monopolies, increased state intervention in the economy and the But it could be objected that the increasing autonomy of 

Angry proletarians burn an effigy of H.Ticktin after hearing about his plan for the transitional period. 

consequent decline of the free market and lause:.fa1re capitalism. 
As production becomes increasingly socialized on an ever greater 
scale, the allocation of social labour can no longer operate simply 
through the blind forces of che market. Increasingly. capiUll and 
the state have to plan and consciously regulate production. Yet the 
full development of conscious planning contradiclS the private 
appropriation inherent in capitalist social relations. Planning is 
confined to individual states and capitals and thus serves to 
intensify the competition between these capitals and states so that 
the gains of rational planning end up exploding into the social 
irrationality of wars and conflict. Only with the triumph of 
socialism on a world scale, when production and the allocation of 
labour will be consciously planned in the interests of society as 
whole, will the contradiction between the material forces of 
production be reconciled with the social relations of production 
and the 'law of planning' emerge as the principal fonn of social 
regulation. 

However, unlike the leading theorists of classical Marxism, 
Ticktin places particular emphasis on the increasing autonomy of 
finance capital as a symptom of capitalism's decline. Classical 
Marxism. following the seminal work of Hilferding's Finance 
Capital, had seen the integration of banking capital with 
monopolized industrial capital as the hallmark of the final stage of 
capitalism which heralded the rise of rational planning and the 
decline of the anarchy of the market. In conttast, for Ticktin late 
capitalism is typified by the growing autonomy of financial capital. 
Ticktin sees twentieth century capitalism as a contradiction 
between the fonns of socialization that cannot be held back and 
the parasitic decadent form of finance capital. Finance capital is 
seen as having a parasitic relation to the socialized productive 
forces. It manages to stop the socialization genina out of hand and 
thus imposes the rule of absuact labour. However, finance capital 
is ultimately dependent on its host - production - which bas an 
inevitable movement towards socialization. 

By defining the increasing autonomy of finance capital as 
symptom of capitalism's decadence, Ticktin is able to 

finance capital is simply the means through which capual comes to 
restructure itself. In this view, the rise of global finance capital in 
the last twenty-five years has been the principal means through 
which capital has sought to outflank the enttenched working 
classes in the old industrialized economies by relocating 
production in new geographical areas and in new indusaies. 

So while the increasing autonomy of finance capital may 
indeed herald the decline of capital accumulati.on in some areas, It 
only does so to the extent that it heralds the acceleration of capital 
accumulation in others. From this perspective, the notion that the 
autonomy of finance capital is a symptom of capitalism's decline 
appears as particularly Anglo-cenaic. Indeed, in this light, 
Ticktin's notion of the parasitic and decadent character of finance 
capital seems remarkably similar to the perspective of those 
advocates of British industry who have long lamented the 'short 
tennism' of the City as the cause of Britain's relative indusaial 
decline.7 While such arguments may be true. by adopting them 
Ticktin could be accused of projecting specific causes of Britain's 
relative decline on to capitalism as a whole. While footloose 
finance capital may cause old industrialized economies to decline, 
it may at one and the same time be the means through which new 
areas of capital accumulation may arise. 

This Anglo-cenll'ism that we find in Ticktin's work can be 
seen to be carried over into the theory put forward by Radical 
Chains. But for many this would be the least of the criticisms 
advanced against Radical Chains' attempt to use the work of 
Tick.tin. Ticktin is an unreconsttucted Trotskyist. As such, he 
defends Trotsky's insistence on advancing the productive forces 
against the working class, which led to the militarization at 
labour, the crushing of the worker and sailors' uprising at 
Kronstadt and his loyal opposition to Stalin. But Radical Chains 
resolutely oppose Ticktin's Trotskyist politics. They insist they can 
separate Ticktin's good Marxism from his politics. 

We shall argue that they can't make this separation: that in 
adopting Tick.tin's theory of decline as their starting point they 
implicitly adopt his politics. But before we advance this argument 
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we must consider Radical Chains' theory of decline in a little more For Radical Chains, only when the subjective existence d 
decail. the working proletariat corresponds to this swe of absolute 

Radical Chains 

The world in which we live is riven by a 
contradiction between the latent law d 
planning and the law of value. Within the 
transitional epoch as a whole these correspond 
to the needs of the proletariat and those d. 
capital, which remain the pc>lariti.es of class 
relationships across the earth. B 

This quote from Radical Chains' Statement of Intent 
succinct1y summarizes both their acceptance and their 
transformation of Tick.tin's problematic of capitalist decline. 
Radical Chains' theory, like Ticklin's, is based on the idea of the 
c:onflict between two different organizatiooal principles. It is not 
enough for the proletariat to be an 'apnt of struggle'; it must be 
'1111: bearer of a new ora:animional principle that. in its 
inescapable antagonism to value, must make capital a socially 
explosive and evenmally doomed system. "9 

But Radical Chains are not Ticktin. Radical Chains accept 
me idea that the proper workin1 of the law of value bas given way 
to distoned fonns of its functioning. However, there is a vet'/ 
significant shift in. Radical Chains from conceiving of the law of 
vahtc pwely in. terms of the relations between capitals IO seeing it 
in tams or the capital/labour relation. The crucial object of the 
law of value is not products, but the wmtin.g class.10 Thus while 
for ncktin it is phenomena like monopoly pricing and 
governmental in!erferen.ce in. the economy that undermine the law 
of value, for Radical Chains it is the mxJfplition and 
administration of needs outside the wage - welfare, public health 
and housing, etc. I I This is an important shift because it allows 
Radical Chains IO brina: in the class sauggle. 

Ccnaal to Radical Chains' theory is the interplay between 
the state and the law of value. Their combination creates regimes 
of need, which is to say ways in which the workina class is 
con.aolled. If the orthodox. decline theory has a schema based on 
lo.Use: faire free markets as capitalism's maturity and monopoly 
capitalism its decline, Radical Chains offer a similar schema 
based on the application of the law of value IO labour-power. 
Capital's maturity was when the working class was brought fully 
under the law of value; capital's decline is the period when thal 
full subordination was panially suspended by administrative 
fonns. 

Full Law of Value 
For Radical Chains, the t 834 Poor Law Refonn. Act was the 
'programmatic high point' of capitalism because it marked the 
establishment of labour-power as a commodity. In the previous 
Poor Law, the subsistence needs of the working class were met 
tbrou1h a combination of waps from employers and a range d 
forms of parish relief. The New Poor Law unified the wage, by 
terminating these fonns of local welfare. In their place it offered a 
shup choice berween subsistence through wage labour or the 
workhouse. The workhouse was made as unpleasant as possible to 
make it an effective non-choice. Thus the worlcin& class was in a 
position of absolute poverty. Its needs were totally subordinate to 
money, IO the imperative to exchange labour-power for the wage. 
Thus its existence was totally dependent on accumulation. This, 
Radical Chains argue, was the proper existence of the working 
class within capitalism. 

poverty is capitalism in proper comspondence with the pristine 
objectivity of the law of value. Once lhere is a chaqe in this 
relation, capital goes into decline. 

'11te 'Paniol Swpension of the Law of Value' 
This full subordination of working class exisren.ce to money 
prompted the workiaq; class to see its interests as completely 
opposed to those of capital and, as a result, IO develop forms of 
coUectiv:ity which threatened to desaoy capital. The threat is 
based on the fact that the working class, though atomized by the 
law of value in exchange, is collecliv:ized by its situation in 
production. The law of value tries to impose abstract labour, but 
the working class can draw on its power as particular concrete 
labour. Radical Chains' idea of proletarian self-fonnation 
expressllq: the law of plannins is bound to its existence as a 
socialized productive force. In response to the full workings of the 
law of value, the worldn1 class developed its own alternative, 
pushing rowanls a society organ;,,d by plmming for noods. 

'Jhe Law of Vatue 

The bourgeoisie recognized the inevitable and intervened 
with 'administrative substitutes for planning'. One aspect to the 
Partial Suspension of the Law of Value is that the bourgeoisie 
accepted fonns of representation of the working class. Responsible 
unions and worlcin.g class parties were encowqed. At the same 
lime, there was the abandonment or the rigours of the Poor Law. 
Radical Chains trace the eventual post World War n social 
democratic settlement to processes begun by far-si1hted members 
of the bourgeoisie long before. From the late nineteenth century, 
haphazard forms of poor relief bepn to supplement the Poor Law. 
The 1�12 Liberal government systematized this move to 
administered welfare. 

Such refonns amounted to a fundamental modification of 
the law of value: the relaxation of the conditions of absolute 
poverty. The wage was divided with one part remain.in.a: tied to 
work while the other became administered by the state. There was 
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a move to what Radical Chains call the 'fonnal recopition of which feudalism lasted tfor more than a several centuries, 
need': that is, the working class can get needs met through fonns capitalism's marurity is over in the blink of an eye. 
of administration. Bureaucratic procedures, forms, tests and so on Against this notion that capitalism matured for a mere 
enter the life of the working class. twenty years in the later par1 of the nineteenth century and has 

There are now two sides to capital • the law of value and ever since been in decline, it can of course be countered that the 
administration. This Partial Suspension of the Law of Value world has become far more capitalist durina the course of the 
represents national deals with the working class. The global twentieth century than it has ever been. This view would seem to 
proletariat is divided into national sections which have varying become substantiated ence we grasp the development of 
degrees of defence from the law of value. This acts to stop the capitalism not in 1enns of the decline of the law of value, but in 
proletariat's a;lobal unification as a revolutionary class, but it also terms of the shift from the formal 10 tit« real subsumprion of 
acts as a limit on the effectiveness of the law of value which must labour to capital and the concomitant shift in emphasis from tM 
act alobally. production of absolute surp/u.r·val114 10 JM production of nla1ive 

surpllu·val114. 1 3  

CriJis of the Panial Swp1n.sion of the Law of Value 
Within the forms of the Partial Suspension of the Law of Value, 
the working class sb'Uales. It uses the ex.iscence of full 
employment and welfare to increase both sides of the divided 
wqe. Administration proves a much less effective way of keeping 
the working class in check than Ebe pure workin&s of the market. 
Radical Chains see the forms of stn1ggle that the new currents 
connected to as evidence of the working class breaking out of its 
containment. The last twenty years or so are seen by Radical 
Chains as a crisis of the forms of prevention of communism to 
which capital has responded by tryiq: to reunify the wage and 
reassen the law of value. Radical Chains do not see much point in 
looking at the different strugles; the point is to locate them 
within a arand theoretical perspective! 

The attraction of Radical Chains' theory is that the concrete 
developments of the twentieth century are explained by a 
combination of subjective and objective factors. Revolutioniuy 
theory bas a tendency to sec the subjective aspect • working class 
51111ggle - appearing in molutioniuy periods and disappearing 
without trace at other times. Radical Chains conceptualize the 
subjective as contained within the fonns of the pmention d 
communism - Stalinism and social demoCiacy - but continuing to 
struggle and finally explodin1 them. This analysis seems to have a 
revolutionary edge. for Radical Chains use the theory to criticize 
the left's tendency to become complicit with these fonns of the 
prevention of communism. However, there is an ambiguity here 
because Radical Chains hinge their account on the idea of an 
underlying process • the breakdown of the essence of capilalism 
before the essence of communism • plannina. This, as we shall 
arpe, is exactly the framework that leads to the left's complicity 
with capital. 

However, before moving to the fundamental conceprual 
problems that Radical Chains inherit from Ticktin we should point 
out some problems with their historical account of the rise and fall 
of capitalism. 

In JM Blink of an E� 
Radical Chains are right to see the New Poor Law as expressing 
bourgeois dreams of a working class totally subordinated to 
capital. They imagine that this period of proper dominalion 
beginning in 1 834 and lasting till the beginninas of the Partial 
Suspension of the Law of Value with the movement towards 
haphazard fonns of poor relief in the 1880s, the mature period of 
capitalism. lasts around fifty years. 

But there is a difference between intent and reality. The 
New Poor Law while enacted in 1 834 was resisted by the worlcin& 
class and the parishes so that it was not until the 1 870s that it 
became properly enforced. So vinually as soon as it was enforced 
the New Poor Law began to be undermined.12 From this it would 
seem that the high point of capitalism becomes reduced to little 
more than a decade or two. From an historical perspective in 

Formal and Real Domination 
In the period dominated by the production of absolute surplus· 
value, the imperative of the control of labour is simply to create 
sufficient hardship to force the proletarians through the factory 
ptes. 1 4 However, once relative surplus·value becomes 
predominant, a more sophisticated role is required. The 
capital/labour relation had to be reconstructed. The reduction in 
necessary labour required the mass production of consumption 
aoods· A constant demand for those goods then became essential 
to capital. As a result, the wolking class became an imponant 
source not only of labour but also of demand. At the same time, 
the continual revolutionizin1 of the means of production required a 
more educated workforce and a more regulated reserve army of the 
unemployed. 

Of coune Radical Chains are right that these changes are 
also beina forced on capital by the threat of proletarian self· 
orpnization. But the idea that they thereby represent capital's 
decline is not justified. It is only with these new ways of 
administering the class that relative surplus-value can be 
effectively pursued. The phenomena of Taylorism and Ford.ism 
indicate that capital:tsm. in the twentieth century • the pursuit d 
relative surplus-value · still bad a lot of life in it. Indeed, the post
war boom in which capitalism grew massively based on full 
employment and the linkinJ; of rising working class living 
standards and higher productivity is perhaps the period when 
working class needs and accumulation were at their most 
incegrated. 

Indeed, from this perspective, the New Poor Law was more 
of a transitional fonn in the development of capitalism. On the one 
band it was in keeping with the draconian legislation that capital 
required in its long period of emeraence. On the other hand it 
created a national system to conlrOI labour. The multitude of 
boards that it set up are the direct forerunners of the 
administrative bodies that came to replace it. 

So, rather than a massive break, there is a great deal of 
continuity between the sorts of instirutions created by the 1834 
Act and those bureaucratic Sb'Uctures that were set up later. The 
fonns of systematic national management of labour that were 
created by the New Poor Law simply to discipline the working 
class were the material basis for new relations of representation, 
administration and intervention. 

We can see, then, that the New Poor Law was inttoduced to 
fulfil the needs of a period of the production of absolute surplus
value. What is more, lhouah it was enacted in 1834, it was only in 
the 1870s that its provisions totally replaced earlier systems d 
relief. By this time, capital was shifting to its period in which the 
production of relative swplus-value came to predominate, and this 
required a new way of relating to labour. 1 5  

Th e  underlying problem o f  Radical Chains' historical 
analysis is that they take the laissetfain stage of capitalism at itS 
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own word. Its word is an individualist ideolosY wbicb was 
unmcdiaicly undermined by the growth of collective forms. The 
idea of a perfect re&ime of needs under the law of value is a myth. 
The law of value and capital have always been constrained, fint 
by forms of landed property and of community which preceded it, 
and then by the class sttuggle growing up within it. Capital is 
forced to relate to the working class by other means than the wage, 
and the state is its necessary way of doing this. The Poor Law 
expressed one sttategy far controlling the working class: 
administration expresses a different one. Once we see the law d 
value as always constrained, then the idea of its partial suspension 
loses its resonance. 

The !etishlsm o! pbumlaa 
Given that Radical Chains seek. to emphasize the relation d 
suuggle between the working class and capital, it may seem 
strange that they do not consider the shift from the formal to real 
subsumption of labour to capital. Yet such a consideration would 
not only undermine their commitment to a theory of decline but 
also run counter to the conceprual framework that they have drawn 
from classical Marxism through Ticlain. To examine this more 
closely we must return briefly once more to the origins of classical 
Marxism's themy of decline. 

- ·""'AL CMA"9 
....... - .............. � --· - --

As we have already noted, the notion of an objectively 
determined decline of capiralism is rooted in the Olthodox 
interpretation of the Preface to A Contribution to the Critiqiu of 
Political Economy where Marx states that 'At a certain Stage of 
development. the material productive forces of society come into 
conflict with the existing relations of production . . . From fonns of 
development of the productive forces these relations nun into their 
feners. Then begins an era of social revolution'. 1 6  For the classical 
Marxist at the tum of the ccnrury, it seemed clear that the social 
relations of private apPropriation and the muket were becoming 
fetters on the increasingly socialized forces of production. The 
driving force towards revolution was therefore conceptualized as 
the contradiction between the productive forces' need for socialist 
planning and the anuchy of the mule.et and private appropriation. 

Of course, implicit in all this is the idea that socialism only 
becomes justified once it becomes historically necessary to further 
develop the forces of production on a more rational and planned 
basis. Once capiralism has exhausted il5 potential of developing 
the forces of production on the basis of the law of value, socialism 

must step in to rake over the baton of economic development. 
From this perspective, socialism appears as little more than the 
planned development of the forces of production. 17 

However, viewing history in terms of the contradiction 
between the development of the forces of production and existin1 
social relations, where each form of society is seen to be replaced 
by a succeeding one which can allow a further development of the 
forces of production, is to take the view point of capital. By 
articulating this view, Marx sought to tum the perspective d 
capital against itself. Marx sought to show that, like preceding 
societies, capitalism will repeatedly impose limits on the 
development of the forces of production and therefore open up the 
possibility for capitalism's own supersession on its own tenns. 

From the point of view of capital, history is nothing more 
than the development of the productive forces: it is only with 
capitalism that production fully realizes itself as an alien force thai: 
can appear abstracted from human needs and desires. Communism 
must not only involve the abolition of classes but also the abolition 
of the forces of production. as a separate power. 

By seeing socialism principally as the rationally planned 
development of the forces of production - and opposing this to the 
anan:hy of the market of capiralism - classical Marxists ended up 
adopting the perspective of capital. It was this perspective that 

--

allowed the Bolsheviks to rake up the tasks of a surrogace 
bourgeoisie once they had seized power in Russia, since it 
committed them to the development of the forces of production at 
all COSlS. The logic of this perspective was perhaps developed 
most of all by Trotsky who, through his suppon for the 
introduction of Taylorism, one-man manq:ement, the 
militarization of labour and the crushin1 of the rebellion at 
Kronstadt, consistently demonstrated his commiunent to develop 
the forces of production over and against the needs of the working 
class. 

A!; a long committed Trotskyist, there are no problems for 
Tick.tin in identifying socialism with planning. Indeed, in restating 
classical Marxism and developing the contradictions between 
planning and the anarchy of the market, Tick.tin draws heavily on 
the work of Preobrazhensky who, alona:side Trotsky, was the 
leading theoretician of the Left-Opposition in the 1920s. It was 
Preobrazhensky who first developed the distinction between the 
law of planning and the law of value as the two competing 
principles of economic regulation in the period of the transition 
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Au/hebell·�������----,-�--,---,--������� from capitalism to socialism. It was on the basis of this distinction economy was to show how the relations of capitalist society are 
that Preobrazbensky developed the arguments of the Left. not natural and eternal. Rather, he showed how capitalism was a 
Opposition for the rapid development of heavy industry at the transitory mode of production. Capital displays itself as transitory. 
expense of the livina standards of the WOiting class and the Its negation is wilhin it, and there is a movement to abolish it. 

:-'li8;�:a�:i!:;1::
.
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For Radical Chains, adopting the notion that we are in the beyond capital with changes in the forms of capital rather lhan the 
period of capita1ist decline and the consequent transition IO struggle apinst them. 
socialism, in which the principal contradiction is thill between the Decline cannot be seen as an objective period of capitalism, 
law of value and the law of planniq, is far more problematic. An nor can the progressive aspect 10 capital be seen as an earlier 
important pan of Radical Chains' project is their auempt to reject period now passed. The progressive and decadent aspects d 
lhe traditional politics of the left, panicularly thal of Leninism. capital have always been united. Capitalism has always involved a 
This is made clear in such articles as The hidden political decadent negative process of the cammodification of life by value. 
economy of lhe left', where they resolutely stress importance of the It has also involved the creation of the universal class in 
self-activity of the working class and attack the Leninist notion cS opposition, rich in needs and with the ultimate need for a new way 
the passivity of the working class and its need for an externally of life beyond capital. 
imposed discipline. Yet this is undermined by their adherence ro The problem with Marxist orthodoxy is that it seeks 
the 'good Marxism' ofTicktin. capital's doom not in the collective forms of orpnization and 

As a result, we find that when pressed on the question of strugle of the prolewiat but in the forms of capitalist 
planning Radical Chains' position becomes both slippery and socialization. It imposes a linear evolutionary model on the shift 
hiahly ambiguous. Their way of vindicating planning is virtually to &om capitalism to communism. The revolutionary movement 
identify it with self-emancipation. They ask us to make a towards communism. involves ruprure: the theorization of the 
revolution in the name of planning and insist that really that is decline of capitalism misses this by identifyina; with aspects of 
fine because 'Planning is the social presence of the freely capital. As Pannekoek pointed out, the real decline of capital is ��=�l:U�e:=m-;� p:ruon:,. �� :=�=ti:: 

th
� lhe self-emancipation of the working class. 

proletariat is the free association of the proletariat. For all their 
efforts, by refusing to break with the framework set out by Ticlain, 
Radical Chains end up simply criticizing the left's idea of planning 
from the point of vi.cw of planning. For us, this classical leftist 
Marxism must not be revitalized but undermined. This means 
questioning its veey framework. 

For us, the market or law of value is not the essence ca 
capital;20 its essence is rather the self-ezpansk>n of wJlue: that is, 
of alienated labour. Capital is above all an organiz:ing of alienaced 
labour involvina; a combination of market aspects and planning 
aspects. Capitalism has always needed planning and it has always 
needed markets. The twentieth century has displayed a constant 
tension between capitalism's market and plannin& tendencies. 
What the left has done is identify with one pole of this process. 
that of planning. But our project is not simply equal to planning. 
Communism is the abolition of all capitalis1 social relations, both 
of the market and of the alien plan. Of course, some fonn of social 
planning is a necessary prerequisite for communism: but the point 
is not planning as such, as a separate and specialized activity, bul 
planning at the service of the project of free creation of our lives. 
The focus would be on the production of ourselves. not things. Not 
the planning of work and development of the productive forces, 
but the planning of free activity at the service of the free creation 
of our own lives. 

Radical Chains concluded 
Wilh Radical Chains we have the most recent and perhaps most 
sopbjsticatcd restatement of the classical Marxist theory of 
decline. Yet, for us, their aaempt ID unile such an objectivi.st 
Marxist theory with the more class struggle oriented theories 
which emerged in the 1960s and 1970s has failed, leaving them in 
a politically compromised position. With Radical Chains our 
odyssey is complete and we can draw to some kind of conclusion. 

In Place of a Condus:lon 
Is capitalism in decline? Coming to tenns with theories rl 
capitalist decline has involved a comin1 to tenns with Marxism. 
One of the essential aspects of Marx's critique of political 
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Notes 
1 �face to A Contribution ... - wc11 come back to the meaning of this later 
f" Pannekoek was a di.ssendnJ voice in the move by the left- and council 
�� lo embrace .a lheory  of decline. 

While left-commurusm has defendt.d revolutionary positions against TroW:yism, this defence is WKlennined and appears dogma!ic by beina: 
� on a rigid conception or capitalist decadence. 

The autonomists made the best theoretical response with their class mug:lc 
� of crisis, but lhis !OSI its way when the offeruive class smiggle receded. � for example Negri's argument tlw the Kcync:sian form of the swe, which prolllO[ed, full employment and risina living standards paid fer by increased productivity, was a SU11Ugic response by capital to the threat of proletarian revolution. A. Nepi (1988). Revolution Rttritvtd. London: Red 
�=· of the whole problem widl Radii:al Chains and Ticktin is the use of the 
tmn 1aw of vlllue.' The idea is dw, by referring co the 1aw of value', a 
pn:1fundity is reached. As Radical awns say, "Jbe analysis pw the law of 
value 81 the centre. Agreemenl or disagreemem: requires a srasP of the law of 
value.' It is becallse Ticlain has done this dW Radical Chains see him as a 
tood Manist. The law of value is used to sum up capitalism • it is its esseaoe. BUI if law of value is used like chis, ii llR1SC be taken ill its widest possible 
m:ise as summinj up all the la\!r'S of motion of capital: the production and 
ICCUIDlllalion of absolute surplus-value, die revolutionizing of the labour pocess to produce relative surplus-value, tbe compulsion to increase 
�vity and so on. On the otbet hand, the law of value has a nurower 
lll!:IDi.q; simply as the market. 'When the two .sense.s become coafused. when 
damges to the narrow law of value - limits on tbe maJtet - are seen m capital's 
«dine, the other aspeas of capitalism are forgotten. Radical Chains think 
llE)r have ope� up the meaning oftbe law of value by focusin&: it on labour· 
�: bUl �.sti� con�ive �fit �y in tcrms of the maricet.  Tbe idea onguwuig wi tb  Hilfcrding Uw tbe era of capitalism's decline is imrted by the iruegrabon of banking capital with industrial c.apital can 
tqally be accused of � sinoe Hilferdint: based such 
COllChmons on tbe high level or integralion of banking capital and the big amls ttw rypified W German ecooomy ar: the rum oflht a:nQuy. 
8 Smrancnt of lnicnt Radical Chains J.J. In issue 4 � is  a slight change. The new fonnuladcn is 'The world in which we live is riven by a co!Unldiction 
� the need for and possibility of planning and the Jaw of value.' 

1�ca���:i� �-not stand apan from lhe wor'dnj class as a sepamre mechanism; it would be � pwposeful to say thai: the law of value is tbe 
e:Wzence oftbe worldng class sWWling apart from itself.' Rmlica/ Chains4, p. 21  1 1 Tickt:in occasionally mentions tbe Beed-based seaor a.s one factor in the law 
of value's decline' bu1 Radical OWn.s revolve dim lbax)o around it. 12 The besl: source OD lhis !Opie is ch.apter three of Pwblic Orthr and the Law 
of labour by Geoff Kay and James Moa (MacMillan, 1982). Esse:mially Kay aod Mott's point is tlw die applicarion of the law of value to Jabour dlrough lhe wa&e  comraa bas always cccurred within a wider law of labour backed by 
the srare. Radical Olllins would seem to be very il:ldebo:d. to the analysis iD Ibis 
book. ya: Kay md. Moa. dcscribe no pure subordinalioll whicb. clec:tines. 
Ralbe:r, because the application of the labour comract is always insufficient -
labour-power � to be simply a commodiiy • diff=I controls have 

�
y=�

l:e of class e1ploitar:ion in capitalist society as being 
hidden in the paymenl of a wage few a period of labour some of which . 
necessary labour - replacr.d the W8£CS, the rest ·  wineces.sary labour · produced 
a surplus-value. Absolute surplus-value increases surplus-value by e11ending 
lhe working day. Relative SUJPlus-value inc� sllJ)llus-value by �ing the amounl of lime necessacy to reproduce the wage. Relative surplus-value tbus � an incr=..se in produc:tiviiy. The two forms are Dot murually 
u_clusive, bu1 one can say !hat as capitalism develops � is an important 
shift where the application of science and technology to the revolutionmng of 'fl productiv� forces in pumiit ofrelal:ive �lllt"value becomes decisive. In the penod dominated by the producoon of absoluie swplus-value, the 
capitalist takes over a labow- PJOOe:5S thal. while capable of greater efficiency 
of scale, remains essentially the same as ii did bekR capital toolc ii over. 
Relative swplus-value, on the other hand, demands tlw the capitalists �u: the whole labour ptOCeSS. There is a constan1 revolutionizing of the 
productive forces; production becomes specifically capitalisi and dominales the worker. 

1 S In the Law of labour, Kay and Moa ue good on Ibis. II seems that whal 
Radical .Chains have done is take a iexi wriaen rrom a more aulonomiSI type pmpecu� and ftm:I its DOtions of needs and capacities inio a di!lcline 
�lcmai:ic. l1 does.� fiL 
1 
�Marx, E.arly Wnn11gs (PenJUin: Harmond.swonb) pp. 425-6. 

II seems to us that. while the dialectic between lhe fO«eS and relal:i.ons of 
production may have bcc:n i.nsl:rumental in lhe ovenbrow of feudalism by the 
bowJ�e. it cannot be the guarantee of the clec:liDe of capital. This contradicaOD may be the "'°'  ofalsis, but this does not mc:an a terminal aisis 
��g �.m to resolve iL Unlike earlier modes of production, 
capitalism IS not ned to a level of the productive forces. Radler ii is btied on 
the coostaDJ: revolulionizina: of them. It does create a barrier IO their powth in 
the fact that ii can only produce for the nwkel:. HowevCI", the barrier thai: 
capital creares to itself is a barrier that i1 c.onsmntly tries t0 overcome. capital 
co�tly revolurioniu:s productive relations IO allow its continued expansion. This need to constaDlly bansform social rda!:ions means thal capital is 
c:oostantl.� forced IO confront the working class. An established panem o( class 
� callDOI: be �  indefiniWy. The crisis may crme coodinons where the proletarial moves tov.wds opposing its nm;ls to tbose of 
capital. But equally ii is possible for capital to resolve the commdiction at a 
highcc level of tbe productive fcroes. C&pital revolutioniz.e:s its own social relal:i.oas to continue to develop the productive fortlc:s. The perspective of the 
�e �orc:es is  � of capital not the proletariat. Tbe prolew:ian 
perspective IS of a COllSCIOUS brealcing of that c.onttadi.c:tioa which Olherwise continues. 
To tate tbe poiDt by Mm in his 'Pn:face' asjustificalioo for tbe  idea of decline confuses logical widl historical clec:line'. Capitalism c.ontains within ii the 
logical/real p:issibility of clec:liDe: i.e., defetishization of the law of value and 
the aeation of the !Re association of producers in its place. But IO SCIC thal 
possibiliiy as a hislorical fact/epoch is reificarion: the process of a pan of 
capital (i.e., the proletarial) going beyond capital is reifi.ed into somedliDg wi� �. of capital and its dw!ge of fmns. This is Dot to say that �biz.ation and dlus communism is an ahistorical possibility with no reWion to tbe development of capitalism and the productive forces: in the 
world market and in the Jeducdon of necessary labour, capitalism creates the 
� for  c.ommunism. BUI Ihm is no technical level of the productive forces ar: 
�ch .communism. becomes inevitable or furtba" capilalist deveJopmenl 
unposstble. There 1S an orxanic relation baween the class struggle and 
capitalisi development. At times, the developmem: of capital and the class reaches a point of possible ruptuR. Revolul:ionaries and the class take their chance: if the wave fails to go beyond capital, then capitalism o::>ntinues at a 
higher level. capitalism restruCllJreS to neutralm 1be c.omposition of 1be class which attacked it: i.e., capitalism take& diffezau forms. The further 
developmen1 of the productive forces is in a way. then, the booby prize ror 

� ::ols'::m·s commiiment to planning tlw Jed Trotsky 8Dd onhodox 
Trotslcyism (toaetbef with a multilllde ofWemm socialist imellectuals) to see lbe USSR as progressive. Ticlctin.'s 'bmlll:' from this tradition is to claim tlw 
the USSR had Mtb.er planning or the nwta. Ticlain c.ontends thal for Lenin 8Dd T� p1annillg was necessarily 'dcmocntic'. Lenin's support for 
Taylonsrn, and Trotsky's call fer the miliWizalion of labour, show thai: the 
early Bolshevil::s. ideas coooeming planni.n& cannot be so easily separated !rem 
the Stalinist version. To simply insist OD adding the word 'demoaatic' to the � project oftbe planned developmenl of the productive forces is clearly inadcq�. �ital as a social relal:ion is quite c:ompadble wilh democracy. Communism IS a content - the abolition of wage labour • not a fonn. The unreconsuuaM narure of Ticlain's Trotslcyism is clearly sbow:n in What 
would a socialist society be like?' iD Critique 25. 11 involves, after the talcing 
of power, the 'gradual elimination of finance capital', the 'gradual phasing out 
of �= =�:.�

ployed', the ·nationalisalion of major finns and 

'lJ Radical chains I, p. 1 1 .  
2 0  1be law of value i s  one way the essence of capitalism upr�sses itself. 
Compcdlion and the nwta is the way thal the law of value is imposed on 
individual capitals. 
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Civilization and its latest discontents 

- -· 
FredJ Perlman (1!1113� Agabut Bu·llOrJ, Agabut Lnlat/uln! Jlelrolt: Blllck A lied. 

I'm born in a certain age which has certain insaumcnts of production and certain kinds of knowledge; l have tbe 
possibility to combine my ability with my knowledge. and can use the socially available means of production as 
insrruments with which to realize an individual or collective project. 
(R. Gregoire A F. Perlman, 1969)1 

Civilization is under attack. A new critical current has emerged 
in recent years, united by an antagonism towards all tendencies 
that seem to include 'progress' as part of their programme. 
Perlman's book. described iD tbe AK Disuibulion 1993 
Catalogue as 'One of the most significant and influential 
anarchic texts of the last few decades' (p. 30), is one of the key 
texts in this 'primitivist' current. In the U.S.A. and this country, 
it is in anarchist circles - particularly amongst those engaged in 
eco-struggles - that primitivism has become particularly 
popular. But Perlman used. to be a Marxist (sec the quotc 
above), and he contributed usefully to the development of a 
libertarian version of Marx's theory for a number of years. The 
wholesale abandonment of Marx in favour of primitivism has 
touched the non-Leninist revolutionary milieu in this counay 
IOO, with the recent conversion of Wi1"car2 to the anti
civilization position. 

One direction that the primitivist current points in is the 
need to develop a critique of technology. This is something the 
old left cannot grasp, and is one of the reasons why it is unable 
to connect. properly with tendencies toward communism. 
Accolding to most varieties of leftism, technological progress 
and therefore economic growth will be or universal benefit so 
long as they are planned ralionally; what prevents the full and 
rational development or the forces of production is the 
irrationality of the capitalist market All this is rcf1ccted in the 
way leftists relate IO the new struggles over technological 
'progress', such as the anti-roads movement. Thus, while 
opportunists like the SWP treat these new struggles as valid 
only because they might be fertile grounds for recruitment to the 
'real' struggle, leftists who arc more openly traditional on this 
issue - such as the RCP - repeat the old claim that what the 
proles really want is more and better roads (so we can all get to 
WOik on time, perhaps!): a modem infrastrucmre is necessary 
for growth, and an expanding economy necessarily makes for a 
better quality of life. 

The old project of simply taking over existing means of 
production was the creation of an era before capital had so 
thoroughly invested its own subjectivity in technology, design 
and the labour process. The ti1ehnology that promises to liberate 
us in fact enslaves us by regulating our activities in and through 
work and leisure; machines and factories pollute our 
environments and destroy our bodies; their products offer us the 
image of real life instead of its substance. Now, more than ever, 
it is often more appropriate to smash existing means of 
production than merely manage them differently. We must 
therefore go beyond leftist notions of the neutrality of 
1i1ehnology and problemalize their definitions of progress. 

The current anti-roads movement offers an example of a 
practical critique of progress - that is, one which contests 
dominant definitions of progress through physically disrupting 
their implementation. As we argued in OW' last issue, struggles 
such as that over the M l  1 link road in north-east London should 

be understood as pan of the class struggle. This is often despite 
the ideas of those taking part, some of which echo Perlman's 
ideological critique of progress. In contrast to the practical 
critique, the ideological critique actively hinlkn an adequate 
critique of capitalism. lbus Perlman rejects unwanted leftist 
notions only throuab a retreat into a form of romantic quasi
anarchism which is unable IO pasp the movement nece5sary to 
abolish capital. Given that Perlman is only one voice, however, 
the present article will use a review of his book as a springboard 
for a critique of other expressions of the new primitivist current. 

Tbe cue aplnst 'p.......,• 
Pcrlman's book begins by distinguishing between a state of 
narure (harmony between humanity and the rest of narure) and 
civilization. Civilization began, not because everyone wanted 10 
improve their conditions of existence, not because of 'material 
conditions', but because a small group of people imposed it on 
everyone else. Perlman traces the origin of civilization 10 the 
Sumerians, who, he says, felt oblipd IO build waterworks to 
ensure a regular supply of water. The Sumerians invested power 
to direct the building of the waterworks in one individual, who 
evenmally became a powerful expert elite and then a warrior 
elite • the first ruling class, in effect. Under the direction of 
their rulina class, the Sumerians then waged war on their 
neighbours, evenrually enslavina them. The rest of Pcrlman's 
book is taken up with the rest of world history, comprising the 
evolution of - and resistance to - various rypes of Leviathan (the 
name, taken from Hobbes, which Perlman uses for civilization, 
class sociCly or the state), each of which takes in human beings 
as its living energy, is animated by them, and excretes them out 
as it decays, only to be replaced by yet another Leviathan. 
Leviathans fight with each other, but the winner is always 
Leviathan. Given that the opposition is between Leviathan and 
the oppressed majority, the differences between types of class 
society can therefore be largely glossed over. 

Perlman appears to agree with Marx that what 
distinguishes civilization from primitive communism is the 
development of the means of production, which enabled surplus 
labour and thus the existence of a parasitic non-productive cla.ss. 
But the book challenges the traditional Marxist view by 
suaestina that in primitive communism there were already 
'surpluses' .3 If there was no problem with means of 
subsistence, then there could be no need to develop the means 
of production. The emergence of civilization is therefore 
comparable with the 'fall' from the Garden of Eden. 

However, Pcrlman's claim that the ancient Sumerians felt 
obliged to introduce icchnological innovation suggests that 
primitive communism wasn't always so idyllic after all: the 
place where they were living was 'hellish'; they were intent on 
'fanning a jungle'; in the rainy season the floods curled off 
both their crops and their houses, while in the dry season their 
plants dried up and died. 4 This might suggest that population 
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growth forced people to live iD marginal lands, away from any the biography of Perlman, we can aace a movement from hope 
surpluses. II also seems to c:onflicl with Perlman's repeated in the proletariat as the libcratory fon:e to a Nm to n&Nre and 
claim that malerial conditions were not responsible for thc the past in the comext of defeat. .A3 a Marxist, Perlman was 
development of technology and thus civilization; if lack of a caught up in the events of 1968, wbcR he discovered the texts 
n::a:utar water supply isn't a material condition, then what is? and ideas of the Situationist lntmWi.onal, anarchism and the 
Similarly, the material condilion of a growing populalion isn't Spanish Revolution, and council communism. Afterwards, 
discussed.s The social relations Perlman describes which however, on moving to the U.S.A., '[t]he sbrinkina: arena for 
accompany the new rcchnology seem to be rather arbitrary. meaningful political activity in the early 70s led Frcdy to sec 
Much (the whole of history, in fact) seems to binge on the himself as less of an "activist" and mme as a rememberer.'9 
decision made by the 'wise' (sic) Sumerian elders to appoint 'a Perbnan's development is closely linked with that of Jacques 
sb'Ong young man' to be the 'supervisor' of the wuerworks Camaue, sometime comrade of the Italian left-communist 
project. (So is chant:� to blame rather than the small minority1) Bordip. Camattc broke with le�-communist organizations 

The writings of John Zerzan, such as his collection d partly due to bis recognition of the need to ao beyond their 
essays El�rMnts of R�ftual,6 seems to take Pcrlman's general (objcctivist) perspective and rethink Marx on the basis of the 
argument further (back). Zcrzan's writings are not orthodoxy radical promise otTemd by such texts as the 'Results of the 
within the new primitivist current. but they have been imponant Immediate Process of Production' (lbe 'missing sixth chapter' 
in the American primitivist and cco-anarcbist scenes in setting of Capital Volume I), the Grundriste, and the 1844 Economk 
agendas for debate on issues such as agriculture. The whole and Philosophical Manwcripu. However, Camane eventually 
problem in :l.clzan's view may be summarized as follows: concluded that capital was in fact all powerful; liven this, the 
symbolizad.on set in motion the series of horrors that is prolewiat offered no hope and the only option for humanity was 
civilization's trajectory. Symbolizalion led to ideas of time, to nm away and escape somehow. 
number, an and language which in tum led to agriculture. In the case of Zerzan, his early work romanticizes 
Religion gets the blame as well, being carried by language, and proletarian spontaneity; on the basis of his observations d 
being one of the prime culprits for agriculture: food production apparcndy new expressions of resislUlce in the form of worker 
is •at base . . .  a religious acdvity' (p. 70). But why is agriculture sabotase and absenteeism, be pronounced this to be the furure 
so bad? According to Zerzan, 'captivity itself and every fonn d of class sttuggle.10 In the early 1980s, the recession threw 
enslavement has agriculture as its progenitor or model' (p. 7S). millions out of work. We miaht take this as the vindication al 
Therefore while Perlman might have wanted to defend exisdng his critics' predictions about the transience of these forms of the 
primidve communides against encroaching capitalist revolt q;ainst work. as viable expressions of the class struggle; 
development, Zerzan secs anyone using agriculture as already for in the face of widespread unemployment how could workers 
alienated and therefore not worth saving: even most tribal types commit sabotage or go absent'? But instead of recognizing the 
wouldn't be pure enough for him. Similarly, pemw:ulture is an setbacks to the sauggle as a whole, Zerzan saw in lhe new 
aspiration of many primitivists, but, within Zerzan's vision, this unemployment figures the ·collapse' of capitalism and the 
too would be pan of the problem since it is a method of 'vitality' of the revolt against work. For those who were still in 
production. His later work.7 has even dismissed hunter-gathering jobs, work intensity increased during this period. To 7.erzan, 
- since hunting leads 10 symbolism (and all the rest). however, the most important thing, was a decline of the work-

It might be easy to dismiss many of Perlman's and Zemm's ethic. Z.Crzan also dismissed strikes (successful or otherwise) as 
arguments as just half-baked idealism. They are not particularly being cathartic charades. His focus on attitudes allowed the 
oriainal. and indeed might be said 10 be no more than perilous state of the proletariat as a movement to be overlooked. 
vulgarizatioos of the ideas of Camane (see below); if we are z.crzan·s wucalisdc optimism is merely the Oipside of the 
interested in theory, it might tbetefore be more appropriate 10 pessimism that comes with defeat. I I But holding on to such 
develop a critique of his wOlk rather than theirs. However, ideas - substituting the simple negation of civilization for the 
Camatte is far less well known and far less influential than determinate neaation of capitalism - is not only a reflection of 
either Perlman or Zcnan. lbe fact that their ideas are becoming pessimism with current movemems; it also functions 10 prevent 
somecbing of a malCrial force - in the form of an increasing adherents from connecting with these movements. The ultimate 
number of people engaged in sttuggle espousing primidvism - test of the primitivists' case might be its usefulness in sttuggles. 
means that we have to take them seriously in their own right. Primidvists say they don't want to 'simply' go back (maybe they 

The modem context olprimldvlsm 
Ideas of a golden age and a rejection of civilization are nothing 
new. The Romantic Movement in bourgeois philosophy began 
with Rousseau, who eulogized unmediated relations with 
'nature' and characterized ·industry' as evil. (Perlman quotes 
Rousseau approvingly.) Bui why has this old idea become so 
popular now? 

It would seem no coincidence that anti-civilization ideas 
have blossomed in particular in the U.S.A. It is easy to sec how 
such ideas can take hold in a place where there is still a 
recognizable wilderness which is currently being destroyed by 
production. The U.S.A. differs from Europe also in the fact that 
it lacks the long history of stIUggle that characterizes the 
transition from feudalism to capitalism (and the making of the 
proletariat). Instead, it has had the wholesale imposition of 
capitalism on indigenous cultures., a real aenocide. Moreover, 
in recent years, the U.S.A. has also dim.eca from Europe in the 
extent of the defeat of proletarian sttuggle over there. 

Defeat brings pessimism, and when the cumnl radical 
movement is on the decline, it may be easier to be radical about 
the past than to be radical in a practical way in the present. 8 In 

want to go back in a more 'complex' way - in a wdis, perhaps), 
but neither do they say much about what we should be doing 
now: and Perlman and Zerzan give few examples of collective 
stIUggles that seem to them to point in the right direction. 1 2  In 
the past. Perlman and Z.Crzan made contributions to 
revoludonary sttuggle; but whatever useful contribudons Zerzan 
may make now do not pardcululy seem to flow from his theory. 

For the modern primitivist, the despair of failing to locate 
the future in the present, and of failing to counteract the 
pervasiveness of production, may leave no alternative but 
principled suicide (possibly in the service of a bombing mission 
against one or other manifestation of the •mega-machine'), or 
resignation before Leviathan's irre5istible progress, and a search 
for an individual solution. Although primitivists see capital as a 
social relation, they seem to have lost the sense that it is a 
process of class struggle, not just an imposition by a powerful 
oppressor. Since, in their account, all praxis is alienarcd, how 
can proletarian praxis possibly offer the way out? So, for 
example, George Bradford, writing in Fifth Esiare, 13 argues that 
all we can hope to do is maintain human decency, affinn moral 
coherence and defend 'human pcrsonhood', and hope that others 
clo the same. 
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Hlstor)' produces lb own .....-.... 
1be argument that the tum to primitivism reflects the limits of 
the class saugglc &I the present time has c:ertain consequences 
for the cobclence of the primitivist po.sition. To say that 
primitives necessarily resisted civilization may be to project 011 
to them the primitivist's own desires - specifically, her own 
antipalhy to technology and 'civilized' (i.e. class) society. 
Primitives very likely were not conscious of their way of life as 
a possibility or choice in lhe way the modem primitivist is, and 
tbercforc would not have valued it in the same way that we 
might. and may not necessarily have resisted the development of 
the productive forces. The desire to transcend civilization seems 
itself to be a product of class society; the rosy view of pre
history is itself a creation of history. 

1be issue touches upon the definition of 'human nature'. In 
confrmling this, we find two sorts of position in the writinp cl 
primitivists. Firslly, consistent with Marx's approach, some 
:=1)1F;: h:'orman
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problematic because such needs and desires would tbcrcfore be 
an effect of the very thing dlcy are trying to overeome; these 
needs would be put of bisrmy and civilizalion, and theref.., 
alienated. (Recall the traditional leftist view that capitalism 
holds back our needs for tcchDological progress; to the 
primitivist, needs like these would be part of the problem.) 

Given this. primitivists often imply instead that the human 
needs and desires to which civilization is antithetical are 
abistorical or suprahistorical.

1 
S Perlman says nothing explicit in 

bis book about the precise featUres of chis ahistorical human 
nature he seems lO be positing, except that he 'takc[s] it for 
granted that resistance is the natural human response to 
dehumanization' (p. 184). The rut, we can assume, is simply 
the negative of his account of civilization: non-hierarchical, non
working and so on. 

Again, an ahistorical 'human nan&rc' argument against 
capital ('civilization', 'govcmmcnt' etc.) is not a new one, and 
we don't have to re-invent the dialccti.cal wheel to argue against 
it. In fact. we can tum to some of Perlman's own work for a 
preay good counter-argument. In his Introduction to Rubin's 
Es1ays on Man's TMory of Valut, 16 Perlman discusses 
Feuerbach's conception of human nature. As Perlman says, for 
Feuerbacb the human essence is something isolated, 
unhistorical and therefore abstracL The great leap in theary 
beyond the bourgeois idealists made by Marx was to argue 
against chis that 'the human essence is no abstraction inherent 
in each single individual. In its reality it is the ensemble of the 
social relations.· (p. 122). 17 

By contraSt, then, the later Perlman makes a huge leap 
backwards in thcol)' to rediscover old, bourgeois notions which 
define human nature in terms of certain negative desires located 
within each individual.

18  
Similarly, z.enan countcrposes 

'alienation' (be it through hierarchy, agricukure or wage labour) 
to an asocial humanity. His more promising early writing on 
absenteeism. and sabotage was flawed by his inability to 
recognize the limits of sauggle dlat does not become 
collective.

19  
His more recent work centtcs on a critique cR 

language, that aspect of human life which, probably moe: than 
any other, allows us to share and therefore makes us social 
beings. 

Primitivists' conception of the essential ontological 
opposition as being between histoty (civilization) and an 
abstract human nature, instead of between two historically
conlingent sets of inurests (capital versus the prolewiat), 
means that their critique tends to be mcrcly a moral one. For 
:::�1-�=ci�u::;::�:c�=e:� 

WorUr-Snulent Ac1;on Comm;nees, a similarly voluntaristic 
theme works as a useful critique of the limits of the practice cR 
those taking pan in the events in Paris in May 1968: 
'Subjectively they �t they were revolutionaries because 
they thought a revoluaon "85 taking place •.. They were not 
going to initiate this process; they were going to follow the wave 
wherever it pushed lhem. '  (p. 82). But, in the absence of a 
proper recognition of the logical-historical drives and 
constraints of particular modes of production, Pcrlman's 
primitivism represents the degeneration of a non-objcctivist 
version of Marxism into a version of the anarchist critique d. 
power, wilb all hs obvious weaknesses: 'These leaders were 
just bad or stupid people!' Similarly, in the case of :l.enan, 
language is said to have arisen not so that people could co
operate with each other, but 'for the purpose of lying' (Ekmenu 
of Refusal, p. 27). So we must blame, not class interests, but 
pcoplc's moral failings!2

1 

Whole prq:ren 11 It ID)'WQ'? 
PrimitivislS say linle about variations and chanaes in climate in 
pre-historic times. In certain times and places, there may well 
have been societies like the idyll described by Perlman; but it is 
equally likely that other situations were nightmarish. All 
primitive societies relied completely on the benevolence d. 
nan&rc, something which could easily change; and changes in 
climatic conditions could wipe out thousands. 

Bound up with the primitivist view of prc-histoty as an 
ideal swe is the rigid distinction they draw between nature and 
human productive activity. What makes us human are the set d. 
'first on:ier medialions' between humanity and narun: our 
needs, the natural world around us, our power to creace, and so 
on. To be human is to be creative. Through 'second order 
mediations', these basic qualities of exislencc arc themselves 
mediated by relationships - of power, alienation, exploitation 
and so on - between classes. z.enan idealizes a golden age 
before humanity became distinct from nature only because he 
COllflates human creative activity per se with alienated creative 
activity; to him. any human creative activity - any activity which 
affects the rest of nablre - is already saturated with exploitation 
and alienation. 

What the anti-civilization position overlooks, therefore, is 
the nwlUal con.rtitution of hummity and (the rest of) nature: 
humans are pan of nature, and it is their nature to humanize 
nanne. Nature and humanity are co-defining pans of a single 
moving totality; both are therefore subject to change and change 
each other. Changes in the world may lead to new social 
relations among human beings - relations which may involve a 
different relation to that world, a different praxis and technology 
(such as when the Iron Age developed out of climatic changes). 
We are products of nature. but we also create ourselves through 
our own activity in shaping the world that we inhabit. While it 
is certainly true that to privilege 'humanity' in any of these 
changes may be to damage the very environment we need to 
live, to privilege 'the natural world' by viewing all our activity 
as an assault on it may be to damage humanity. 

If the change &om pre-history to agriculture and other 
innovations wasn't ncccssarily alienating - if the latter weren't 
by their nan&re imposed within and through social relations d. 
domination - then the whole historical opposition Perlman and 
7.erzan set up between progress and its popular resistance is 
thrown into doubt. Evidence from history suggests that progress 
is by no means oecessaril.y the expression of the powerful: 
rather the powerful were sometimes indifferent to progress. and 
lhe powerless were sometimes the ones who conaibuted to it. 22 

In Antiquity, particularly iD Greek society, there was 
technological stagnation rather than progress. The surplus 
product of slave labour was used for innovations only in the 
sphere of civic society and the intellecrual realm. Manual 
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labour, and therefore innovations in production, were ISSOCialed 
in the minds of the Greek ruling class with loss of liben:y. 
Although the Romans introduced more technical dcvclopmc:ats, 
these were largely confined to the material improvemc:m. of 
cities (e.g., central healing) and the armed forces (e.g., rmds) 
rather than the forces of production. In both cases., militmy 
conquest was preferred to economic advance through tbe forces 
ofproducliou. 

In the feudal period, both lords and peasants bad reasons to 
bring innovations to agriculture to increase production. Tbc 
growing desires for amcDilics and luxuries in the arislOCRl:ic 
class as a whole, particularly from about the year 1000 onwards, 
motivated an expansion of supply from tbe cowurysidc. Hc:ncc 
the introduction of the water-mill and the spread of viticulture. 
The peasants were motivated to create and sarisfy new needs by 
the particular parameten of the feudal mode of prodw:lion. 
which lied the peasant to cnly a certain weekly toll and fixed 
number of days to work: the rest of the lime was lbcir own, and 
could be used to improve their quality of life. Hence more and 
more villages came to possess forges for local production of iron 
tools; cereal cultivation spread: and the quality and quantity of 
production on the peasants' own plou incrcased. 

The key to undemanding the massive growth in 
productivity in the feudal period, however. was the recurrent 
rent struggles between peasants and landowners. Disputes over 
land, initiated by either pole of the feudal relationship, 
motivated occupation and colonizalioo of new lands in the form 
of m:lamation of heaths, swampland and forests for agricultural 
purposes. It was a continual class struggle that drove the 
economy forward. 

Primitivism, by suggesting that the initiators of progress 
arc always the ruling class, projects features of capitalism back 
into the past - as do most bomgcois theories. Previous class 
societies were based largely on a settled level of technology; in 
such societieJ technological change may have been resisted by 
the ruling classes since it might have upset settled rt:lations of 
dominance. Capitalism is the only mode of production based on 
constandy ttvolulionizina: tflclmology and the means of 
production. 

Moreover, charactcrizina: capitalism as simply tbe rule of 
technology or the 'mega-machine' felishizes fixed capital as a 
prime mover, tbcrcby losing sigbt of tbe struggle behind the 
shape of the means of produclioa. Progress widlin capitalism is 
clwacterislically the result of capital rapoodiDg to fc:rms of 
resistaDcc. For cum.pie. in tbe shift to Taylorist production 
methods, tbe variables that tbc mmagement scientists were 
having to deal with were DOI merely technical factors but the 
awkwardness and power of the workforce; this could best be 
controlled and harnessed as variable capital (so the sci.enlists 
thought) by physically separating the job of work into its 
component parts and tbe workers along the production line so 
they were unable to fraternize. One of the next steps in 
improving output was the introduction of the 'human relations' 
approach, putting a human face on the factory, which was forced 
upon capital by worker resistance (in the fonn of absenteeism 
and sabotage) to the swkness of pure Taylorism. 

Thus, we might understand progress in the forces of 
production not as the absolute imposition of the will of one class 
over another, but as the result of the class contradiction itself. If 
progress is in an important sense -a compromise, a result of 
conflict - both between classes and between competing: capitals -
then some of its effects might be positive. We might hate 
capitalism, but most of us can think of capitalist technologies 
we'd like to keep to meet our present and future needs (diough 
not as commodities, of course) - be it mountain bikes. light 
bulbs or WOJd processors. This is consistent with our immediate 
experience of modem capitalismpPwhich isn"t simply imposed 
upon us monolilbically, but bas to retfkt our own wishes in 
some way. After all, isn't the essence: of the spectacle the 

ra:uperalion of the multiplicity of our own desires? Therefore it 
is not some abstract progress which we want to abolish, but tbe 
oomradictory progress we get in class society. The process d. 
communism entails the reappropriation and radical, critical 
nmfomwion of tha1 created within the alienated social 
relations of capilalism. To bold that the problem is essentially 
ttdmolol)' itself is a mystificaD.on; human instruments are DOI 
out of our conaol within capitalism because Ibey are 
instnunenls (any more than our own hands are ncccssarily out 
of our control), but because Ibey are the instruments of capital -
and lberefcn of reified, second-order mediations. 

Given all this, the argument by Wi�3 - that IF the 
productive forces DCCd to be developed to a sufficient degree to 
make couununism possible, and IF these forces are ""' 
dcvclopcd sufficicndy now, 1HEN revolutionaries might have 
to support their further development - applies only to Marxist 
objectivism rather than to the version of Marx's project we are 
tr)'ina to develop. At any time. the mrolutionary SUpportS the 
opposition to capital (and, by cxccnsion, takes the side of any 
communist tendency in any class society). Actions by the 
oppositiOD. to capital can force concessions from capital. making 
funbcr successful raistance possible both subjectively 
(confidcacc, ideas of possibility cu:.) 8Dd objectively (pushing 
capital beyond itself, weakcDiDg ill mechanisms of control c1e.). 
'Progress' often describes the deferment of this revolutionuy 
process, u the mode of production is forced to change its form: 
look u the way the class compromise of the post-war sculcmcnt 
entailed the development of new production and accumulation 
methods in the fonn of Fordism.. ID their anack. on propess, 
Wildcat mistake the shadows for the substance of the fighL 

Good imd bod Man 
Perlman 8Dd Camatte cettainly knew their Marx, 8Dd developed 
their early, more promising, revolulionary theory throusb a 
confrontation with him. But Again.rt His-srory and much of 
Zl:nan.'s work recommend no such CODSll'UClive confronwion; 
rather dicy cncouraac a simplistic and dismissive attitude by 
characterizing Mux u merely a Dineteenth centwy advocate d 
�· From thaI perspective, any apparently radical critique 
of Mux is welcomed, including that of postmodernist scumbags 
lib Baudrillud. (71w Mirror of Production, a book by the 
media darling and recuperator of sirualionist ideas, which 
groups Marx with the rest of tbe 'modernist' bas-beens, is 
promOICd in the primilivist-influenced Fifth Es1a1e periodical.) 

A critique of Marx and Marx.ism is certainly necessary, but 
primitivism (like postmodemism) is meRly the idcologil.llion 
of such a critique. The anti-civilization position is not just a 
necessary attack on leftism, but a counter-productive aback on 
everything in Marx. In defending some version of Marx against 
primitivism, we certainly need to acknowledge the problems in 
anempling to separate from some of its own consequel\CCS a 
theory which sought not merely to interpret the world but to 
change it. However, some of the primilivist critics seem to 
simply fit Marx. up rather than attempt to understand some of 
the limitations of his theory. For example. Zerzan's critique of 
Marx claims to link Marx's practice with the supposed problems 
of this theory. But the critique consists almost entirely of a list 
of Mux's personal shortcominp and says virtually nothing 
about his theory. 24 

At least Wildcat bother to dig out some quotes from Marx., 
which they then use as evidence in a critique of (their reading 
of) Marx's t:bcmy. From the Gnurdrisle, they find a quote to 
show that Mux thought that capitalist progress and thus 
alienation was a neecssaiy step to the full development of the 
individual;2S and from the Preface to A Con1ribu1ion to IM 
Cri.liqiu of Political Economy they quote Marx's well-known 
sratement declaring that the development of the productive 
forces is the precondition for communism.26 "Ibese kinds of 
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theoretical swcmcnts they link to Marx's failings in. practice, in 
particular his suppon for the American Chil War. In �sponsc. 
we might pick out a doz.en men quotes &om different texts by 
Marx - or even from the same texts Wildcat draw upon - to 
sbow the importance he placed on proletarian subjectivity and 
self-activity; and we might link these with his important and 
innovarory contributions 10 revolulionary practice, such as his 
support for the Silesian uprising and the Paris Commune. 

But a mere sclcction (or even an aggregalion) of quotes 
from Marx is not an analysis. If we think there is anything 
useful in Marx's work. we could try to locate his limits and 
contradictions in their historical context rather than in the 
person of Marx in absaaction. 27 AJ Debord arped, Marx's 
limits and contradictions rc1lcct those of the workers' movement 
of the time. The cconomistic element in Marx's theory -
exemplified in writings such as Capital - was mcrcly one facet 
of his project as a whole. When the struggle appeared to be at 
its most promising, the totality and hence the subjective came 10 
the fore in Marx's theory (as in the case of the overall content 
and direction of the Gnmdrisse); but in the face of setbacks 
Marx was mluced to scientistic justifications. It was also 
important rhetorically, of course. to foresee the inevitability m 
the communist revolution in the maturation of capitalism (as in 
The Commrmi.st Manifesto, for example). Understanding Marx 
this way allows us to critically develop his revolutionary theory 
in the direction of communism rather lhan leading us simply to 
dump it as a whole uncritically.28 

In an important sense. Marx was simply describing his 
observation that the development of the rcm:cs or production in 
the end brought communism closer through the 
proletarianization of the population. It is also true lhat at times 
he was an advocate of such development. But the main point is 
that such advocacy of capitalist progress does not flow from his 
theoretical premises in the clear cut way the primitivists would 
have us believe. Productivism is one trajectory from his wmk.; 
this is the one taken up by the Soviet Marxists and other 
objectivists in their nmow, scientistic reading. But, taking his 
project as a whole, Marx's theory also points to the active 
negation of capital tbrouah thoroughgoing class struggle on all 
fron�. 
lbeory, blstory ad tulure 
In approaches to history, there is an imponant difference 
between looking to it for a communist ideal and anempting to 
understand why previous communist tendencies have failed -
and thus why we have more chance than the Luddites, 
millenarian peasants, classical workers' movement etc. But in 
order to go beyond these previous tendencies, we also need to 
interrogate the present and the future. What new developments 
in technology call forth new unities within the working class? 
Do changes to the means of communication enable those 
engaged in struggles to undentand and act more effectively 
upon their global sigDificance? 

To grasp present trends. we need more than the radical 
anthropology offered by primitivists. We need theory that allows 
us to understand the historical specificity of struggles. 
Capitalism is the most dynamic of class societies; the proletariat 
is the only revolutionary class that seeks to abolish itself and all 
classes. There arc therefore many features of the present epoch 
of class struggle that arc lost in the simple gloss 'civilization'. 
In order to sauggle effectively, to understand the possible 
directions of sttugles and the limits or particular ideologies 
within strUgglcs, we need to develop - not reject - the categories 
Marx derived to grasp the capital relation and the process of its 
negation. 

'Primitivism' is itself a product of a particular period of 
capitalist history. The same setbacks that have encouraged 

posanodemism among radicals in the academic realm have 
helped produce primitivism in circles of activists. One merely 
describes 'the end of iijistol)'', the other actively calls for such 
an end; both arc an in� fonn of liberal idealism which 
reject the traditional liberal faith in capitalist progress. 

However, if primitivism was, like postmodemism, simply a 
complacent expression by well-paid academics of the defeat o( 
industrial class sauggles then we wouldn't bother giving it space 
in these pages. All of us arc forced to make a response to 
increased pollution and environmental destruction brought about 
by the growth of the alien.,,awer that is capital; primitivism is, 
at best, an attempt to engage in struggles around these kind o( 
issues. The alarming and compelling new appearance of the 
fundamental problematic of alienation, in the form of world
wide environmental dcsttuction for profit, has encourapd new 
forms of resistance (particularly in the U.S.A.), and these new 
fonns seek ideas. Marxism, identified with the old forms (of 
both capital and its resistance), is seen to fail in the eyes of this 
new wave of resisters - hence the appeal of a radical alternative, 
such as primitivism. But the problem of primitivism lies in a 
flawed diqnosis of the problem of Marxism: the essential 
problem in Marx and Marxism is not the belief in progress, but obfectivism.29 A revolutionary theory adequaie to the struggle 
nccdc:d at the present time must therefore start with a critique d 
the objccti.vism of previous revolutionary theories. 30 

I Wwhr-Srudau Action Comminus, p. IS. Demii1: Black Ir: Red. 2 Wildcal /1, Spriq 1994. 
3 The arpu:nem is blSed on M. Sahlins's (1974) StoM Ag1 EC011.0'1lics 
(London: Tavislock), which suggescs thal SIODe lllC 1)pcs had 'wbar they 
wamed' ia abundaace. 4 Again.st His-story, p. 18. S If 'overpopulalioa' by human beings is seen as the problem, 1hc solution 
migbl be 10 call fcl' lhc  annibilalioa of 99.991li of lhc human raec 10 mum die Olhm' 0.01 %  10 tbe swc of iwure, a ralber pmblemadc conclusion for 
SOJll90DI who is supposed 10 be on tbe side of tbe human race apiast Leviadum: for, after all, who will decide who should mate up 1he privileged 
g-�.1� ( 1988). El1nwnts of Rlfu.sal. Seaale: Left: Bank Baoks. 
1 J. brzan ( 1994). F11tur1 Priniitiw aNI otMr Euays. New York: 

� E.P. lhompson, Elie Hobsbawm and Christopher Hill are 
prime eumpJes of people who, bcc:ausc or the scpmDon or past &om pmem. arelwcn able 10 pursue a revolutionary bisroriography w:ilhiD 
r:-:•(=�ro:c:::�b. A Chronicle of 

fris!e=��e:.=��::��!979). 
1 1 Wildcar's position toe seems 10 be lied up with a pessimism that comes fmm the low poinl of die strugp: 'i1 is difllcult II pmsent 10 see how lh! 
New World Order of Madoana 8Dd MacDonald's [sic] contains its own negarion' (Wildcat 17, p. 115). The 111-or-aodiing lpJl!Cllll:b 11111 is 
dlaracleriaic of \llrieties of ultra-leftism swinp fixedly from unreasonable 
optimism 10 desplir,  wbm resistllu::e is 111m11, i1 seems 1a mUe seme m me the proleWial as anemptina always 10 expMS sponlaDeOUS revolutionary 11eDdeaaes, which are bamperm only by leftism and tbe unions. Bu1 when tbe nsistancc is defea1ed, lbcre secms 10 be nodUng k!ft - hencc lbe appcal of 

f����==:son�ware that bis monl critique of �vilization did aoi: point 10 aay pdClicaJ. solution. 
I 'Tbe Triwnph ofcapital' (FifthEsto11, Sprina 1992). 4 'Needs are maim by bwnan society, along with 1he means to salisfy 

fr;-�i�7� 1:! essence of civilizaboa was lbe sublimation of 
(socially umcoepl.lbJc) )DGistina: drives. Ia seciq aa opposition between civilizalioa aad lbe full aad unadultcnled expression of human c1esiJes, Pertmaa aad brzan 1gr9e with Freud: lbe only difrermlce is 11111 Freud 
1hougbt muc:b of civili1abon was good. (S. Freud ( 1930). Civilizalion and 
its disconWltS. Ia A. Dickson (Ed., 1985). Pllican Fr1ud library /2. 
��:

l��ays on Mar7:'t 'TMory of ValH. (Trans. M. Samardzi.ja il:. F. Perlman). Dewit: Black. Ir: Red. (FltSt published 1928). 17 Mm.. TMns an F1Hrbach, ia C. Arthur (Ed., 1974). TM Gef'JJIOll 
ltkololJ (StudcDI Edi.Don). Loadoa: Lawmaoe Ir: Wishart. 
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1 8  An eumplc of the drive IO expand civilizalion and the pioduah·e forces being locared in the psychology of indiv:iduals ralher dlan  in the 101ali1y of 
social relalions comes in Agaill.sr His-srory when Perlman atttibules lbe 
cooquesi of primitives by Europeans IO lhe lmer's 'resentmelll' ofcbose who 

rf:°::e��� Rtftual of Work. 
;� 'i:: �one in the crilique of civilizalion n!S01181e!i v.ilh lbe puriwlicaUy moral conceplions ofbuman nmds held by many ei;:o-anarchisr. 
rypes, who iell lbeir comrades lhat lhe lllter 'dcm't really need' some of lhe dtin(S Ibey desire. and who anempl IO specify IO lhem 'all the things �  
ieally need' - US\lllly a spanan list retleaing historically-contingen1 notions 
of'biologicalnecessilies'. 22 Descriptions bued on Perry Anderson (1974), Passagts frOM Amiquil)' � FtudJJlisM. (London: NLB). 
2! �'�!i 1�an· ( 1979) in Eltnunu of Rtfusal. The style seems 
typical or Zemn. whose articles are frequemly made up of a collection of 
�uoies and empirical snippeis v.ilh littleanalysis. 

2� =:i:;;.1::1�·. 24. 
27 The irony of Zenmi's pseudo-critique is tlw be could find legilimale 
reason for making a valid critic:Wn of Marx simply by opening Volume I of 
Capital where the Lwldiles are dismissed as 'reac:lionary'. Man comradias himself in the 'missing sixth cbapler' of lhe same volume ("Results of lbe Immediate Process of Produc:lion') by dwaaerizing iec:bnology DOI as a neutral object bul as the very qenl of the woibr's alienalion and then!fOn! 

i�=f��==·usin& Marx's method, see O. Debord (1967). TM Socitry of rht S�aadt. (London: Practical Paradise 
Publications), A. Ne&ri (1984), Mar.t btyand Mar.t, (New York: 
Auumomedia) and F.C. Shonall (1994), TM lncompl'rt Marx. (AldeBhol: 
Avebury). It is aue lhat lhe queslioa of ecology wb.ich concems primitiv:ists remains neglecled even in these relalively recent developments. Again, 
however, ii is only by underswidiDg lhe hi5torical COlllexl of this ne11ecr: in 
Man and others lhat we miJbt: dtvelop revolutionary theory instead of 

r�=�-====- tbe only way tlw capital 
and the mega-machine will be de:SU'Oyed is through the wejghl or their own 
complexity · in other woa:ls through an objeaive process of decline. A mere 
critique of 'progms' is an inadequate critique ofobjecliYism (and hence an 
in!'dequa1e gn.sp oflhe subjeclive) and so reproduces fun:her objecliv:ism. 30 See "Decadence' article in Ibis issue and A uflitbtn 2 and J. 

Auj/Jeben 
(past tense: hob au/ ;  p.p. aufgehoben ; noun: Aujhebung ). 

Aufheben has no English equivalent . In popular Gennan it nonnally has two main meanings which are in opposition. One 
is negative, Rto abolishR, Rto annur. Rto cancel'" etc. The other is positive, "to supersede", "to transcend". Hegel exploited 
lhis duality of meaning and used lhe word to describe the positive-negative action whereby a higher fonn of thought or 
nature supersedes a lower form, while at the same time 'preserving· its 'moments of tn.nh'.The proletariat's revolutionary 
negation of capil&lism. communism, is an instance of this positive-negative movement of supersession, as Is its theoretical 
realisation in Marx's method of critique. 
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